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Final Report, NASA Contract NAS8-30251
Skylab Experiment 5073
Preface
After nearly 10 years' investment in time and cost by NASA, and
more than 7 years by us, the subject contract vras terminated on January
31, 1976 due to the closeout level of funding provided to this experiment
for FY 1976 - just as vre received the last batch of valid experiment
data. This report s.umm.arizes•experiiment activities under contract
NAS8-30251 to State University of N%r York at Albany (October 1973 --
January 1976) and under its predecessor contract NAS8-24865, at Dudley
Observatory (January 1969 - October 1973). Data analysis will continue
beyond .July 1976 with support by a NASA grant.
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Summary
Skylab experiment 5073 was designed to measure the surface brightness
and polarization associated with zodiacal light, background starlight, and
spacecraft corona during each of the Skylab missions using a 10-color photo-
electric polarimeter. The polarimeter and a 16 mm camera were mounted in
parallel on a scanning platform at the end of an extension mechanism which
could be deployed up to a distance of 5.5 m beyond the spacecraft through
scientific airlocks (SAL's) in either the solar or antisolar directions.
Unfortunately, the solar SAL could not be used because a permanent heat
shield was deployed out the solar SAL following the loss of the spacecraft
meteoroid shield during launch. Therefore observations were restricted to
the antisolar hemisphere.
Fixed--position and sky--scanning observations were obtained during Skylab
missions SL-2 and SL
-3 at 10 wavelengths between 4000A and 8200A. Although
valid telemetry data were not received until October 1975, initial results from
the fixed-position data are presented on the spacecraft corona and on the polarized
brightness of the zodiacal light.
To provide information on the spacecraft corona an near real time, the
photometer was fixed in position at approximately 95 degrees from the sun, and
10--color observations were made on SL--2 mission day 19 starting with the space-
craft in the Earth's shadow and ending in daylight. The reverse sequence was
performed later in the same orbit, i.e., day to night. Total instrument
reproducibility and the method of differencing day/night or night/day bright-
nesses were found to give a minimum detectable brightness change of from 1 to
3 S10(V) *. We found no evidence on SL-2 mission day 19 for integrated light
from contaminant particulates dozen to this columm brightness threshold for
detection. The same analysis will be performed on similar observations obtain-
ed at other tines during the missions.
Included among the fixed position regions that were observed are the north
celestial pole, south ecliptic pole, two regions near the north galactic pole,
and 90 degrees from the sun in the ecliptic. The polarized brightness
(Stokes parameter Q) of the zodiacal light was found to have the color of the
sun at each of these positions. Since previous observers had found the total
brightness (Stokes parameter 1) to have the color of the sun from the near
ultrw,iolet out to 2.4 uma, the degree of polarization of the zodiacal light is
independent of wavelength from 4OOQA to 8200A.
With valid telemetry data now available, it will be possible to derive
results for the scanning programs and to complete the analysis of fixed position
data, including simultaneous multicolor observations of the north celestial pole
from Skylab and from Mt. Haleakala, Hawaii on 12 June 1973.
Equivalent number of 10th magnitude solar (G2V) stars per square degree at
mean solar distance.
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Background Information
Skylab experiment 5073, "Gegenschein/Zodiacal Light", originated with
N. P. Key and collaborators at the University of Minnesota, where work
continued until delayed by the KSC/Apollo fire. The Minnesota group was
unable to continue the experiment when it was included in the AAP experi-
ment list in early 1969, and J. L. Weinberg was asked to become Principal
Investigator. A new instrument, a 10-color photoelectric photometer
(polarimeter) similar to that used by Weinberg in ground-based studies
between 1961 and 1968, was developed to take advantage of the revised
schedule and increased vehicle capability and of the subsequent availability
of scientific airlocks, to obtain detailed photometric data on the zodiacal
light and background starlight, and to provide quantitative information in
near real time on the spacecraft corona. The photometer was designed to
measure light levels ranging from zodiacal light in the antisolar hemisphere
to fonTarcl scattering of sunlight from contaminant particulates surrounding
the Saturn workshop. All-sky multicolor observations of brightness and
polarization had not previously been made from above the earth's atmosphere.
The design, construction, testing and calibration were performed in collabora-
tion Vrith Martin--Marietta, Denver and NASA/MSFC. Tn October 1973 the zodiacal
light group at Dudley Observatory, including most of the 5073 team, left Dudley
Observatory to form. the Space Astronomy Laboratory in affiliation i .dth the
Department of Astronomy and Space Science of the State University of New York
at Albany (SUlVYA) .
The photometer was designed to perform various faxed-position or sky-
i
scanning programs which could be scheduled during satellite day or night.
i
In order to extend the region of sky observable without incurring reflec-
tionsfrom the Apollo Telescope Mount and Saturn workshop, the photometer
was to be extended out either the solar or antisolar scientific airlock at 	 i
I
2the end of a boom of length either 1.0 m or 5.5 m. The boom was designed
1	 for use by exrperiments 5073, T027 (Contamination. Measurement), and 5149
(Mi.crometeoroid Particle Collection).
The original plan called for repeated observations from the solar
and antisolar scientific airlocks during each of the SVlab missions and
coordinated observations with Pioneers 10 and 11 and with colleagues at
field sites in Hawaii, Japan, India, France, and the Canary Islands. Loss
of the solar scientific airlock to experimenter use ii restricted observa-
tions to the antisolar hemisphere. Some of the scientific potential of
5073 was lost when the solar scientific airlock could not be used and
because observations were not scheduled before SL-2 mission day 18 (i.e.,
near full moon instead of near new moon). Additional potential was lost
when the extension mechanism./mounting facility failed early in SL--3 with
the photometer attached, making it impossible to retract the facility; both
the facility and photometer were jettisoned. In spate of these difficulties,
multicolor observations of brightness and polarization were obtained of
portions of the antisolar hemisphere.
2. 
see, for example:
J. L. Weinberg, AAP Flight Experiment S073 (Gegenschein/Zodia.cal Light)
and Automatic Programming, Feb 1970, rev. May 1970.
Experiment Implementation Plan (EIP), Experiment 5073, June 17, 1971.
J. L. Weinberg, A Coordinated Program of Satellite and Ground-Based
Observations of the Zodiacal Light, presented at X1Vth General Assembly,
IAU, 1970; Trans. IAU XIVB, 166, 1971.
Observatory- Report, Dudley Observatory and 3]epartment of Astronomy and
Space Science, SUM, Bull. AAS 4, 13-21, 1972.
"Our backup instrument canister was modified and carried aloft by the SL--2
crew to deploy a parasol out the solar scientific airlock to reduce the
high workshop temperature due to loss of the meteoroid shield during
launch.
.u.
3Instrument Description
The Skylab photoelectric photometer was designed to fulfill the
overlapping requirements of experiments 5073 and T027; namely, to measure
light levels ranging From zodiacal light in the antisolar hemisphere to
forward scattering of sunlight from contaminant particulates surrounding
the Saturn workshop. It was also required to measure the direction and
amount of polarization over a range of wavelengths from 40008 to 8200A.
The photometer head and extension mechanism are shown in Figure 1,
The photometer head consists of a photoelectric photometer (polarimeter),
a 16= Maurer camera, and sunshields. These were positioned on an alt-
azimuth mounting and could be extended by an astronaut up to a distance of
5.5 m from the spacecraft to insure that the instrument did not see any
part of the spacecraft when the photometer was pointed 90 degrees away from
N	 the sun.
The camera system was included to provide information on anomalous
results obtained with the photometer and to provide backup information on
position using bright stars. A photograph was taken every 11.25 degrees
in elevation and every 45 degrees in azimuth or, for fixed programs, at
each filter change of the photometer. Kodak film type 2 1+85 was used with
exposures of 2.375 seconds. The camera Field of view is approximately 15
degrees; it is defined by the camera sunshield.
The photometer (Figure 2) is . similar to that used by us for ground-
based studies and consists of a sunshield, a telescope cap, so-called
Fabry optics with a 6.35 cm .primary objective, two six--position wheels con--
iZero elevation is the direction-of the extension mechanism (approximately
toward the Sun or anti--Sun) and the azimuth plane is perpendicular to the
direction of zero elevation.
Figure 1. The Skylab 5073 photometer camera system attached to the universal
extension rrechanism/mounting facility. The ccnister and attached
panels also contain power supplied and automatic and manual control
equipment.
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Figure 2. Exploded, oblique
view of the photometer head
4taining interference filters, a rotating polaroid (IM 32), a field-of-
view wheel, a shutter, and a detector package. The control equipment
is located on the canister shown in Figure 1.
The size of the Fabry photometer was limited by the aperture of the
scientific airlock. The filter bandwidths and transmissions icrere chosen
in conjunction with the photomultzplier spectral response, the 5.84 cm
clear objective diameter, and the maximum field of view (6 degrees) to
assure an adequate signal noise ratio at the lotir light levels expected
in the antisolar hemisphere and to provide comparable output at all wave-
lengths for radiation of solar color.
Color discrimination vas provided by two six-position filter wheels;
each wheel contained 5 interference filters and an open position. The
filter wavelengths were chosen froia among those used by us i in ground
observations. The filter characteristics are given beloir.
Interference filter characteristics
Color,
	 Central
	 Bandwidth at
nominal	 wavelengtha	 peak transmissiona
(A )	 (R)	 (1)
4000 400l 110.0
4760 4748 47.5
5o8o 5068 49.7
5300 5294 61.o
5577 5562 17.0
6o8o 6o63 83.0
6300 6286 20.0
6435 6427 108.2
7100 7093 135.0
8200 816o 220.0
aAt center of filter, -320C
J. L. Weinberg, Ann. d'Astrophys. 27, 718-737, 1964.
J. L. Weinberg and H. M. Man in The Zodiacal Light and the Interplanetary
Medium, (J. L. Weinberg, ed.), 3-8, NASA SP-150, 1967.
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The photometer was designed around an EVE 541E photomultiplier
(selected S20 response), with a high voltage supply and output voltage
differential amplifier having three gain settings (105, 106, and 107).
These gain settings, coupled with a range of aperture/neutral density
filter combinations (see below), gave an instrument Sensitivity dynamic
range of more than 107. The 60 diameter field of view was chosen for use
when observing the zoliacal light in the antisolar hemisphere; this re-
quired only a short baffle system with the 6.35 an diameter objective.
However, for planned observations of the zodiacal light to within. 150
of the sun, a longer sunshield was included, this fatting within the
short baffle and masking the objective dowx-! to 1.09am.
Aperture/Neutral. Density Filter Ca binations
octal	 field of
	
factor
indication
	
vier (FOV)	 difference
0	 6 deg	 1
1	 3	 4	 (i.e., 4 times less light gets
2	 3 + ND 2	 400	 through than with FOV 0)
3	 3 + INm 3	 4000
4	 1	 36
5	 1 + ND 4	 36o0oo
The order of decreasing FOV is thus 0, 1, 4, 2, 3, 5.
Aa HN 32 polaroid disk rotating at approximately 2 RDS enabled the
polarization of the incoming light to be determined from the amplitude and
phase of the 4 Hz detector signal. A Ed -activated phosphor source
mounted on the cap could be swung into the optical path (Figure 2) for
instrument monitoring while shutter closure enabled the photomultipl.ier
dark current to be measured. For protection, the shutter was activated
automatically whenever the intensity reached. approximately 10 volts; "full
i
bscale" was nominally 5 volts.
ISince one mode of operation of the instrument was designed to map
large areas of sky by stepping in elevation and scanning in azimuth, the
scan rate set limits on the integration time available to improve the
signal/noise ratio. A scan rate of k degrees/second was chosen in order
to obtain a one color hemispheric map during a single orbital night. The
system noise was governed principally by the loin photon numbers with some
	 ^ !
contribution from spikes presumably arising from charged particle induced
Cerenkov radiation in the photomultiplier front glass surface, particularly
in or near the South Atlantic anomaly. Some reduction in the effect of
the latter would have been possible if photon counting electronics could
have been used. The time constant of the differential amplifier (2msec)
was compatible with the photomultiplier output sample rate (320/sec). A
polaroid synchronous pulse was generated once per revolution and was re-
corded on another 320 sample second telemetry channel.
Because of the range of ambient temperatures in which the photometer
was expected to operate, a thermoelectric heater/cooler was coupled to the
photomultiplier photocathode. This was designed to maintain, the photo-
cathode temperature at approximately -100C during operation in space.
Sensors monitored this temperature and the temperature Near the filters
and the _Pm_ l47 source.
To achieve experiment objectives, it was necessary to use a large
number of complex, b-To-dimensional scanning routines to assure that the
selected regions of sky would be observed in the right way at the right
times. An automati programmer was designed and built for this purpose.
The programmer permitted the photometer system to be operated manually or
in any of seven automatic modes: -
L_
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0 calibration
1 fixed-position
2 vertical circle (scan in elevation at fixed azimuth)
3 almucantar (scan in azimuth at fixed elevation.)
4 limited-area sky mapping (almucantars separated 2.8 deg in elev)
5 all-sky mapping (almucantars separated 5.6 deg in elev)
6 stowage position return.
Modes 0 and 1 were used for fixed--position observations: of the cap source
(mode O) or of the sky (mode 1). One sequence of 10 filters took 2 minutes.
Modes 2 through 5 were used for mapping selected regions at the 4 deg/See
scanning rate of the photometer. A program could be operated any number
of times from 1 to 64 and, through the use of an orbital period counter,
could be performed automatically during parts of consecutive orbits. The
elevation and azimuth range could be selected by the astronaut to provide
scans over all, or any portion of, the sky. The programmer also permitted
the camera system to be operated manually or automatically.
i	 Fixed-position targets included the Gegenschein and the north and
J	 south ecliptic, celestial, and galactic poles. A prize contamination
program involved fixed-position observations at 90 - 95 degrees from the
sun, starting in the Earth's shadow and continuing to a position, in sun-
light. A change in brightness and, especially, in polarization as the
spacecraft leaves the Earth's shadow is a direct and immediate measure of
the spacecraft corona. This program was to be performed early in each
mission to provide information on contamination in near real time. Other
planned programs included scanning in the ecliptic, scanning the region
around the sun and anti-sun, making all-sky maps, scanning through the
Earth's atmosphere when the Earth occults the sun, etc.
The instrument was designed to carry out an observing program un-
attended, after a series of in parameters had been set on the control
panels by one of the astronauts. A description of the observing programs
carried out during missions SL-2 and SL--3 is given in the next section.
J^.
r
8Mission Operations - Planned and Accomplished
50 to 60 percent of the scientific potential of 5073 was lost when
the solar scientific airlock (SAL) could not be used and because observa-
tions were not scheduled before SL-2 mission day 18. Additional opportun-
ities were lost through improper or late scheduling on the ground, in-
correct operation of the instrument by the crew, and failure of the
mounting drive system at the beginning of the second mission.
Table 1 shows the planned observing programs for SL--2 and SL-3: SL-2,
based on ASAL operations only and on a late start, and SL-3, based on
limited operations and data from SL-2. Table 2 gives a calendar of 5073.
observations accomplished during SL-2 and SL-3; the observations are
summarized further in Appendix 1.
As noted earlier and in the attached reprint, fixed-position and sky-
scanning observations were made during mission SL-2 and, to a lesser extent,
during SL-3. Figure 3 depicts sky regions/colors observed in mission SL-2
(mid-June 1973), during which the Gegenschein (elevation Oo, center of
circle) was in the Milky Way and the moon was nearly full. Roman numerals
indicate the locations of the faxed-position observations: north celestial
pole, south ecliptic pole, 90 0 from the sun near the ecliptic, and north
galactic pole. During SL--2 the instrument was operated on 13 separate but
not independent occasions, giving a total :f only 151,` -)urs of observing
time. In addition:
1. No observations were made in the Z-LV mode which was intended
to replace some lost opportunities due to the loss of the
solar SAL;
2. No observations were obtained before MD 18, in violation: of
the MRDwhich specifically stated that early observation was
mandatory:
t
Table 1. Planned observing programs for SL-2 and SL -3.
Priority SL-2 (Note 5) SL-3
1 le(N) la Note 1 For SL-2 perform only from
2 Oa Oa -^rithin the earth's shadow.
3 la 2a
4 2a (Note 1) Z-LV (Note 3)
5 2c Z--LV (Note 4)
6 5a lb
7 3a (Note 2) 4a
8 3d 5a Note 2 Two sequences, and start
9 1d(N) 3a just b efore midnight.
10 lb le(N)
11 4a 2c
12 ld(S) la(N)
i3 Oa ld(s)
14 la 3d
15 2a (Note 1) lc Note 3 Mode 1 program. 	 This program
16 2c le(S) accomplishes some of the
17 le(S) lb intent of the originally
18 le(N) 2a planned Solar SAL performance.
19 3a (Note 2) 3c
20 4a la
21 3c Oa
22 lb le(N) Note 4 As above, but using scanning
23 lc le(SL mode.
.24 3a
25 4a
26 lb
27 3c
28 2a
29 le(N) Note 5 This plan was gene-rated
30 le(S) after it became known. that
31 3a the Solar SAL was unavailable
32 la and that no experiment time
would be made available before
MD 14... at tb.e earliest .
Skylab Eiperiment 5073 - coordination with Hai-mii field site - SL-3
Pror;ram
1. Contamination	 la la 71a  lc 3d
2. Gegenschein	 lb 1b lb 3c 3c	 ZEa
3. Ecliptic Pole (ri
	
ltd
legend
0 perform only curing Hawaii =,, indo^ei
Hargaii coordination desirable
aperform near equinox and in
Havaii window
(S) Id
^^. Celestial PoleN) le le1e
S le le	 e
5. Ecliptic Scans 2a	 2a
6. Scar I to Ecliptic 3^a 3a	 3a
7. All-Sky Map 5a
S. System Monitor Oa Oa
g. Vertical Circle 2c
10, Other Mode l programs: i. Other fixed-position targets (e.g.^ Galactic poles (N,S)	 libration points,
orbit pole points, etc.).
ii. Z-LV for part of one orbit.	 This program must be coordinated with Hawaii.
11, Other scanning programs: 	 i. Z-LV.	 Same as 10,ii. above but a scanning mode is used.
NOTES
1. Other programs such as those of 10 and 11 should be designated 10 or 20 or 30.
2. HasTaii window is defined as all times when the moon is below the horizon and the sun is 18 or more
degrees below the horizon, SL-3 ground-support is not possible on MD t s 15 through lg and 45
through 49,
tH
0
Y
(D
P,
Table 2. Observations with the Photometer
Mission
	 1973
Mission
	
day	 date	 Mode	 Frograma
SL-2	 19 June	 12 4 sky map (7 colors, 5300-8200)
19 12 1 I north celestial pole
19 12 1 11 south ecliptic pole
19 12 1 111 contamination, 2 parts:
night/day, day/night
22 15 4 sky map (9 colors, 4000-7100)
22 15 1 TV north galactic pole
22 15 2 V elevation scans
22 15 }fib sky map (Woo, 4760)
23 16 4b sky snap (7 colors, 5080-7100)
23 16 3 azimuth scans (5 colors, 4000-5577)
23 16 3b azimuth scans
24
4
17 3b azimuth scans
-L-3
	
5 August 1 }fib sky map (4000)
6 2 4b sky snap (4760)
7 3 1 Gegenschein. (5 colors, 4000-5577)
7 3 1 contamination, night/day
7 3 1 night/day scan, gravity-oriented
7 3 1 Gegenschein
7 3 2b elevation scans
8 4 2b elevation scans
a 10--color observations, unless otherwise indicated.
b Program started one day and ended the following day.
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Figure 3. Regions of the antisolar hemisphere for which useful data were
obtained during SL-2 (see, also, Table 2). G and E show the positions of
the galactic equator and ecliptic, respectively. 1II refers to system II
galactic longitude in degrees and A-Xa refers to the ecliptic longitude of
the observed point with respect to the Sun, in degrees. The inset shows
the filters used with the sky-mapping programs.
3. No observations were obtained in the period new moon + 1 week
1	 and it was not even recognized that 5073 observations were
effected by the position and phase of the moon.
Commencement of observations in SL-3 was delayed again by spacecraft
problems and by the performance of limited malfunction procedures on the
photometer dictated by the shaft drive anomaly detected late in SL-2 (ref.
Appendix 4). During SL-3 (early August 1973) the Oegenschein was out of
the Milky Way and the moon was between new and first quarter. Thus, it
was Possible during SL-3
 to perform a wide range of programs, including
mapping the entire antisolar hemisphere in each of the 10 wavelengths.
Unfortunately, a crervr error resulted in our obtaining these observations
at only 2 of the 10 wavelengths, and one of these (4000A) only covered
half of the antisolar hemisphere due to higher priority use of the on-
board recorder. After performing several other selected programs, the
extension mechanism/mounting facility failed and we were unable to repeat
the slay mapping program at the other wavelengths. Observations obtained
during SL--3 Prior to jettison are su=arized in Appendix I.
The confusion and lack of organization and planning and the repeated
violation of 5073 requirements and of the requirements of other SAL ex-
periments has been documented elsewhere. We only note here that those
observations that were obtained were obtained with great difficulty.
I
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Complementary Observations from the Ground and from Pioneers 10 and 11
Complementary and simultaneous observations were planned, utilizing
Skylab (multicolor visible-near infrared polartmeter), Pioneers 10 and 11
(tiro--color (blue, red) polarimeter), and instrumentation in. Hawaii (multi-
color visible-near infrared polarimeter). The nightsky continuum cannot.
be observed :from the ground when the moon is above the horizon, and June 12
(.AM), 1973 was the Last opportunity during SL-2 to observe from our field
site atop Mt. Haleakala, Hawaii. It was also the first opportunity for
S073 to observe the sky from Skylab during a crew day while it was stall
night in Hat-raii. Fortunately, the weather at Haleakala cooperated, and
simultaneous observations of the north celestial pole were made From Skylab
and from. Haleakala at the following colors:
observations
wavelength	 Skylab	 Haleakala
`	 4000	 x
4760	 x
5080	 x	 x
5300	 x	 x
5577	 x	 x
6o80	 x	 x
6300	 x	 x
6435	 x
7100	 x	 x
8200	 x
Supporting observations of the north celestial pole were also obtained
from Haleakala on June 10 and 11. The ground data have been partly
reduced; the Skylab data have just n.mrr been made available. Other com-
plementary and simultaneous observations:
June 7	 a partial sky map from Pioneer 10 at a sun-spacecraft dis-
tance of 4.26 AU;
June 12 - a partial sky map from Pioneer 11 which was simultaneous
with celestial pole observations from Skylab and from
Haleakala;
1].
June 14 - the First full sky map from Pioneer 11 ( at a sun-space--
craft distance of 1.39 AU); simultaneousVr^th program 4a
observations from Skylab.
This represents the first time that coordinated observations (ground -
S/C and S/C - S/C (near--earth, deep space)) have ever been performed in
studies of the light of the night sky.
The Observations and their Reduction
1. Photometer.
The primary measurements of the photometer are detector output voltage
versus time (i.e., polaroid position) and position on the sky. Since the
sky brightness is partially polarized, the rotating polaroid modulates the
polarized component (and polarizes the unpolarized component), resulting
in a sinusoidal variation in the photometer detector output. The amplitude
and phase of this modulation are proportional to the brightness of the
polarized component and the azimuth of vibration, respectively. The level
above dark current is proportional to the total. brightness. Thus, it is
possible to detemine the principal Stokes parameters (S, Q, U) and, therefore,
to derive the degree of polarization of the measured radiation. Figure 4 shows
a computer plot of post-mission data, detector output versus ta=me •, although
these data have a larger-than-typical polarization (the data are contamin-
ated by earthshane), they show the form of the data.
The photometer output data are being analyzed by digital synchronous
detection and by a least squares fit to an expreNsion of the form
ME output = A + Bt -+- C sin (Wt + D) ,
where the frequency W is determined from. the repetition rate of the po-
laroid synchronous pulses. The "B" term must be introduced since the
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Figure 4. Representative computer--generated plots of detector output versus time
(polaroid position) for an azimuth scanning program.: 3 colors, run 12, SL--2. These
of the data.data are contaimnated by stray light, but they demonstrate the form 
rbackground starlight and, to some extent, the zodiacal light brightness
change rapidly with azimuth angle d lxring the sky mapping programs and,
therefore, with time in the above expression; a linear slope suffices
provided a fit is attempted only over a relatively small interval of tame,
say one second. The phase angle "D" can be related to the orientation of
the plane of polarization, which in general corresponds to that of the
zodiacal light.	 .^
Much of the telemetry data was seriously degraded as a result of the
introduction of an amplitude compression factor during transmission of
the data between ground stations prior to preparation of experimenter
tapes; changes in photomultiplier output voltage that dial not exceed 4
units (f`ull scale range 253 units) zrere ignored. Since the amplitude of
the sinusoidal (polarized) signal component was often less than this,
much of the data could not be analyzed properly. Measurements during
4
which the photometer remained pointed at faxed directions on the celestial
sphere were not affected as much as the mapping programs since 10 seconds
of sky measurement data are available for a given filter between dark
current readings; with these data digital synchronous detection could be
used. Initial results from the fixed position data have been presented
on the spacecraft corona and on the polarized brightness of the zodiacal
light (see later).
Figure 5 outlines the various steps involved in the handling, pro-
cessing., and reduction of experiment data. Circles represent existing
software; triangles represent hard copy. The various modules that comprise
this reduction system are listed and described below.
73 MAIN or 73 MAIN/ENG. These programs are nearly identical with the
i
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Figure 5. Steps in the handling and processing of
photometer and camera data.
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exception that 73 MAIN reads the Post-Mission tapes and 73 NLgIN/ENG
reads the condensed data tapes, These programs accept the raw data,
make the necessary- corrections, and call a computational routine which
provides the following:
a) Total measured brightness in S 10(7:is) units
b) Brightness of the polarized component
c) Orientation of the plane of polarization
d) Pointing direction
e) Engineering inf'ormtion. ( instrument parameters)
f) Diagnostic information.
These programs utilize a vector analysis routine (digital synchronous 	 ..^.
detection) to compute the polarization information.
STRIP. Accepts the raw signal data (detector output in volts) and pro-
vides a plot of signal versus time for visual analysis.
OREM Analyzes the raw signal data in small time blocks (detector
output is sampled at 320 SPS) to provide data on total measured bright-
ness as bright stars pass through the field of view; this is required
for calibration.
ENGIN. Reformats the raw data on approximately 200 tapes and places
them on 7 condensed data tapes.
ADDT/RT and ADDT/DMP. These programs accept data from the ADDT tapes
(raw data without compression) and Skybet and ATNDC tapes (position
data), apply engineering unit conversions and time conversion, and
reformat the data onto condensed data tapes.
STSMOO. Accepts the raw values of azimuth and elevation telemetry data
and applies corrections for data scatter and drop--outs and provides an
i4proved set of instrument coordinates for further computations.
ENGATT. Processes azimuth and elevation data along with vehicle position
data to provide pointing data in terms of right ascension and declination.
ANGLES. Transforms instrument pointing to both galactic (systems I and
11) and ecliptic coordinates. It also computes the angle beLtircen the
look direction and the moon, sun, and earth.
'Post-Mission tapes refer to experimenter data tapes. As noted earlier,
these data were degraded by use .of a data compression scheme. The result
was that these Post--Mission data consist of a piece-by-piece reconstruc-
tion of data fragments with different quality dorm to cosec intervals;
i.e., we could not "process through" much of the data, and much of the
data were not capable of analysis. Also, 25% of the data were never
received and many of the tapes contained problems (incorrect tame, data
outages, other experimenter's data, etc.) which prevented any processing.
These were the only data available, however, and we used them to develop
and test our reduction software and to examine some of the engineering
and science data that were less affected by these problems.
3
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SEL FOVSEARCH. Uses the final computed/verified pointing directions
to identify all "resolved" stars in the field of view. Since a
suitable star catalog does not exist, it was necessary to create one.
This was done by merging and editing the Yale Observatory Bright Star
Catalog and U.S. Naval Observatory Photoelectric Catalogue, elimin-
ating all stars with V magnitude greater than. 8.0, adding several
hundred stars from the Moscow Variable Star Catalog, etc. Our merged
star catalog is also being used by the Max Planck Institute for
Astronomy, Heidelberg, for reduction of data from their Helios A/B
zodiacal light experiment.
COSFIT. As noted earlier, the photometer output data are being analyzed
IT digital synchronous detection and -by a least squares fit (COSFIT) to
an expression of the form
112 output =AtM Csin lot fD).
PbOTH. Accepts the condensed data tapes and reformats the data for
microfilm hard copy of the raw data (doiaa to the level.of individual
samples).
DEMAL. Applies smoothing and rejection sampling routines to the raw
dark current (shutter closed) data. This supplements the dark current
routine which is in S073MAIN.
SYNCFIT. Applies smoothing techniques to the raw sync pulse data. This
is necessary because some samples in this telemetry channel were used
for other data, resulting in the possibility -;hat a sync pulse could
be lost or translated in tame.
Except for re_`inaments needed in processing observations in the South
Atlantic anomaly and when applying COSFI:T to data in regions of small
polarization and rapidly changing background, the following major steps
in the reduction system are operational;
absolute calibration data are available to convert to absolute values of
total brightness (starlight plus zodiacal light) and polarized brightness
(only zodiacal light, except at low galactic latitudes) and, therefore, to
determine total degree of polarization;
• the observed and predicted directions of polarization can be determined;
n the position of each instantaneous field of view can be determined in the
spacecraft, celestial, ecliptic, and galactic coordinate systems;
a all stars in each instantaneous.field of view can be identified using our
merged star catalog;
e using semi--automatic methods, the brightness contribution of these stars
can be determined and subtracted from the total brightness, ;Leaving
zodiacal light plus background starlight.
These data can be derived for each observation; i.e., for each observed
position and color in these observations. Some additional work is required
6—
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to fully automate the procedure for removing the brightness contribution
of "resolved" staxs from the data numbers associated with each instantan-
eous field of view. A similar code has been developed for use with our
Pioneer 1011 zodiacal light raata; it needs only minor modification to
permit its use vri.th the Skylab data. Still further work is required to
separate the background starlight and zodiacal light.
2. Data Acquisition Camera.
A 16 mm Data Acquisition Camera {DAC} was boresighted with the
photometer to provide information on anomalous results obtained with the
photometer aid to provide backup information on instrument pointing. The
DAC and film type 2485 combined to provide excellent data: the film was
not adversely affected by radiation, many frames contain sharp starfields
suitable for use in determining pointing, the ai.rgloSr banding is clearly
x	 I	 visible in a number of frames, the exposure durations are for the most
part excellent, and a number of frames are "clean" enough to permit photo-
metric analysis via digitization. On the negative side, there appear to
be some cracks in the film and, in some portions of the film, electrostatic
^i^pggi.n_gr ^
The camera was programmed to expose a frame vrith every filter change
in the fixed-pointing programs and with every 45 0
 of azimuth motion or
22.50
 of elevation motion in the scanning programs. 315 1 - frames were
exposed during SL-2. Because the instrument was jettisoned during SL-3,
the film. from that mission was not recovered. Since the DAC had
no capability- for coding the various frames, the first task was
to catalogue all frames ` and separate them into frames for smeared
starf'i.eld -- position use, frames containing anomalous data or frames
l
obtained when the photometer obtained anomalous results, and frames con-
I	 t	 i	 I	 I	 t
twining "clean" scientific data (e.g., the airglow banding, regions of
sky devoid of bright stars, etc.). The first step involved quick-look
numbering and identification of each frame, including determination of the
astronomical coordinates of the center of frame, identification of air-
glow, horizon, cats, bright planet transits, anomalies, mount jiggle, etc.
This cataloguing showed that the camera was not light-tight and, there-
fore, that the frame in position during _orbital hold periods was always
overexposed.
The exposure time (2.375 sec) was chosen as a compromise between
obtaining sufficient density for weak, stars and minimizing the smearing
due to camera scanning motion. Stars dorm. to V magnitude 5 and 6 were
able to be identified in frames taken during the scanning and fixed-
position programs, respectively. Because of this sensitivity limitation,
many of the scanning frames do not contai;.i readable images. The useable
I	 frames were noted in a master log.
For those frames which contained readable images, a microfilm. reader-
printer was arranged to project the frame on a view glass which was cal-
ibrated in an arbitrary x-y coordinate system. Each star was identified
and its position noted on the arbitrary scale. A computer program was
written which compared the distance between any two stars in the arbitrary
system with the true distance computed from the known right ascension (RA)
and declination (DEC). By suitable weighting and averaging of the results
obtained from each pair of stars, a scale factor (arbitrary units to
actual distance) was determined. The program then used this scale factor
to determine the center of the frame (O,Q in the arbitrary scale) in RA
and DEC from each star in the frame and the logged positions of the stars
in the frame. These results were again weighted and averaged, and the
i
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best determination of the RA and DEC of the center of the frame was
made. The orientation of the frame was determined in a similar ?Wanner,
and the azimuth to true north was computed. Frames which contained
smeared stars were read at both the beginning and end of the smears, and
the center of frame was determined for the times of shutter opening and
shutter closing.
Approximately 90% of the readable Frames were read and 20% computed
when this effort was terminated due to funding Mmi tations. The con-
version of telemetry values of azimuth and elevation to equatorial coor-
dinates involves a complex series of transformations utilizing both matrix
and quaternion arithmetic (see Appendix 3). The DAC pointing data were
sufficient to permit a comparison with results derived from telemetry data
and to pinpoint problems in the telemetry pointing computations.
Analysis of star positions in the SL-2 Maurer photographs enabled
the right ascension and declination of the camera pointing direction to
be determined generally within + 0.2o, provided that at least 3 or 4 stars
could be identified. Comparison with the orientation of the photometer
calculated using the attitude of the ATM coord3hate axes shored agreement
usually within + 0.50 . On some occasions, however, the bro methods gave
discrepant results. Several possible sources are being investigated:
differences in rigidity or lacy of reproducibility in the direction of
extension of the boom for the 1.0 m and 5.5 m extensions; errors in telem-
etry data on the various ATM or vehicle reference directions and their
transformations; and errors in telemetered data on photometer azimuth and
elevation.
Many of the frames were invaluable for diagnostic purposes. Anomalously
high photometer signals were often seen to be a result of stray light from
the earth or part of the illuminated spacecraft. Representative photo-
1	 graphs are sho ,^ m in Figure 6.
After the photometer and extension mechanism were jettisoned, attempts
were made to recover some of the lost experiment opportunities by using
on-board photographic equipment. Five photographs were made of the
Cegenschein during SL-3 using experiment T025 equipment. During SL-4 35
contamination photographs and 62 photographs of scientific targets
(Gegenschein, zodiacal light, Comet Kohoutek tail, lunar libration regions
L4
 and L5 , and various astronomical objects) were taken. Unfortunately,
the film pressure plate appears to have separated from its location in the
camera back, resulting in every frame of the SL-4 data being out of focus.
A great deal of work was done to evaluate these photographs and to see
shat would be required to salvage some of the data. The results are given
in the attached Preliminary Experiment Report for S_ lab Mission SL-4.
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Absolute calibration of diffuse field photometers used in zodiacal
light studies is usually achieved by one of tiro methods: laboratory
calibration using a radioactively excited phosphor or diffuse source
which has been previously related to a standard lamp, or field calibra-
tion using star crossings and the area and response of the photometer
field of view. Our intent was to use an absolute calibration. based on
a secondary standard (a 15cm luminous diameter, C-14, activated phosphor
source), supplemented by calibrations obtained from star crossings. The
PmlW source mounted on the cap (Figure 2) was to be used to measure
changes in the photometer during flight and changes between final calibra-
tion and initial instrument turn-on. From the Fritz Peak Observatory
MI.
	 a
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Figure 6. Representative 16 mm photographs taken during fired-position programs in Skylab mission
SL-2 with the camera that was mounted parallel to the photometer:
iA typical 2.375 second photograph showing a grouping of well--defined star ima.ues.
iiAn example of the effect of stray light. In this case, the sunlit Earth illuminated
part of the spacecraft, which, in turn, illuminated the sunshield baffles. Note that
the sky back-round is still dark and that the star field is still well defined.
iiiThe Earth's limb and airglow layer. Note the presence of star images above and
below the airglow layer.
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Photometry Laboratory and the Max Planck xnstitut fir Astronomie,
Heidelberg, each of which has primary standards and experience in diffuse
source calibration and intercomparison, we obtained absolute calibrations
of our laboratory C14 source and several other sources, including the
Pmlw 'flight source. In our laboratory we determined the change of
brightness with temperature of these sources as wela as the irradiance
ratio between the C14 source and several Pm147 sources at wavelengths
ranging from 4000A to $200.x.
The thermoelectric heater cooler maintained the photomultiplier
photocathode near --10 0C after equilibrium was achieved in space; however,
during ground, calibration the photocathode temperature was at times as high
as 150C. The manufacturer's data for this type of photomultipli.er tube
(EM 541E) indicate that this 250C change in temperature would. cause a
photocathode sensitivity change of less than 1%. The photomultipl_ier
dynode chain temperature remained significantly higher than the photo-
cathode temperature by virtue of the heat generated by the surrounding
electronics. The estimated dynode temperature difference of 55°C between.
ground calibration and inflight operation would, according to the manu-
facturer, cause a gain change of about +100. It should be noted that the
use of "mean" tube temperature coefficients can cause significant errors-.
The nominal temperature of the interference filters in flight was
--320C. The wavelengths of peak transmission of the various filters were
shifted by up to 151 by this decrease in temperature from nominal 250C,
as calculated from the filter temperature coefficients given by Blifford i.
This was particularly significant for the two narrow bandpass filters.
-Young, A. T., Appl. Opt. 2, 51-6o (1963).
"Bli.fford, Jr., T. H., Appl. Opt. 5, 105-111 (1966).
1
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Changes in bandiridth and peak transmission are not of consequence for
similar "Thin Films" filters i . The large temperature-brightness co-
efficient of the Pm14 source (as much as -0.28%/ Oc at some wavelengths),
coupled with unexplained differences in the output of the source at
similar temperatures in ground calibration and in-flight measurements
just after launch, made it difficult to use the flight source for rela-
tive calibration. These uncertainties. and unexplained differences be-
t5,reen the Heidelberg and Fritz Peak calibrations of the C 14 source made
us reject this method of calibration and use ;, instead, a calibration ob-
tained from star crossings.
With a 60 diameter field of view, there are only a few bright stars
that can be used for calibration, particularly because of the relatively
small area of sky covered during the sky mapping programs. Thus we have
based the calibration upon the readings obtained during crossings of
Vega, Arcturus, and Spica; each star was scanned at least t^-iice at all
ten wavelengths except 8200., and the photometer star signal was related
to the star's magnitude at each falter wavelength. The magnitude was
determined from a l/X curve fit to the Johnson, et al. ii and Mitchell
and Johnsoni" photometric data. Comparison, was also made with calibra-
tions based on flux measurements made by Mayes and Lathaniv for Vega,
Bahnery
 and Aller, et al. vi for Spica, and Schild:v" for Arcturus. Since
'Bliffoxd, Jr., S. H.; Appl. Opt. 51 105-111 U966).
iiJohnson, H. L., R. I. Mitchell, B. Zriarte, and W. Z. Wisniewski, Commun.
Lunar and Planet. Lab. No. 63., Univ. of Arizona (1966).
iiiM-tchell, R. T. and H. L. Johnson, Commun. Lunar and Planet. Lab. No. 32,
Univ. of Arizona (1969).3-?Iayes, D. S. and D. W. Latham, Astrophys. J. 197, 593--601 (1975).
^Bahner, K., Astrophys . J. 138, 1.314-131.5 (1963 .
V-'
 
Aller, L. H., D. J. Faulkner, and R. H. Norton, Astrophys. J. 144,
1073--1100 (1966) .
v' iSchild, R., unpublished measurements, reproduced in Breger, M., Commun.. in
Astronomy No. 1, State Univ. of New York at Ston y Brook (1971)..
i
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Spica is a variable (binary) with a total range of 0.09 magi-, the
calibration for this star was based on the mean value. Conversion to a
calibration in units of S10(V)" was obtained using the absolute flux
of Vega given by Hayes and Lathamiii , the absolute solar flux given by
Johnson5"v, and the apparent solar visual magnitude of -26.73v.
The field of view of the Skylab photometer was calculated from
laboratory measurements, in one color, of the sensitivity across the field;
these indicated that the field was sensibly flat with little vignetting.
Later measurements at all wavelengths on a duplicate photometer gave the
same result.
We do not expect to incur an error of more than 2--3% due to the Vega
fluxes we have chosen, except at 4000A- and 82001, where reliable flux
estimates are difficult due to the convergence of the Balmer and Paschen
lines, respectiv'el v'. The precision of the star calibrations is better
than + 6% at all wavelengths except 6300. and 8200K where it is + 10%.
Thus, anticipating no significant error-in the field of view measurement,
we estimate the uncertainty of our calibration at each wavelength as not
more than.: 8200A + 20%; 4000A +20 ^; ^760^ . 62 ^; 6300.x. i 10%; and ± 6 a
at all other wavelengths. Agreement between the Johnson v solar flux
values and the more recent data of Labs and Neckelvii gives us confidence
'Shobbrook, R. R., D. Herbison--Evans, I. D. Johnston, and N. R. Lomb,
Mon. Not. Roy. Astr. Soc. 145, 131--140 (1969)
j-:!:Equivalent number of 10th magnitude solar (G2V) stars per square degree
at mean solar distance.
iiiHayes, D. S. and D. W. Latham., Astrophys. J. 197, 593--6o1 (1975)•
ivJvhnson, F. S. J. Meteorol. 11,, 31- 39 (195)TT
vStebbins, J. and G. E. Kron, Astrophys. J. 126, 266--280 (1957)-
V"Oke, J. B., Absolute Spectral Energy Distribution in Stars, in
Annual Review, of Astronomy and Astrophysics, Vol. 3 (L. Goldberg,
.
editor), 23-46, Palo Alto: Annual Reviews, Inc-.), (1965).
vilLabs, D. and H. Neckel, Solar Fhys. 15, 79-87 (1970)
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that the uncertainty in solar flux does not contribute significantly to
our error except at 4000A and 4760A; at these wavelengths it is probable
that we have introduced an error of about l0a by using the Johnson data.
Tai subsequent studies we will make use of the Labs and Ne.ckel data,
following the recommendations of Sparrow and Weinberg.
Measurements of the orientation of the polaroid with respect to the
time of the synchronous pulse had been made in the laboratory five months
before launch utilizing a pile of plates polarizer". Evidence for
birefringence within the optical train was indicated by a difference of
up to 20 in the orientation angle with wavelength. Similar measurements
two months later with the photometer mounted in the spacecraft did not
show this effect, nor was it seen during flight observations. Instru-
mental polarization was less than if, at all wavelengths.
iSparrow. J. G. and J. L. Weinberg, The Sl0(V) Unit of Surface
Brightness, in Proc. IAU Colloq. Pao. 31, Lecture Notes in Physics,
Number 48 1 41-44, (Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg) ., 1976.
iiWeinberg, J. L., Appl. Opt. 3, 1057-1061 (1954).
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Initial Results
Data from a partial sky map during Skylab mission SL-2 are used in
Figure 7 to illustrate the form of the photometer data and one method used
to display it. The brightnesses and polarizations are "total"; they in-
clude zodiacal Light, background starlight (integrated starlight and dif-
fuse galactic light), and the contribution of individually-resolved stars.
With the 60 field of view used for most of the zodiacal light observations,
a 6th magnitude star contributed an equivalent brightness of approximately
1 Sla(V). A protective shutter was activated when the brightness
exceeded a faxed threshold such as Jupiter (inner white band) or the il-
laminated earth (outer white band). Some of the complex structure in
the total polarization arises from the use of a small increment size in
percent polarization and from the effects of individual stars. The rela-
tively large increment used in the total brightness masks the contribution
of individual stars.
This figure is shmm to illustrate the fom of the data, not the
science therein.. But even in this rau form, a number of features can be
seen:
(1)The Gegenschein is included in the bright region at and to the left
of elevation zero.
(2)she region of minimum zodiacal light brightness in the ecliptic is
relatively narrow compared to the minima, above and below the ecliptic.
(3) Total brightness is not a minim at the ecliptic pole due to the
contribution of light at low galactic latitudes.
(4)The total degree of polarization is a minimum in the ecliptic at
small elevations (large elongations).
(5)To a first approximation, the total degree of polarization is symmetric
about the antisolar point (i..e., dependent on elongation, not ecliptic
Latitude) except for a general depolarization in the Milky Way. This
suggests that the degree of polarizaticQ_ of the . zodiacal light is
larger at high ecliptic latitudes than at similar elongations near the
ecliptic.
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As noted earlier, subsequent steps in the analysis involve removing the
equivalent brightness contributed by individually resolved stars and separ-
ating background starlight and zodiacal light.
To provide information on the spacecraft corona in near real time,
the photometer was fixed in position at approximately 95 degrees from the
sun, and 10--color observations were made on SL-2 mission day 19 starting
frith the spacecraft in the earth's shadow and ending in daylight. The
reverse sequence was performed later in the same orbit; i.e., day to
night. Comparison of the data, day/night or night/day, gives the charac-
teristics of the spacecraft corona directly. xn a preliminary analysis
of these data' we found that there were levels of sky brightness in day-
light only 5/ above those at night, indicating that the spacecraft corona
was minimal. Subsequently, total instrument reproducibility and the
method of differencing day/night or night/day sky bri.ghtnesses were found
t
to give a minimum detectable brightness change of from 1 to 3 S 10 (V); in
a more detailed analysis ^ we found no evidence for integrated light
from contaminant particulates down. to this column brightness threshold
for detection (see Appendix 5).
included among the fixed--position regions that vrere observed are the
north celestial pole, south ecliptic pole, two regions near the north
galactic pole, and 90 degrees from the sun in the ecliptic. The polari,led
t•: •ightnesses (Stokes parameter Q) of the zodiacal light were found to
have the color of the sun at each of these positions iii ; the mean values
2Weinberg, J. L., R. D. Mercer, and R. C. Hahn, Bull. Am. Astron. Soc.
6, 337 (1974)
il&hucrman, D. W. and J. L. Weinberg, Preliminary Study of Contaminant
Particulates around Skylab, NASA contractor report, State Univ. of New
York at Albany', May 1976.iiiSparrow, J. G., J. L. Weinberg, and R. C. Hahn, Polarization of the Zodia--
cal. Light: First Results from. Skylab, in Proc. TAU Colloq. No. 31, Lecture
Notes in Physics, Number 3, 45-51, (Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg), 1976.
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in S10(V), in the order given above, are 19.5 	 .2, 3.2.4 + .2,
17.1 + .3, 18.1 + .2, and 26.5 + .3. Since previous observers had
found the total brightness (Stokes parameter T) to have the color of the
sun from the near ultraviolet out to 2.41im., the degree of polarization
of the zodiacal light is independent of wavelength from 40008 to 8200,.
Information or_ the sizes of the particles would be-available from polar-
ization observations in the ultraviolet, especially if the degree of
polarization was Found to change with wavelength in that region.
Fortunately, the Skylab analog data, without data compression, are
still available, and new experiment data tapes were generated. Most of
these tapes were made available between September 1975 and January- 1976,
and it will now be possible to derive results from the sc anning programs
and to complete the analysis of fixed--position data.
P	
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Appendix 1. Summary of Photometer Observations.
i
SD-2 Observations
RUN NO. MODE START STOP COAwNT
1 Oa 162:18:53 162:20:25 Majority of data invalid due to
cap light leakage.
2 Oa 162:23:46 163:00:06 At night but through SAA.
3 4a 163:1:15 163:11:01 only seven filters.	 Post mission	
w
data good for 5 of 7 reps.
4 le(N) 163:13:55 163:14:23 Simultaneous observations from
Pioneer 10 & 11 and Mt. N.aleakala,
Maui.
	
Data look good.
5 ld(S) 163:19:55 163:20:07 Available data look good.
6-1 la 163:20.-14 163:20:32 Available data look good..
6-2 la 163:21:24 163:21:42 Available data look good.
7 Oa 165:21:33 165:22:45 Some data lost due to cap light
` leakage.t
8 4a 166:00: 45 166:13:30 Post mission data good for only 4
of 9 reps.	 ADDT data appear good
for all 9 reps.
9 ld 166:14 :55 166: 15:08 Post mission data good for only 2
of 6 reps.	 ADDT data might be O.K.
10 2c 166:19:15 166:19:40 Data O.K.
11 4a 166:21:05 167:09:43 Post mission data good for 7 of 9
reps.	 ADDT data might be O.I.
12 3d 167:09:56 167:19:23 Data not processed.
13 3d 167:21:44 168:11:50 Data not processed.
I	 -
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STS--3 Observations
RUN NO.	 MODE START STOP COMMEND
1 4a, 213:23:07 214:13: 47 Crew error--two reps entered
instead of ten; only taro colors
completed.
2 lb 215:-3:53 215:14:46 Filter wheel out of sync.	 Data
useless.
3 la 215:15:59 215:16:17 Reflection from spacecraft
closes shutter after sunrise.
4 la 215:17:28 215:18:51 Program was started 28 minutes
late---went into day----reflections
closed shutter.
5 lb 215:19:01 215:19:19 Data appear O.K.
6 2b 215:23:50 216:12:27 Daylight reflections closed
shutter halfvay thxough each
! rep as sun rose.
i
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Appendix 2. Status of the Photometer Data.
Early in this experiment we developed and wrote a program to accept the
digital data tapes (Post Mission Tapes) to be supplied by YBFC and to per-
form the necessary computations through a digital synchronous detection
routine. This program was used to screen the tapes as they were received
and resulted in reports to MSFC that approximately 25% of the tapes had
various problems which prevented processing. It was also noted that the
Post Mission Tapes were compiled from both real--time and dump data as expected.
It was found, however, that if both real.--time and dump data were available
for any particular time period, the real-time data were used, contrary- to
earlier agreement. This was unfortunate since the real-time data had a
compression factor, K, of 3, which prevented transmission of subsequent data
numbers unless they were at least 80 my different in level. Because much
of our polarization information was in this 80 m y differentiation, the
"K" factor effectively erased much of t1ie most important information in our
measurements.
Fortunately, the Skylab analog data, without data compression, were still_
available, and the Skylab Program Office agreed in late 1974 to our having new di--
gital data tapes (ADDT's) created from the analog mission tapes and to our taking
over from MSFC all the processing associated with this effort. With the
assistance of MSFC and GSFC, arrangements were made for the Bermuda Tracking
Station (BDA) to work with us to create new ADDT's, with no data compression,
for all experiment real-time and dump data. Although promised by January
1975, the conversion process at BDA was slow due to their work load, and
they were usable to provide more than one batch of ADDT's until October 1975.
In order to determine the quality of the data in this first batch of tapes
and to determine the time periods covered on each tape, a special interrogation
y
I
code had to be developed. Because of anomalies in the data, this code had to
be able to handle data drop-outs, sync errors, and differences in format
for data on different recorders, and also convert the recorded time to GMT.
Since the documentation was incomplete and the data were "raw", we had to
figure out a solution to each problem as it was encountered. It took a
major effort by our staff, but we are now able to start with raw ADDT°s from
BDA and process all the tray from checking, cor'rection, reformatting, con-
densing, applying engineering unit conversions and time coding through soft-
ware which determines po:.nting directions and performs coordinate transfor-
mations, applies absolute and relative calibrations, determines the Stokes
parameters of the total radiation, identifies "resolved"stars in each
field of view-, etc. At the same time, we worked to derive results on selec-
ted data to show that we are able to handle the entire data handling and
processing in--house and to show-the importance of these Unique data. The
last of these data were received in January 1976. Table 2-1 summarizes the
history and condition of experiment data tapes as of the end of the contract.
Table 2-1. Summary of 5073 Data Tapes
SL-2
.REAL
Post TDE AMP-2 AMP-3
Mission ADDT ADDT ADDT
Run REP Tape # K1 Rcvd Tape # Rcvd Tape Rcvd Tape Rcvd
1 1072 ? 5/21/74 1217 3/5/75 1292 9/22/75 1-301 9/22/75
1073 „ " 1293 9/22/75 1306 9/22/75
1074
1075 n r,
1076
1077 rs rr	 ' ..
1x78
1079 „ r.
2 1080 5 5/21/74 1200 3/5/75 1303 9/22/75 1302 9/22/75
1081 5 5/21/74 1198 3/5/75
3-1 932 65 4/30/74 1218 3/5/75 1303 9/22/75 1291 9/22/75
933 65 4/30/74 1306 9/22/75
934 65 4/30/74
3-2 937 go 4/30/74 1214 3/5/75 1303 9/22/75 1291 9/22/75
938 90 4/30/74
939 90 4/30/74
940 go 4/30/74
3-3 941 9
4,30/74 /
/5
'
305 9/22/75 13042) 9/22/75
.2
1
1222 3/5/75
9431) 91
3-4 9453)
9463)
93% 4/30/74 1211 3/5/75 429 2/4/76 4)
93% 4/30/74
3--5 1055 95% 5/21/74 1206 3/5/75 1308 9/22/75 1307 9/22/75
1056 95%
1057 9510
3-6 1x63 75% 5/21/74 1201 3/5/75 1310 9/22/75 1309 9/22/75
1064
1065 n a,
3-7 1069 56% 5/21/74 1227 3/5/75 1312 9/22/75 1311 9/22/75
1070 " iz 1202 3/5/75
1071 ,r tr
4 929 50% 4/30/74 1204 3/5/75 349 11/4/75 13145) 9/22/75
930 " " 1205 3/5/75
931 rr It
5 1176 100a' 5/21/74 1352 9/22/75 4)
1177 1041
6--1 1178 100% 5/21/74 1352 9/22/75 )
1179 1001, 5/21/74
PEAL
;3
Post ME AMP-2 AMP-3
Run REP
Mission
Tape # o K1 Rcvd
ADDT
1s;tpe # Rcvd
ADDT
Ta..pe ik Rcvd
ADDT
Tape # Rcvd
6-2 33% 7/1/74 1352 9/22/75 13i6 9/22/751181 tr1182 it 7/1/74
7 972 5/15/74 1233 4/7/75 1353 9/22 /75 1317 9/22/759736) 5/15/74 1354 9/22/75
8-1 1513 82% 6/17/74 1318 9/22/75 1319 9/22/751152 It
8-2 1152 100% 6/17/74 1321 9/22/75 1320 9/22/75
8-3 11533) 100%
tr
6/17/74
it
1243 4/7/75 1321 9/22/75 1323 9/22/75
11543) 1245 4/7/75
8--4 11563 100% 6/17/74 1324 9/22/75 432 2/4/76
1157 11 Ir
8-5 1020 100% 5/21/74 1327 9/22/75 1328 9/22/751021 ti rt
8-6 1023
10242) 89% 5/21/74r 1253 4/7/75 1329 9/22/75 433 2/4/7689%
8--7 10253) 56% 5/21/74 4/7/75 1331 9/22/75 9/22//651254 1333
8-8 1028 17% 5/21/74 1258 4/7/75 1331 9/22/75 13302) 9/22/751029 It n 1259 4/7/75 1332 9/22/75
8--9 1084 59% 5/24/74 1299 9/22/75 1332 9/22/75 3.333 9/22/751085 tr it
1086 it
9 10895) l00% 5/24/74 4) 1335 9/22/75
logo " if
10 1141 100% 5/28/74 1355 9/22/75 435 2/4/761142 l00% 5/28/74
11--1 1142 l00% 5/28/74 1355 9/22/75 1336 9/22/75
1143 it It
11--2 1144 81% 5/28/74 4) 436 2/4/761145 it sr
11--3 948 90% 5/13/74 3.337 9/22/75 1356 9/22/75
949 ft It
11--4 9523) 91% 5/13/74 437 2/4/76 438 2/4/76
11-5 955 78% 5/13/74 1339 9/22/75 1338 9/22/75
956 rt it
.-. j
Run REP
11-6
1-1-.-9
12-1
12-2
REAL
Post TIME AMP-2 AM-3
Mission
T'a e # Ki Rcvd
ADDT
Tape #
ADDT
Rcvd	 Tape Rcvd
ADDT
Tape #4 Rcvd
959 87% 5/13/74 1339 9/22/75 439 2/4/76960 it TI
1120 100% 5/28/74 134o 9/22/75 1342 9/22/75
1121 ,! tt
1.1253) r 5/2 8/ 74 1345 9/22/75 1.346 9/22/751126
11307) 94% 5/28/74 13457) 9/22/75 13467) 9/22/75
11.31 ? 5/28/74 1345 9/22/75 1346 9/22/75
1133 ? 5/28/74 1347 9/22/75 1348 9/22/75
1134 S
454 ? 5/20/74 1357 9/22/75 1349
0
9/22/75	 ?
055 ? 5/20/74 4) 1349 9/22/75
800 ? 5/2o/74 1359 9/22/75 1360
1
9/22/75
534 ? 5/20/74 1361 9/22/75 1F)
4 } 1.361 9/22/75 1362 9/22/75
1050 ? 5/21/74 1353 9/22/75 4)
1053 ? 5/21/74 256 11/4/75	 1364 9/22/75 4)
989 ? 5/20/74 1369 9/22/75 1368 9/22/75
992 ? 5/20/74 1369 9/22/75 1371 9/22/75
993 ? 5/20/74 1374 9/22/75 1371 9/22/75
994 ?
oo63 ? 5/2o/74 261 11/4/75	 1376 9/22/75 1375 9/22/75
3
979 ? 5/16/74 264 11/4/75	 1376 9/22/75 1378 9/22/75
983 ? 5/16/74 267 11/41 /75	 1379 9/22/75 4)
984 ? 5/16/74 269 71/4/75	 4} 4}
985 ? 5/i6/74
1.1-7
11-8
12-•3
12-4
12-5
12--6
12-7
13-1
13--2
13-3
13-4
13-5
13-6
13-7
13-8
13-9
13--10
's
11J,	 I I I
SL-3
REAL
Post TIME AIVP--2 AMP-3
Rus? RL'P
Mission
Tae # o Kl Rcvd
ADDT
Tape Rcvd
ADDT
Tape #
ADDT
Revd	 Tape # Rcvd
1-1 1164 ? 7/1/74 1383 9/22/75 1382 9/22/75
1165 r'
1166 " TT
1167
a rr
1-2 11705) ? 7/1/74 1383} 9/22/75 1384 9/22/75
1171
11725)
tr
n
n
IT
1173 rT rT
1174 TT n ., .
2 10318
1393 9/22/75 1394 t9/22/75
1033
8)
?? 5%21%74IT
1034 Tr
10358) it
10368) rr
3 1040 61% 5/21/74 677 11/4/75 4) 3-394 9/22/75
4 1043 ? 5/21/74 679 11/4/75 4) 1397 9/22/75
rT
rT 680
1045 TT T' 681 11^4^75
1046 " 682 11/4/75
1047 TT `T 683 11/4/75
1048 °
tc
5 1096 ? 5/25/74 4) 1397 9/22/75
1097
6-1 1098 3) 5/25/74 4)
4}
6-2 11023) 5/25/74 1398 9/22/75
4}
6-3 1103 ? 5/27/74 693 1-/4/75 1400 9/22/75 441 9/22/75
694 11/4/75
6-4 3-104 5/28/74 695 11/4/75 1404 9/22/75 441 9/22/75
696 11/4/75
6-5 1105 ? 5/28/74 697 11/4/75 442 9/22/75 443 9/22/75
698 11/4/75
699 11/4/75
6--6 1136 ? 5/28/74 700 11/4/75 444 9/22/75 443 9/22/75
701 11/4/75
6-7 11373) 5/28/74 703 11/4/75 445 9/22/75.
704 11/4/75
6-8 1138
5//7 796
11/4/75 447 9/22/75 450 9/22/75
. 1139 /28/74
6-9 1139 5/28/74 797 11/4-/75 449 9/22
/75 450 9/22/75
_
1140 5/28/74 79
8
/4 /
i}	 Notes to Tape Summary Table
11 10 minutes missing
2 4 minutes missing
3) No useable data is tape
4) At received
5) Poor quality data
6) 40 minutes missing
7) 11 minutes missing - turned off early by craw
8) instrwneat not operating correctly -data unuseable	 j
ti.
i
a
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Appendix 3. Pointing Direction Computations
The conversion of azimuth and elevation values obtained from telemetry
to celestial coordinates involves a complex series of coordinate transfor-
mations utilizing both matrix and quaternion arithmetic. A block diagram
of this procedure is shown in Figure 3--1; the accompanying matrix transfor-
mations give the details.
Data from S}.krlab Best Estimate Trajectory (MMUT) and from the
ATNDDC were used by MSFC to perform pointing computations for us, and the
results were included on the Post-Mission tapes. The computations were
incorrect for a number of -reasons, including the fact that the input data
had errors from the data sources. We attempted to create another program
which used these raw data, and we did obtain partially successful results.
This program was different from the equations in Figure 3-1 because of the
difference in reference points used in the raw data but did not always give
consistent results due to incorrect raw data. When new data became
available (SKYBDI T REST 2 and improved ATMDC), the program shown in Figure 3-1
gave correct results; however, there is still an indication of some errors
in the new raw data.
As a check on the overall system, the results obtained from the
computation program were checked against the DAC film results and seemingly
random differences as large as V were noted. A recheck of the DAC film
method uncovered some human errors on certain frames. An extensive review
of the computational program assured that when the raw data were good the
answers were correct. The differences which then remained had to be in-
strumental, either electrical or mechanical. As can be seen from the
equations, we assumed that the instruaaent was orthogonal to the spacecraft
and differed only by the known 1.88 0
 offset of the anti-solar scientific
	MOVING/	 OPERATION TO
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S, T	 +z Pointing direction 	 Rotate around XS ,p To
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MA.TRIK TRANSFORMATIONS
1. Declination = sir' i y3
Right ascension = sin-1
	
x3	 or cos"1 	 z3
cos dec	 cos dec
where the direction matrix for the S, T system in the ECS system is
xl x2 x3
yI y2 y3	-	 T
z1 
Z2 z3	 ECS	 S, T
and therefore x3, y3 , z3 are the direction cosines of the S, T z axis in the ECS
system. Li?cevrise x1, yl, zl are the direction cosines of the S. T x axis in the
S, T system..
ECS
	
S,T	 ECS	 ECI	 ORB	 REF	 SI	 VEH
B, —1	 CB, T] CA
OWS	 INST	 S,T
Let 
ECSEE IE
	
LEC E ORB	 ECS E ORB
and	 [: B T D	 J:B' T :1	 _	 EBVEH	 OWS	 INST	 VEH	 ZEST
Then.	 _
	
ECS 4 ,T _ ECS	 ORBED	 EzN: IEQ:1 EB ]NST FA : T
cos by cos $\z	 -cos I+y s sin Xz sin by
where	 EE]	 -	 sin N Z 	 cos hz	 0
ECS	 ORB	 -sin. ay o cos ;'y sin Xy ^ sin NZ	 cos Xy
I\y = longitude of the ascending node with respect to the vernal equinox
Xz = inclination of orbital plane
cos '1y	 sin Te x o sin n y	 cos '? x o sin Tly
LD	 =	 0	 cos '? x	 -sin 'Ix
and
ORB	 REF	 --sin ny sir. nx ^ cos 17y	 cos nx . cos 'ly
'fix = angle between sun vector and its projection onto the orbital plane
= - fl on S€YBET tapg.
ny angle between earth-sun  line and ascending node = cos -' cos my when
cos 71T x
S=, T tape is source of n'y and n' x
{
land cos Yz	 sin 7z	 0
C ZN^3 - -sin Yz	 cos Yz	 0
rRNF S I
0	 0	 1
where Yz (NUZ) is the angle between the orbital plane and the +x axis of the
.	 solar inertial system.
and 2 (%
	 + Q12 ) -1	 2 (Q1Q2 f Q,3Q4) 2 ( Q1Q3 -- Q2Q,4 )
^Q 2(Q	 QQ2-t	 2^.Q 2 -	 3 ^-)	 2(Q ^.^.	 Q2	 ) -1 2 ( Q1Q4 + Q3Q2 )
..^
Si	 VEH
2(Q2QQ4 + Q1Q3 )	 2(Q2Q3 - Q1Q4) 2(Q42 f Q32) -1
where Ql = QVI1, Q2 = QV12, Q3 = QV13, Q4 = QV14 andQVI	 QVI2, QV13, QVI4 are
Lclethe four elements of the quaternion fih-ich relates the co,)rdinate system 	 f
to the Solar Inertial Coordinate system.
and 1	 0	 0	 1
B - 0	 -.99946	 +.03286
vBx	 INST
LO	 -.03286	 -.99946
and cos s * 	 --sin s cos t	 -sin t sin s i
EA :1 n s	 cos s cos t	 sin t cos s
INST	 ST
0	 --sin t cos t
where s and t are the shaft and trunnion values respectively.
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airlock (SAL) from the spacecraft -z axis. This did not allow for boom
instability, mounting misalignment, or manufacturing tolerances which
would not place the 0 azimuth (shaft, S), 0 elevation (trunnion, T) photom-
eter pointing direction in the expected direction. No tests more made
on the instrument prior to flight to determine these parameters because
of the need for a zero gravity test facility. Because an averaging tech-
nique was used to reduce the effects of telemetry data jitter, it was
assumed that the values of shaft and trunnion fed to the computational
program truly represented the position of the photometer; these assumptions
are nun subject to question.
Since the instrument was digitally controlled, we must assume, with
certain exceptions, that if the crew or automatic programmer directed
the photometer to a certain position it slid, in fact, go to that position.
Ln most, but not all, cases the telemetry did not report the position of
the photometer equal to the input program. For the fixed--pointing modes
this was easy to check; for the scanning modes we used check points de-
termined by camera shutter (0, 45, 90, 135, 1800 shaft) or by the discrete
steps in trunnion (0, 2.8, 5.6, 8. 4, 11.20, etc.). By forcing the computa-
tional program to accept the IAD or expected values of shaft and trunnion,
the resulting answers compared much more favorably to the DAC results,
but differences still occurred in certain cases. In an attempt to create
a correction factor for the telemetry values, the differences were ex-
amined at many points in the map. This study included histograms of the
telemetry samples for fixed modes, best-fit straight lines between ex-
pected and determined values for the scanning modes, and a review of the
system for converting position to ground telemetry (Figure 3--2). The
histograms did not always show a normal distribution as would be expected
1
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if the variations were random or statistical. Some of the histograms
were skaved to the left and some to the right. A simple average of the
values, therefore, gave values both above and below the "correct" value.
The skewing pattern is not random but has a periodic variation which we
ascribe to the beating of the 255 bit D to A output with the 253 bit A to
D. An exact method of correcting for this problem is yet to be determined.
Study of the eVpected W. telemetry values revealed an offset and
slope problem.. The offset of slightly less than 1 bit (1.4 0), where the
telemetry values were always higher than the expected values could be
attributed to noise pickup on the spacecraft harness (0:20 mv). The slope
difference could be attributed to the fact that the calibration was not
done through the entire system as shown it Figure 3-2. Exact correction
for these errors requires the analysis of more data.
It was also determined that when the boom was extended to 7 rods,
r	an additional shaft correction of +3.60 was required to make the telemetry
results agree with the DAC film. It is possible that a torsion or twist
in the boom occurred when fully extended which offset the 0 shaft position
by 3.60.
Although we believe we have discovered all of the problems associated
with determining the pointing direction on the sky, a significant effort
is still needed to create the appropriate correction factors which will
achieve the required accuracy of + 0.2 0 from the telemetry data.
.w. {
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Appendix 4. Miscellaneous Operational Difficulties or Anomalies
1. Light leak. On the first attempt to operate the instrument on SL-2,
a program Oa System Monitor (Made 0, code a; shutter open, cap
closed), it was very obvious that the cap was not light tight when
closed and that a large amount of light was leaking into the detector
when the instrument was pointed at or near the sun-lit earth. This
leakage invalidated most of the measurements and made it impossible
to achieve the intended results on instrument performance. At first
the engineering support group believed that the extreme temperatures
had created the problem. The crew was asked to manually operate the
cap to see if it could be closed by repeated operations. This was
unsuccessful. Several points of information relate to this problem:
V During instrument testing by MMC a photometer head was sub-
jected to various conditions of illumination. The test report
indicated that exposure to 1.0 solar constant resulted in an
appreciable leakage, whereas exposure to 0.2 solar constant
was almost undetectable. The conclusions were questioned by
NBFC and within the group at MMC, and we could never deter-
mine the actual results of the tests. They were not able to
be repeated prior to launch.
A. The fright unit had been mechanicall y modified during manu-
facttxe to solve a cap sticking problem. This modification
involved enlarging mechanical clearances in the light trap
area and could have reduced the Light-tightness.
iii. It is not clear whether the instrument which was tested was
similarly modified.
M After SLA light leak tests were performed at MMC and
observed by us. These tests on the backup unit proved that
the design of the cap light seal was inadequate to alloy a
We 0 operation when the telescope was pointed within 190
of the sun or sun-lit earth.
v. During DOYJKD 167/23 the crew reported that the brightness
(output voltage) indicator was over range during an orbital
wait period (i.e., voltage exceeded 5.0 volts with cap and
shutter closed). When they reduced the gain to low, the
indicator read. 2.4 volts. The pointing direction during
this period has not yet been determined.
This problem liras not unexpected, since our criteria for acceptable
light leakage were not accepted. AqT daylight operation of the
instrument in Mode 0 must be evaluated with care because of this
failure.
2. Shaft motor operation. Near the end of SL -2 the shaft motor control
malfunctioned such that it would always go to the high limit when not
manually directed to reverse direction. It could be driven to the
minimum limit by manually setting the shaft swatch, but on release it
would again drive to its maXimum limit. In attempting to retract the
instrument, the crew accidentally hit the side of the spacecraft
and the anozaly disappeared. After that the shaft drive operated
correctly and the instrument was able to be retracted using Mode 5.
No Further use of the instrument was scheduled for SL-2. A cursory
examination and meifunction procedure performed at the beginning of
SL-3 failed to indicate the cause of the failure and, in fact, the
first use of the instrument during SL -3 was satisfactory.
3. Shutter bounce. Throughout final calibration and test and during
mission operations an excessive photometer shutter bounce on closure
was noted. Special. data handling techniques had to be developed to
remove the effects of this anomaly from the data.
4. Apparent noise on the azimuth and elevation telemetry lines caused
errors in the decoding of pointing information.
5. In addition to electronics problems in the pointing telemetry (4,
above) comparison of the DAC film and the telemetry-derived pointing
direction shows errors which appear to be of a mechanical nature.
Whether this is due to a boresight problem, a , structural rigidity
problem, or an instrument mounting problem is not yet determined.
There is evidence, however, that the error is increased (to as much
as 4 deg.) when the boom was extended to 7 rods.
6. Extra scans were noted in 3 sky maps; these were apparently due to
forces ap_•`!_ied to the head by the connecting cables.
7. On one occasion there appears to have been an incorrect start of
the instrument by the automatic programmer. The rut was made in
daylight and the instrument was overloaded (high brightness) but
was not damaged.
8. There was an apparent early termination of one run by the crew
which resulted in the loss of some data.
g. A small error, 1 data point out of 2000, was discovered in the dump
data when compared to the real time data. This is ascribed to the
on--board tape recorder but is not considered significant.
10. A significant drift in the spacecraft orientation was noted by the
DAC film on one of the fixed pointing programs.
11. Inability to drive in shaft. During SL-3 the shaft drive appeared to
stick at its high. limit. No action by the crew, even tapping the
photometer against the side of the spacecraft, could correct the
malfunction. T-n a coordinated effort by the crew and by ground per--
sonlael, may attempts were made to correct or to by-pass the Mal--.
function - without success. After several additional observations
were obtained which dial not require shaft motion, the instrument was
jettisoned on DOY 216. Subsequent studies have indicated that the
similar failure on SL-•2 may have been related but apparently was not
identical.
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II. Analysis of Selected Photometer Data on Contamination, Experiment S073
Introduction
When experiment S073 was initially proposed by Prof. E. Ney of the
University of Minnesota in dune 1967, it had two objectives: 1.
measurement of the surface brightness and polarization of the night sky
light over as large a portion_ of the celestial sphere as possible at
several wavelengths in the visible spectrum., and 2. performance of the
same experiment with sunlight on the spacecraft to determine the extent
and nature of the spacecraft corona. Although the Minnesota hardware
concept, a hand-held Gegens chein- zodiacal Light-airglow photometer
("GZAPE ga "), bears no resemolance to the actual in.strumentaLion flown
on Skylab, the dual objectives were maintained; this resulted in a
sharing of hardware and operations with Skylab experiment T027 and some
duplication in the analysis of the data. In this report we present
results on four programs performed during mission SL-2 that were designed
to provide data on the spacecraft corona. These programs are outlined
in Table 1.
Analysis of SL-2 Contamination programs
The first contamination_ program ( 6-1) was performed on SL-2 mission
day 19 with the photometer fixed in position at approximately 95 degrees
from the sun. Observations were made in all 10 colors; from 4000A to
8200A, starting 4rith the spacecraft in the earth's shadow and ending in
daylight. The reverse sequence ( 6-2) was performed later in the same
orbit; i.e., daylight to shadow. This program was designed to provide
information in near real time on the level of scattered light by particu-
late material around Skylab; our quick-look analysis at dSC indicated that
*4000 , 4760, 5080, 5300, 5577, 6o8o, 6300, 6435, 7100, 82008.
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
	
I
x1--2
Table l
Selected SL-2 observing programs containing
photometric data on the optical environment of Skylab
Photometer
Extension
(distance
Run from
number Mode spacecraft)
6-1 1a 5.5m
6--2 la 1m
12 3d 1m
13 3d 5.5m
Program. description
Fixed in position at 95 degrees from
the sun as vehicle moved from night
to day; 9 cycles of 10 colors: 7.5
night, 1.5 day.
Fixed in position at 95 degrees from
the sun as vehicle moved from day to
night; 9 cycles of 10 colors: 2.5
day, 6.5 night.
Scare in azimuth at fixed elevation,
during satellite day. 10 colors per
orbit, 8 orbits.
Scan in azimuth at fixed elevation,
during satellite day. 10 colors per
orbit, 8 orbits.
the spacecraft corona was minimal. A more detailed, but still preliminary,
analysis of these data (Weinberg, et al., 1974) indicated. that there were
levels of sky brightness in daylight only 5% above those at right; i.e.,
lorry light level astronomical observations were able to be made from out-
side the earth's shadow. Subsequent faxed-position and sky scanning
programs measured higher levels of daytime sky radiance, but analysis of
those programs could not be completed until additional data were obtained
on program timing and on illumination conditions of the vehicle and
photometer/camera system...
1
In an independent study of the data from these programs (Fable 1),
Muscari and Ja mbor (1975) conclude that factor--of-100 brightness changes
observed in runs 6-2 and 12 are a result of sunlight scattered by a
conta-minant cloud around Skylab. We have evaluated these data in detail;
we find that the observed changes in brightness are a direct result of
stray light from illuminated parts of the vehicle outside the photometer
field of view. We find no evidence for a spacecraft corona to the
photometer's limit of detection of a change in background (see section
III of this report). In the following we examine each of these runs
(Table 1) an detail.
A. Run 6--2
As noted earlier, the photometer was fixed in position at 95 degrees
from the sun (toward the north galactic pole) as the ver-cle moved from
day to night. The measurements are tabulated as a function of color,
GiW time, and time from sunrise sunset in Appen dix 1. The occasional
groupings of high dark current indicate times when the spacecraft iv,- near
the South Atlantic anomaly-.
In Figure 1 we have plotted day sky brightness normalized to the
night value as a function of time for four of the 10 observed wavelengths.
It is unfortunate that the program was started at the wrong time; thus,
there are only a few data points in daylight. Examination of all the data
indicates that the sky signal was decreasing as early as five minutes
before sunset.	 The nature of this time decay, its rate of change and its
position, is of particular interest.
Since data concerning the characteristics of sunrise sunset were
not readily available,. we determined the apparent altitude versus time of
TI-3
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sunrise sunset as a function of beta angle (see Appendix 2). For each
altitude, we calculated the number of air masses traversed by the suns
rays and, using the atmospheric transmission given by Allen (1973), the
color and time characteristics of apparent sunrise/Sunset. The results
are shorn in Figure 2. No attempt was made to model the day night 5577
and 6300 airglow characteristics. These data, as expected, have a differ-
ent time rate of change than the data at continuum wavelengths. Note
that the decay rates shoran in Figure 2 begin. only 20 seconds before geo-
metrical sunset and continue for more than 50 seconds after geometrical
sunset. A comparison Stith the observations sho-rm. in Figure 1 indicates
that sunrise/sunset is not responsible for the observed rate of change
of shy brightness.
The next step in the analysis involves a determination of the
irradiance  due to the sunlit earth. The time period from terminator set
(line of demarcation of sunlit earth directly below spacecraft) to sunset
was chosen for this modeling. Since the irradiance is proportional to
both the area of the sunlit earth seen by the spacecraft and the absorp-
tion of the atmosphere as the sun's rays penetrate and are reflected back
to the spacecraft, the modeling must include both effects. The reflection
characteristic of the earth was assumed to be wavelength independent; thus,
the irradiance at the spacecraft is
I(T) QC A(T)e- ^'m(T)2
where A(T) is the relative projected area of the illuminated earth as a
function of the solar depression angle T, ICA is the absorption per unit
air mass at wavelength X, and m(T) is the number of air masses traversed
as a function of T (see Appendix 3). The solar depression angle can be
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11--5
related to time through the orbital angular velocity and beta angle,
and thus the relative irradiance can be determined as a function of time.
The result is plotted in Figxe 3 for the beta angle during Run. 6-2.
As in the case of direct sunrise modeling, the effect on the ai-rglow
lines was not considered.
As in Figure 2, there is a strong wavelength dependence in the time
decay characteristic. Note that a significant rate of decay is.accurring.
as early as 300 seconds before sunset and that the blue end of the
spectrum is diminished before the red end by as much as 50 to 100 seconds
before sunset. The similarity of these time characteristics to the observed
decay rates (Figure 1) suggests strongly that the sunlit earth is the pri-
mary source of the observed changes.
We also investigated the possibility that the change in signal was
caused by direct (on-axis) earthlite. The earth was "behind" the photom-
eter, i.e. more than 900 from the line of sight at all times. Conclusive
evidence for the source being "off -axis". is sham in Figure 4, which is
a copy of a photograph takc-1 during the "high signal" period with the
16 = Data Acquisition. Camera (DAC) that was boresighted with the photom-
eter. Note that the sky region defined by the camera sunshield was exposed.
correctly; i.e., the sky is dark, and stars are as clearly visible as
they are at night. Note, also, that the inner portions of the sunshield
are overexposed; this can only be caused by the sunshield's knife edges
being illuminated by e source outside the field of view (the camera and
photometer fields of view are 15 and 6 degrees, respectively). A study
of the geometry indicates that the spacecraft discone antenna was approx-
imately opposite the bright corner and was therefore responsible for some
and perhaps all of the off-axis brightness seen by the camera and the
ME
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Rhotonyter.
Various parts of the illuMnated (by the sunlit earth) spacecraft
were found to be ,within 900 of the line of sight, with the discone anten-
na being appzoxinately 500 from the line of sight. The short, low-
rejection sunshield was used for these observations, and this sunshield
does not have ade quate rejection for bright sources this close to the
line of sight.
Figure 1G.	 One of a series of DAC photographs taken during run
6-2. Note the dark sky at the center and the illuminated
portion of the sunshield in the upper left.
B. Run 6-1
Mun cari and Jamoor (1975) reported that there was no night/day change
in signal for this observation; this is expected, because the last data
1 group was taken only 64 seconds after sunxise. G`uinres similar to Figures
L
xx-7
2 and 3 for sunrise show that significant earthlight was not present
until more than 100 seconds after . sunrise. Full direct sunlight was
present within 20 seconds after sunrise.
C. Run 12
The analysis of these data are more complex, because the photometer
was scanning in azimuth (i.e., in a plane approximately perpendicular to
the direction to the sun) during the measurement cycle. In this program
the photometer observed over a range of azimth at fixed elevation; the
scan was made in a particular color, the photometer retraced its scan at
the next color, etc., until all 10 colors were used. The photometer then
waited until it reached the same starting place -in the next orbit and it
repeated the cycle. Mia.l.ticolor scans of a GOP region of azimuth were
obtained in this program on successive orbits, some scans with the
L	 photometer 1 m from the spacecraft and some (run 13) at 5.5 m from the
spacecraft.
As noted by Muscari and Jambor (1975), each scan was started (and
completed) during spacecraft day. The program was initiated only 11
seconds after sunrise, however; in orbit 1 it stopped at sunrise plus
110 seconds and in orbits 2 and 3 it stopped at sunrise plus  182 seconds.
This difference was due to an anomaly in the instrument preparation rou-
tine; in the first orbit only the last 5 filters were used. This differ-
ence is important since the 8200A data in orbit 1 were taken starting
only 80 seconds after sunrise; in orbits 2 and 3 these data were taken
starting 150 seconds after sunrise. This is the filter that showed the
largest rise in signal, and these are the data that Mascari and Jambor
3
use to deterr ne the level of "contamination".
Figure 5 is a computer-generated plot of output signal versus time
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for orbits 2 and 3. The signal shown at the left of each plot is the
output at 7100A with the azimuth moving towards its upper limit. At the
upper limit the shutter closed (dark current level is shown left of center),
the 8200A filter moved into position, the shutter opened, and the azimuth
(after a 1 sec delay) moved toward its lower Limit. The sc anning rate
was 3.870/see. The sinusoidal variation of output at the higher levels
is due to the modulation of the polarized component by the rotating pola-
roid; the large amplitude indicates that the signal was highly polarized.
Bri.ghtnesses marked along the baseline correspond to data averaged over
u-second intervals ending at the position of the value; also indicated
are the relative phase angles of the polarized component. The Lianiting
effect of the telemetry system (5 volts) is clearly visible on the high
signal levels in Figure 5. The difference in levels of the maximum signal
between the tiro orbits is probably due to the fact that the azimuth con--
trot was accurate only to + 1.4 degrees. At the large rate of increase
of signal, even a small difference in azimuth could produce the difference
in signal level between the two orbits. Nluscari and Jambor claim that
this difference is due to the gradual dissipation of the contaminant
cloud between orbits 2 and 3.
Characteristics similar to Figures 2 and 3 were derived for the
beta angle during run 12. They show that the earthlight at 8200A in-
creases by a factor of 3 between 80 and 140 seconds after sunrise; thus,
the signals at any particular point in the scan should differ by that
amount between orbits 1 and 2. Mascari and Jambor T s data show a differ-
ence of a factor of 2.5 at azimuth 185 0 betuveen orbits 1 and 2. Me
fact that the signal increase was a strong fanction of azimuth also sug-
gests that the source is light reflected off the spacecraft. Difficulties
I	 I	 I	 I	 I!	 I
T1-9
in the telemetry system require that the ratir azimuth data be corrected.
Ihen these corrections are made, the signal increases as a function of
azimuth for orbits 2 and 3 are almost identical, not significantly differ-
ent as indicated by Pfascari and Jambor. Other differences noted by
-Muscari and Jambor, especially the spectral differences, can also be
shown to be similar to the earthlight color/time characteristics.
The difference in direction of polarization of the enhanced signal.
(Figure 5) is still-
 -further evidence against contamination as the source
of the enhancement. The direction of polarization for the zodiacal light
or for scattering by particulates near the spacecraft is the same - perpen-
dicular to the direction to the sun.. Only multiply-scattered light
(e.g., light scattered off the vehicle and seen by the sunshield baffles)
can give a different direction. of polarization.
In summary, there is firm evidence for stray light from the sunlit
earth in the SL-2 photometer observations analyzed by Muscari and Jambor
(1975); we find no evidence for a detectable spacecraft corona in these
observations. In the subsequent section we show further that the photometer
would not detect the column brightness from the typical level of particu-
lates observed by the 5052 coronagraph.
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	 A1--1
:40.0
:52.0
21:o4.o
:16.o
:28.0
:42.1
:54.o
22:o6.o
:18.o
:30.0
:44.1
:56.1
23:08.1
:20.1
:32.1
Run 6-1
time with
GMT respect to	 color,
day	 hr:min:sec sunrise
	 nominal
(sec)
163
	 20:14:27.9 4000
:39 . 9 4760
:51.9 5o8o
15:03.9 5300
15:15.9 5577
:29.9 6o8o
:41.9 6300
:53.9 6435
16:05.9 7100
:17.9 8200
:31.9 Woo
:44.o 4760
:56.o 5080
17:o8.o 5300
:20.0 5577
:34.o 6080
:46.o 63oo
:58.o 6435
18:10.0 7100
:22.0 8200
:35.9 4000
: 4-7.9 4760
:59.9 5080
19:11.9 5300
: 23.9 5577
:38.9 6o8o
:49.9 6300
20:01.9 6435
20:13.9 7100
:25.9 8200
APPENDIX 1
total
	 dark	 net.
signal current	 signal
(volts)	 (volts)	 (volts)
>10
>10
>10
>10
1.32
1.02
.43
.68
.48
.63
.10
.10
.11
gain change
.17.
. 11
.12 .
.12
. 11
.11
.11	 .41
.12	 .98
.12	 1.00
.L
	 1.07
.25
.0	 .79
.11	 .20
.11	 .85
.81
. L1	 .54
.40
.94
.98
1.00
.24
.77
.20
.84
.8o
.54
.4o
•95
•97
1.03
.23
.19
.4o
.23
.42
1.05
.33
1.07
1.03
.8o
.52
1.10
1.12l.la
.36
.90
.31
.96
.92
.65
4000 .51 .11
4760 1.05 .11
5080 1.09 .11
5300 1.11 .11
5577 .35 .11
6o8o .88 .11
6300 .31 .11
6435 .85 .11
7100 .91 .11
8200 .65 .11
4000 .51 .11
476o 1. o6 .11
5o8o 1.08 .11
5300 1.14 .11
5577 .34 .11
net
s ignal
(S10M
.^ .
271
256
252
256
282
252
349
256
270
293
264
21.6
247
239
271
246
349
254
267
293
264
218
245
246
260
.10 1.22 13788
.1 1.01 3222
•1 .33 5763
• 11 .57 1.724
.11 .37 1235
.10 .53 2876
Run 6-1. continued
time with
GMT respect to color,
day	 hr:min:sec sunrise nominal
(sec)
163
	 20:23:46.1 6o8o
:58.1 63oo
24:1o.1 6435
.22.1 7100
:34.1 8200
:48.1 4000
25:00.2 4760
:12.2 5o8o
:24.2 5300
:36.2 5577
:50.2 6080
26:02.2 63oo
.14.2 6435
:26.2 7100
:38.2 8200
:52.2 4000
27:04.2 4760
:16.2 5o8o
:28.2 5300
:40.2 5577
:54.3 6o8o
28:o6.2 6300
:18.2 - 110 6435
:30.2
--	 99 7100
:42.2 -	 86 8200
:56.3 --	 72 Woo
29:oS.3 .-	 6o 4760
:20.3 -	 48 5080
:32.3 -	 36 5300
:44.3
-	 22 5577
:58.3 -
	 10 6o8o
30:10.3 +	 2 6300
:22.3 +	 14 6435
:34.3 +	 26 ;loo
:46.3 +	 38 8200
31:oo.4 +	 52 Woo
:12.4 + 64 476o
:24.4 +	 76 5o8o
:36.4 +	 88 5300
:48.4 + loo 5577
32:02.4 + 114 6o8o
:14.4 + 126 6300
:26.3 + 138 6435
:38.3 + 150 7100
:50.3 + 162 8200
Al-2
total dark net net
signal current signal signal
(volts) (volts) (volts) (S10 m )
.88 .11 .77 246
.30 .31 .19 332
.94 .11 .83 251
.91 .11 ..80 267
.63 .10 .53 288
.50 .11 .39 258
1.05 .11 .94 216
1.10 .11 .99 250
1.13 .11 1.02• 244
.34 .11 .23 26o
.88 .11 .77 246
.30 .11 .19 332
.94 .11 .83 251
.91 .31 .80 267
.63 .10 .53 288
.50 .11 .39 258
1.05 .11 .94 216
1.09 .11 .98 247
1.13 .11 1.02 244
.34 .12 .22 249
.88 .11 .77 246
.28 .11 .17 297
.93 .11 .82 247
.90 .11 .79 264
.64 .11 .53 288
.50 .11 .39 258
1.05 .11 .94 216
1.09 .11 .98 247
1.13 .31 1.02 244
.34 .12 .22 249
.88 .11 .77 246
.29 .11 .18 314
. 96 .11
-85 257
.94 .11 .83 277
.78 .11 .67 363
.51 .12 .39 258
1.07 .12 .95 218
1.16 .31 1.05 264
1.29 .12 1.07 256
.42 .12 .30 339
.90 .11 .79 252
.32 .12 .20 349
.96 .11 .86 26o
.93 .11 .82 274
.85 .11 .74 4ol
3
:31.2 -	 48 Woo
:43.2 .,	 36 4760
:55.2 -	 24 5080
29:07.2 -	 12 5300
:19.2 0 5577
:33.2 + 14 608o
:45.2 +	 26 6300
:57.2 +	 38 6435
30:09.2 +	 50 7100
:21.2 +	 62 8200
:35.2
:47.2
:59.2
31:11.2
:23.2
:37.2
:49.2
32:01.2
:13.2
:25.2
:39.3
:51.3
33:03.3
:15.3
:27.3
+ 76
+ 88
+ 100
+ 11.2
+ 124
+ 138
+ 150
+ 162
4000
476o
5080
5300
5577
6080
6300
6435
7100
8200
Woo
476o
5080
5300
5577
Al-3
time with total dark
GM's respect to color, signal current
day	 hr:min:sec sunset nominal (volts) (volts)
(sec)
163	 21:24:23.0 - 296 4000 .58 .11
:35.0 -- 284 476o 1.02 .11
:47.0 - 272 5080 1.25 .11
:59.0 - 26o 5300 1.16 .11
25:11.0 - 248 5577 .41 .11
:25.0 -- 234 6o8o .66 .l0
:37.0 -- 222 6300 .33 .11
:49.o 210 6435 .73 .11
26:ol.o - 198 7100 .78 .11
:13.0 - 186 8200 .84 .11
:27.1 172 woo .39 .11
:39.1 - 16o 476o .75 .12
:51.1 - 148 5080 .79 .10
27 :03.1 - 136 5300 .82 .10
:15.1 - 124 5577 .30 .12
:29.1 - 110 6080 .62 .12
:41.1 --	 98 6300 .27 .12
:53.1 -	 86 6435 .67 .1-3
28:05.1 -	 74 7100 .68 .13
:17.1 -	 62 8200 .6o .14
Run 6--2
net
signal
(volts)
.47
.91
1.14
1.05
.30
.56
.22
.62
.67
.73
.28
.63
.69
.72
.18
.50
.15
.54
.55
.46
net
signal
(S10M
310
209
288
250
338
180
390
188
223
398
184
144
174
172
203
161
261
163
182
249
.46
.83
.85
-•93
.44
.83
.55
.99
1.04
.94
.96
1.34
1.46
1.54
1.51
1.16
1.65
1.71
1.01
.20 .26
.22 .61
.25 .60
.30 .63
.34 .10
.39 .44
.45 .lo
.50 .49
.55 .49
.61 .33
.66 .30
.74 .6o
.79 .67
.83 .71
data outage
1.01 .50
1.06 .10
1.12 .53
1.19 .52
1.25 .36
175
141
151
151
119
142
176
147
163
177
198
139
168
169
16o
176
159
175
198
1.63 1.30 .33 220
1.95 1.35 .60 139
2.01 1.4o ..61 155
2.13 1.44 .69 164
1.68 1.47 .21 233
1
Run 6-2_, continued	 A1--4
time with total dark net net
GMT respect to color, signal current signal, signal
day	 hr:min:sec sunset nominal (volts) (volts) (volts) (S10M)
(sec)
163	 21:33:41.3 6080 A 2.o4 1.50 .54 172
:53.3 6300 1.76 1.52 .24 414
3+:05.3 6435 2.08 1.54 .54 163
:17.3 7100 2.06 1.54 .52 174
:29.3 8200 1.90 1.54 .36 196
:43.3 Woo 1.88 1.53 •35 234
:55.3 4760 2.07 1.51 .56 129
35:07.3 5080 2.14 1.49 .65 1.65
:19 . 3 5300 2.14 1.4-4 .70 168
:33.9 5577 1.58 1.4o .18 209
:45.3 6o8o 1.91 1.35 .56 179
:57.3 6300 1.52 1.33 .19 330
36:og.3 6.35 1.84 1.26 .58 174
:21.3 7100 1.72 1.20 .52 175
:33.3 8200 1.54 1.16 .38 2o6
:47.3 4000 1.38 1.10 .28 187
:59.3 4760 1.63 1.02 .61 14-1
37:11.3 5o8o 1.54 .95 •59 148
:23.3 5300 1.51 .90 .61 147
: 35.3 5577 .98 .79 .19 214
:49.4 6o8o 1.19 .69 .50 159
38:01.4 6300 .81 .6o .21 373
:13.3 6435 1.01 .53 .48 145
:25.3 7100 .91 .45 .46 153
:37.3 8200 .69 .35 .34 183
:51.5 Woo .53 .28 .25 166
39:03.5 476o .84 .28 .56 129
:15.5 5o8o .83 .22 .61 153
:27.5 5300 .83 .19 .64 152
:39.5 5577 .30 .17 .13 149
:53.5 6080 .62 .15 .47 149
4o:05.5 6300 .22 .13 .09 166
:17.5 6435 .63 .12 .51 154
:29.5 7100 .60 .12 8 159
:41.5 8200 .44 .11 .33 180
55.5 4000 .36 .11 .25 163
41:o7.6 4760 .70 .11 .59 136
:19.6 5o8o .72 .11 .61 154
:31.6 5300 .74 .11 .63 151
:43.6 5577 .26 .11 .15 169
:57.6 6080 .56 .10 .46 148
42:o9.6 6300 .21 .10 .11 198
:21.6 6.35 .61 .10 .51 153
:33.6 7100 .58 .10 .48 161
:45.6 8200 .44 .10 .34 182
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r
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i
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Preliminary Study of Contaminant Particulates around Skylab
APPENDIX 2
Air Mass versus Altitude and Apparent and Geometric Sunrise and Sunset
seen from Skylab
Utilizing techniques given in Schuerman; et al. (1975)* the apparent
altitude of the rising setting sun was calculated as a function of time
(Table 1), taking account of the effects of beta angle and refraction.
To illustrate use of the table, the apparent sunrise at beta angle 300 is
27 seconds before geometric sunrise, and the sun is at an apparent altitude
of 10 km. 26 seconds after apparent sunrise.
At each altitude the sou r s rays are seen through a different air
mass. The geometry used to determine the appropriate air mass is shown
below.
A spacecraft altitude
h apparent altitude of sun
s 1/2 the path traversed by
the sun's rays
H altitude at any point along s
1	 hT extent of atmosphere Z 120 km
S
1
D.W. Schuerman, F. Giovane, and J.M. Greenberg, Stellar Refraction: A
'fool. to Monitor the Height of the Tropopause from Space, J. Appl. Meteorol.
4, 1182-1186, 1975.
i
The total air mass m along path s is
2
 j
h
,f3 (H) ds (H)
h
hT
^P (x) dH
0
where Y(H) is taken from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere Supplements, 1966.
Since
ds(H) _ (H + R) dH
(H + R)2 (h + R)2
j
hT (H)(H + R) dH
2
h	 (H + R) 2 - (h + R)^
m-
k	 hT
(H) dH
0
m was calculated at 2 lin intervals of altitude H from 0 to 70 hn;
the results are given in Table 2.
A2-3
Table 1
Apparent Sun Rise/Set Time versus Altitude
beta
angle T(0) AT10 20 30, 4o. 50 6o 70 80 g0 100.
0 :23 :22 :30 :34 :38 :42 :46 :50 :54 :58 1:02
5 :23 :22 :30 :34 :38 :42 -46 :50 :54 :58 1:03
10 :23 :23 :30 :35 :39 :43 :47 :51 :55 :59 1:03
15 :24 :23 :31 :36 :40 :44 :48 :52 :56 1:01 1:05
20 :25 :24 :32 :37 :41 :45 :49 :54 :58 1:03 1:07
25 :26 :25 .33 :38 :43 :47 :52 :56 1:01 1:05 1:10
30 :27 :26 :35 :4o :45 :50 :54 :59 1:o4 1 :09 1:14
35 :29 :28 :38 :43 :48 :53 :58 1:03 1:08 1:14 1:19
4o :32 :31 :41 :47 :53 :58 1:03 1:09 1:14 1:20 1:26
45 :35 :34 :45 :52 :58 1:04 1:10 1:16 1:22 1:29 1:35
50 :4i :39 :52 :6o 1:07 1:13 1:20 1:27 1:34 1:41 1:48
55 :48 :46 1:02 1:11 1:19 1:27 1 :35 1 :43 1:51 1:59 2:08
60 1:03 1:00 1:20 1:31 1:42 1 :52 2:02 2:12 2:22 2:32 2:42
61 1:o7 1:04 1:25 1 :38 1:49 1:59 2:10 2:20 2:31 2:41 2:52
62 1:12 1:10 1:32 1:45 1:57 2:08 2:19 2:30 2:42 2:53 3:o4
63 1:19 1:16 1:4o 1:55 2:07 2:19 2:31 2:43 2:55 3: 07 3:19
64 1:28 1:25 1:51 2:07 2:20 2:33 2:46 2:59 3:12 3:25 3.38
65 1:40 1:37 2:o6 2:23 2:38 2:52 3:07 3:21 3:35 3:48 4:o2
66 1:59 1:55 2:28 2:48 3:05 3:21 3:36 3:52 4:07 4:22 4:38
67 2:35 2:30 3:10 3:32 3:52 4:lo 4:28 4:45 5 :02 5:19 5:36
68 5:04 5:55 6:23 6:47 7:08 7:20 7:50 8: lo 8:29 8:48
69 2:37 4:04 4:44 5:16 5:44 6:11 6:36 7:00 7:23 7:46
70 1:36 2:49 3:39 4:2o 4:56 5:28 5:59 6:27
T(0) is the difference between the time of apparent sunrise (sunset) and the
time of geometric sunrise (sunset). Geometric rise and set have SA (solar de-
pression angle) = 110.5957 deg. for OWS alt. of 435 km., while apparent rase and
set have SA = 112.0854 deg.
T10, 20, etc., are the time intervals between apparent rise (set) and the
time the sun appears to be at 10, 20, etc. km . Times are in min-.sec.
i
Table 2	 A2-4
Air Mass versus Altitude
Altitude(km) Total air mass	 Altitude(km) Total air mass
0 78.0
2 63.2
4 50.16
6 39.32
8 30.38
1.0 23.04
12 16.96.
14 12.38
16 9. off.
18 6.60
20 4.82
22 3.52
24 2.58
26 1.88
28 1.38
30 1.02
32 .76
34 •56
36 .41
38 .31
4o .23
42 .17
44 .13.
46 .1.0
48 .08
50 .o6
52 .05.
54 .04
56 .03
58 .02
6o .02
62 .01
64 .01
66 .01
68 .00
70 .00
rbital plane
s position of spacecraft
13 beta angle
T solar depression angle
erminator
A3-1
Preliminary Study of Contaminant Particulates around Skylab
APPENDIX 3
Irradiance at the Spacecraft due to the Sunlit Earth as a Function of Time
The solar depression angle T is defined in the following figure:
i	{ From the above, we obtain
cos (goo + T) = cos G cos	 (1)
or	 sin T = --cos C cos/9- 	 (2)
T is 20.550 at sunxise/sunset and OP at terminator rase. Since 
dG'
dt
is knovrn to be 3.870/min (orbital angular velocity), AT can be calculated
ut
from (2).
The area of the sunlit earth seen by the spacecraft is illustrated
below.
spacecraft
area of sunlit earth
seen by spacecraft
terminator
sun
1
A3-2
To derive this area as a function of solar depression angle T, we note
that
dE= R2 sin or doCd(P.	 (3)
iThe total. area A is then	 j
I
	
T2 	 2	 {
A(T) = jdE = R2	 sin cc dx	 d+	 ;. )	 •"`
a
Tl 	 ^l
1
ITo determine the value of A at any value of T, the appropriate limi ts of
i
integration are:
T1 = 20.55'	 I
3
T2=T
= sin-1 tan T	 (equation of terminator)
tan oC
02 = IT.	 ii
The area A' projected on a plane perpendicular to the spacecraft-earth
line is
T
A' (T) = 2R2
	cos cc sin or,	 (5}doC	 -sin-1 tan T	 .
2	 (tanoG}
0.6
i
The brightness of the area A is a ftuaction of the reflection coefficient
F(Q and the irradiance of the sun on the area:
BA or- to F(2) eX(;Q m (T)?	 (6)
where T,(T) is the absorption of unit air mass, m(T) is the number of air
a
masses traversed, and Io is the solar irradiance. The irradiance at the
spacecraft is then
1
A3-3
is
 (T) c.0 BA A' e
- 	'}	 (T)
	
(7)
or
is (T) cr A t (T ) F(2L) io e --2 V, (^} m (T) .	 (8)
F(/'L) is assumed to be a constant and Io is known. Thus
Xs (T)cC At(T) e-2 (^} m (T)•
	 (9)
i
The function m(T) can be determined from
R29}cos (T	 cos $ ,	 (10}+--	 'R + h
where B is the solar elevation ankle, R is the radius of the earth, and
h is the spacecraft altitude.
(T) is determined from (10) and m(B) is obtained from Allen (1973).
Therefore, m(T) is the product of the functions 8(T) and m(9), and 1. (T)
s
can be determined. Since T(t) can be determined from ( 2), ls (t) can be
determined for each color of interest. This function is plotted an
section 11 of the text (Figure 3) rrith reference to sunrise sunset.
r
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111. The Composite picture
Photographs obtained with the 5052 coronagraph and photoelectric
data obtained with the photometer of experiments 5073 and T027 contain
unique data on the S]Wlab spacecraft corona. Particle tracks on the S052
photographs have provided data on discrete contaminant particulates at
snail scattering angles: number, size, distance, velocity. Further
7
analysis of selected photometric data from Mission SL-2 showed no evidence
for integrated light from contaminant particulates down to our threshold
of detection of a few S10 (V)}. It is of interest to determine the approxx--
imate sensitivity of the photometer to the brightness contributed by
individual particles and to compare the photographic (small angle) and
photoelectric (large angle) results.
We make the following assumptions:
1. The average particle 
size.!" is 25 microns in radius;
2. the particles are uniformly distributed out to a distance
L of 200 meters from the spacecraft;
3. The energy scattered from each particle at scattering
angles of 900 = 10 0 is .05 of the energy of an isotropic
scatterer whose scattering cross section is assumed to be
equivalent to its geometrical cross section.
The scattered energy E s
 at the photometer objective Jens is
L
.05	 IQ Np 2 - ^L2 CT dv,0
where W is the number density of particles, p is the particle radius, and
% is the solar flux per unit area.
Equivalent number of 10th magnitude solar (G2V) stars per square degree
at mean solar distance. At 5300A, 1 S10 (V) = 1.30 x 10-9 ergs/am2 see sterad 5
= 4.5 X 10--16 Ba.
R}	 ,I
I11-2
Figure 1.
JL
radius of photometer objective lens
solid angle of the photometer field of view
solid angle subtended by the objective at distance L
radius of photometer area of view at L
photometer area of view at L
dV = A dl = L2 dl
Referring to Figure 1, this reduces to
L
Es = .05
	
To 2 IT272 Qr" flF dl
0
or
2 2Es
 = .05 10 ^A2 r a- n F L.
The energy at the photometer due to the direct solar radiation is
Be) -IT r2RF
r
-f LF
ill P
R
A
-	 J
111--3
or
Ib
IT r2 .fIF.
-1 0
Normalizing the radiation from the particles to the direct solar radiation
gives
.05 Ip 
7p2 
r2 	 L
4
Io
"T!' x2 flE
--R.
.05 .p 2 c L S2
4
Using the values assumed earlier for P and L and the solid angle.R. of
the sun, we obtain 1.06 x 10-7C.
The photometer output is calibrated in S l0(V) units (see earlier).
After subtracting the brightness contribution of resolved stars, the
total sky brightness for the region in question is approxiiaately 100
SlO(V). Total_ instrument reproducibility and the method of differencing
day--night or night-day sky brightness combine to give a minimum detectable
brightness change of from 1 to 3 SION). Using the value of 3 Slo(V),
ire obtain a minimum detectable number density of particulates of
3 S7()(V) x 4.5 x 10-16 B,.,/SIQ(V)
1.06 x 10-Y
= 1.27 x 10-3 par-ticlea/cm3.
Me number of particles per S052 field (see Figure 9 of section 1)
ranged from 5 to 100. For the typical number of 10 particulates in the
5052 volume of vier out to 200 m, the number density is 2 x 10-9 cm 3.
zxx-4
Our inability to distinguish a day-night or night--day change in brightness
which could be attributed to contamination is therefore consistent with
the 5052 analysis which finds the typical nuanber density to be below our
column brightness threshold for detection. However, there were periods
of a factor-of-ten higher concentration that would bring the particulate
background up to the level of detectability of the photometer. Since
this increased level of particulates had no preferred direction, we do
not associate these levels with dumps or thruster firings.
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Ahstraet. A 10-color photoelectric polarimeter was used during Skylab missions SL-2 and SL-3 to
measure sky brightness and polarization associated with zodiacal light, background starlight, and
the spacecraft corona. A description is given of the instrument and observing routines together with
initial results on the spacecraft corona and on the polarization of the zodiacal light.
1. Introduction
A ten color photoelectric polarimeter was flown during the first two Skylab missions
(SL-2 and SL-3) to measure sky brightness and polarization as well as to investigate
optical contamination surrounding the spacecraft. The Saturn workshop was launched
on May 14, 1973 into a 435 km circular orbit inclined at 50 degrees to the equator.
The photometer and a 16 mm camera were designed to operate from an alt-azimuth
mounting at the end of a universal extension mechanism (Figure 1) and were designed
to be deployed up to a distance of 5.5 m beyond the spacecraft using scientific airlocks
(SAL's) in either the solar or antisolar directions (Figure 2). The 5.5 m extension was
required to permit daylight observations from the solar SAL out to 90 degrees from
the Sun without obstruction from the spacecraft. The SAL's and the extension
mechanism/mounting were designed for use by several experiments [1 J. Unfortunately,
the solar SAL could not be used because a permanent heat shield was deployed out
the solar SAL following tite loss of the spacecraft meteoroid shield during launch.
Therefore all observations with the photometer were obtained from the antisolar SAL.
The observations contain information on the Gegenschein, zodiacal light, and
integrated starli ght in the antisolar hemisphere. Comparison with simultaneous
measurements from a ground station in Hawaii may help to elucidate the problem of
airglow subtraction from ground observations of the nightglow.
2. Instrument Description
The photometer-camera system consisted of a photoelectric photometer, a parallel
16 mm Maurer camera, and sunshields. The photometer (Figure 3) was similar to
that used by one of us in ground-based stui ies [2, 3] and consisted of a sunshield, a
telescope cap, Fabry optics with a 6.35-cm primary objective, two six-position wheels
containing interference filters, a rotating polaroid, a field of view wheel, a shutter,
and a detector package.
• On leave from Aeronautical Research Laboratories, Melbourne, Victoria. Australia.
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Fig. 1. The universal extension mechanism and photometer-camera system. The canister and at-
tached panels contain po^Ncr supplies. automatic and manual control equipment, and the universal
extension mcchani,m.
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Fig. '_. The Skylab orbital assembl , and reference directions. The photometer -camera s y stem is
shown deployed through the antisolar scientific airlock.
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TABLE I
Interference filter characteristics
Color, Central	 Bandwidth at A
nominal wavelength." 	 peak transmission"
(A) (A)
	
(A)
4000 4001	 f 10.0
4760 4748	 47.5
5080 5068	 49.7
5300 5294	 61.0
5577 5562	 17.0
6080 6063	 83.0
6300 6286	 20.0
6435 6427	 f08.2
7100 7093	 135.0
8200 8160	 270.0
41 At center of filter, —32'C
The sunshield had two parts: a short baffle section for observations from Elie
antisolar SAL and for limited observations from the solar SAL, and a longer, aperture-
restricting section for use in observing close to the Sun. Since all observations were
made from the antisolar SAL, only the short baffle was used. The cap protected the
optical system when not in use. Mounted on the inside of the cap was a Pm"'-acti-
vated phosphor source for monitoring instrument performance. Shutter closure
permitted measurement of the photomultiplier dark current. Each filter wheel con-
tained five filters (Table 1) and an open position. The filter bandwidths (except the
two airglow filters) were chosen to give approximately the same photomultiplier out-
put signal for a source having the solar color. The field of view wheel contained six
different aperture/neutral density Filter combinations, although most of the obser-
vations were obtained with a 6 de gree diameter field without neutral density filter.
The detector package contained an EM R 541 E photomultiplier (S20 response tube
selected for high red sensitivity), a high voltage supply, and an output voltage dif-
ferential amplifier. A thermoelectric cooler kept the photomultiplier photocathode
at a temperature of approximately — WT. Detector gain settings of 10 5, I0', and
l0' could be selected, although in general the observations were taken with the middle
gain. The time constant for the detector and preamplifier was approximately 2 ms.
Temperature sensors were positioned near the cathode of the photomultiplier, near
the interference filters, and near the cap source.
The HN 32 polaroid was driven at approximately 2 rps by an induction motor while
a signal pulse was generated once per mechanical cycle as the polaroid rotated past a
fixed point. The photomultiplier output was sampled at 320 sps while a similar channel
was used to record the polaroid position pulse. These two channels, together with
other instrument data sampled less frequently, were stored by an onboard digital tape
recorder and subsequently telemetered to the ground. Alternati%ely, the data could
I
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be telemetered in real time. The telemetry word size was nominally 2 s (256) although
the photomultiplier and synchronous pulse channels were limited to a data word
range of 5 to 253 by telemetry constraints (5 volts full scale).`
The elevation. and azimuth of the pointing direction of the photometer were re-
corded 20 and 10 times per second, respectively, with a precision set by the bit size
of 1.4 degrees.
The camera was included to provide information oil anomalous results
obtained with the photometer and to provide relined information on instrument
pointing. Photographs were taken automatically every 11.25 degrees in elevation-' and
every 45 degrees in azimuth or, for fixed position programs, at each filter change of
the photometer (every 12 seconds). Kodak film type 2485 was used with exposures
of 2 '^k seconds. The field of view of the camera with baffle was approximately 15
degrees. The right ascension and declination of the center of the camera field of view
(and therefore the photometer) could be determined to within ±0.2 degrees provided,
that the field was well populated with stars that could be identified. The orientation
of the field was also determined.
Control equipment for the photometer and camera was located on the canister
shown in Figure 1. Instrument displays on the control panels included the output
voltage, photometer coordinates, and data on the filters, field of view, shutter, and cap.
An automatic programmer was designed to operate the photometer manually or in
any of se- ,en automatic modes:
0 calibration
fixed position
2 vertical circle (scan in elevation at fixed azimuth)
3 almucantar (scan in azimuth at fixed elevation)
4 limited-area sky map (almucantars separated 2.8 degrees in h)
5 all-sky map (almucantars separated 5.6 degrees in h)
6 stowage position return.
Modes 0 and 1 were used for fixed position of so! vations: of the cap source (Mode 0)
or of the sky (Mode 1). One sequence of 10 filters took 2 minutes: 10 seconds on each
filter interspersed with 2 seconds of dark current measurement. Modes 2 through 5
were used for scanning selected regions of the sky at approximately 4 deg s'. Only
one of the azimuth and elevation drive stepping motors could operate at a time. The
logic for termination of a traverse was based on elevation and azimuth readout. Mode
6 returned the mounting to the azimuth and elevation required for retraction into the
canister.
A program could be operated any number of times from I to 64 and through the
use of an orbital period counter could be performed automatically during parts of
consecutive orbits. The elevation and azimuth ranee could be selected by the astro-
naut to provide scans over any portion of the sky. The mounting could scan through
354 degrees in azimuth and up to 112.5 degrees in elevation from the direction of
* zero elevation (h) is the direction of the extension mechanism (approximately toward the Sun
or anti-Sun), the azimuth (A) plane is perpendicular to the direction of zero elevation (Figure 2).
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Fig. 4. Atypical Mode 4 scan sequence. At points A the azimuth scan stops, the shutter closes, and
the elevation scan is activated for 2.8 degrees. At points B the elevation scan stops, the shutter opens,
and, after a 1-second delay, the azimuth scan starts in the reverse direction. Dark current was mea-
sured during the shutter closed periods.
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Fig. 5. A sample of PMT output from a Mode 4 scanning program showing a star crossing
(Arcturus) and the timing of the synch pulse and of the Shutter closed period (see, also, Figure 4).
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extension. The automatic programmer and other instrument controls were set up by
an astronaut according to programs and times specified in the flight plan or in real
time flight plan updates. After actuating a program, the astronaut went on to other
activities not related to the experiment, and the instrument operated unattended.
Part of a typical Mode 4 scan sequence is shown schematically in Figure 4. A sample
of PN4; output from a Mode 4 program is shown in Figure 5. In this mode the ~elected
region of sky was mapped in one color per orbit with the two second dark current
measurement taken at the end of each traverse in azimuth. if tite photomultiplier
signal exceeded 10 volts in a scanning program for longer than 100 ms, the shutter
closed and remained closed for the remainder of the scan; in a fixed pointing program,
the shutter remained closed until the next filter was positioned.
3. Instrument Calibration
The photometer was calibrated prior to launch by viewing a diffuse source (C"-
activated phosphor) whose output had been measured relative to a secondary ab-
solute standard. Any change in the sensitivity of the detector subsequent to this
measurement could then be monitored by reference to the signal obtained when the
internal Pm"' source was viewed. Corrections were made to the Pm 14'source bright-
ness for radioactive half life (2.67 years) and for change of brightness with tempera-
ture. Temperature coefficients determined in the laboratory for sources similar to
that flown in Skylab were found to range between 0.09%/'C (at 5300 A) and 0,28'//'C
(at 4000 A). Since the time from prelaunch calibrations to flight measurements was
up to six months and the Pm I 'r' source temperature difference ranged to 55°C, both
{	 these corrections are significant.
An alternative method of calibration is based upon the signals measured in flight
as known bright stars traversed the field of view. Coupled with a prelaunch measure-
ment of the photometer field of view which showed that the field response was
essentially uniform with little vignetting, this enabled the response of the instrument
to a diffuse source to be calculated. The radiant sensitivity calibration of the photo-
meter is discussed in more detail in [4].
6	 The orientation of the polaroid with respect to the time of the synchronous pulse
f was determined by allowing the instrument to view a source polarized in a known
plane. This latter was derived from a pile of plates polarizer as discussed in [5]. A
difference in orientation angle of up to 2 degrees as a function of wavelength indicated
some birefringence within the optical train during laboratory measurements made
five months before launch. Similar tests two months later with the instrument mounted
in the spacecraft did not show this effe^t, nor was the birefrin gence present when tlae
`
	
	
Instrument was used in flight. Measurements of an unpolarized source showed that
the instrumental polarization was significantly less than 1'/,.
ThI; .temperature of the filters was not controlled and dropped to — 30°C during
SL.-2, although at times the heat input from the filter changing motor raised this
t
temperature above 0 °C. Corrections therefore had to be made for changes in filter
r.
r
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characteristics with temperature. Blifford [6] measured the temperature coefficients
for wavelength of maximum transmission, transmittance and bandwidth for a number
of commercial interference filters from different manufacturers. We have applied 	 t
Blifford's temperature coefficients far wavelength of maximum transmission of Thin
Film Products filters (Table 1), the possible small correction for transmittance and
bandwidth being ignored since its effect contributed only in the second order to our
measurements (except for the airglow filters).
A limit on total sunshield length and diameter, the need to include a removable
sunshield insert for planned observations near the Sun, and the pre-flight plan to
only observe within ± I week of new Moon, led to the short sunshield's having limited
off-axis rejection. The rejection ratio for an off-axis light source has been determined
for the photometer [7, 8] and for the short sunshield used during SL-2 and SL-3 [9].
Combining these measurements indicates that the instrument could be expected to
view within 21 degrees of the full Moon without adding more than I S t a(vis)* to the
sky reading. Since the Si.-2 observations were taken when the Moon was between
88% and 100% illuminated, the data from each program must be carefully examined
for contamination by stray light whenever the Moon or the illuminated Earth were
approached.
TABLE It
Observations with the photometer
Mission	 1973
Mission day	 date	 Mode	 Programa
SL-2	 19 dune	 12 4 sky map (7 colors, 5300-8200)
19 12 1 I north celestial pole
19 12 1 11 south ecliptic pole
19 12 1 111 contamination, 2 parts:
nightlday, day/night
22 15 4 sky map (9 cole r4, 4000-7100)
22 15 1 IV north galactic pole
22 15 2 V elevation scans
22 15 4 1, sky map (4000, 4764)
23 16 4 1, sky map (7 colors, 5084-7100)
23 I6 3 azimuth scans (5 colors, 4000-5577)
23 [ 6 3 1, azimuth scans
24 [ 7 3 1, azimuth. scans
SL -3	 5 August	 1 4 1' sky map (4000)
6 2 4 b sky map 14760)
7 3 1 Gegenschein (5 colors, 4000-5577)
7 3 1 contamination. nightlday
7 3 1 night/day scan, gravity-oriented
7 3 1 Gegenschein
7 3 21, elevation scans
8 4 2 1' elevation scans
10-color observations. unless otherwise indicated. 
Program started one day and ended the Following day.
* One lath magnitude (visual) star of solar color per square degree.
2-'.1
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4. Observations
Table II summarizes observin g pro grams which were performed with the photometer
1 during the first (SL-2) and second (SL-3) missions. The sky maps were programmed
to cover the largest possible part of the antisolar hemisphere given mechanical scan-
ning constraints and the need to avoid the Earth. Moon, and spacecraft. Some scan-
ning programs were designed to provide data on contamination. Others were designed
to provide data on the background sky. Those programs which observed from night
to day or day to night contain data on both. Since all observations were made from
the antisolar SAL and the spacecraft corona was minimal, the G degree field of view
was used for most of the observations. Figure b illustrates the areas of the antisolar
hemisphere for which useful data have been obtained from SL-2. The universal
9I
M
4760
5570
6300
5435
7100
8200 =:
— 3L
4 01	 279
3
I
t1
1
i
i	 'G
270
^^ OZmuth
Fig. 6. Regions of the antisolar hemisphere for ehi^h useful data were obtained during SL-2 (see,
also. Table 11). G and Eshow the positions of the galactic equator anti ecliptic, respeclively. I" refers
to system II galactic longitude in degrees and ;. —;.G refers to the ecliptic longitude of the observed
point with respect to the Sun, in degrees. The inset shoes the filters used a ith the sky-mapping programs.
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extension mechanism mounting facility failed early in mission SL-3 and could not be
retracted, resulting in jettison of the facility and the attached photometer-camera
system on August 4, 1973.
5. Data Handling
Data from the spacecraft were telemetered to ground in two different formats, one
of these corresponded^to data transmitted directly without being recorded onboard,
while the second format corresponded to a dump of the tape recorders. Prior to
transmission of experiment real time data between ground stations, an amplitude
change compression factor was applied to reduce the bandwidth required for trans-
mission. This resulted in the removal of all chan ges of the photomultiplier output
voltage that did not equal or exceed 80 mV (4 bits). Since the amplitude of the sinusoidal
signal component was often less than this, much of the information on the polarized
component of the zodiacal light was thereby lost from the real time data.
During preparation of experimenter tapes, the real time and dump data were com-
bined to give a single time-ordered sequence of data. Unfortunately, when both real
time and dump data were available for the same time period, real time data were
chosen by the computer during generation of the experimenter tapes. Furthermore,
intervals as small as 50 ms of real time data were interspersed when availab l- without
regard to time butting, even though the spacecraft and ground station time systems
differed by up to at least 38 ms. These problems have delayed analysis of much of the
data until new experimenter tapes become available.
1
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6. Data Analysis and Preliminary Results
The pointing direction of the photometer was obtained using the three axis directions
of the workshop on the sky, the position of the antisolar airlock with respect to these
axes, and the elevation and azimuth of the photometer. The workshop orientation was
derived from gyroscopes reset each orbit from the Apollo telescope mount Sun and
star sensors and was well determined. The elevation and azimuth were averaged over
one second periods to remove much of the intrinsic scatter introduced by the trans-
ducer bit limitation.
During fixed pointing mode programs the spacecraft control moment gyro dump
inhibit was activated, and the predicted elevation zero direction (the normal to the
SAL) generally remained close to the prelaunch predLted 1.8 degree offset from the
antisolar point. This momentum dump is a set of maneuvers applied against the
external gravity gradient in the proper sense and timing so as to restore the control
moritent gyroscopes to their optimum attitude control orientations. In these maneu-
vers the spacecraft axes' directions changed by as much as 5 degrees. The dump inhibit
was not employed during the scanning programs, and the photometer elevation zero
direction deviated by up to 7 degrees from the antisolar point.
Preliminary analysis of the correspondence between the calculated pointing direc-
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tions of the photometer and the camera shows differences of up to 3 degrees. Whether
this is due to elevation/azimuth offsets, a boresight error between photometer and
camera, or flexure of the extension mechanism must await further analysis. The
absence of short period vibration of the extension mechanism was shown by the lack
of jitter of the star images during the 2 - seconds camera exposures at all times except
within I0 seconds following completion of a movement in elevation or azimuth.
The photemultiplier data are being analyzed with a least squares fit to the expres-
sion	 PMT output = A + Bt + C sin (cut + D),	 (1)
where the frequency co is determined from the polaroid position pulse repetition rate
while the time of zero phase angle is referred to the time of this pulse. Since the pulse
time is subject to the uncertainty introduced by the sampling interval (3 ms), an
improvement in both zero phase time and an gular frequency m can be achieved by
averaging over a period of 10 to 30 seconds; i.e., sufficiently long to obtain some
smoothing but too short to be affected by fluctuations in the angular frequency of the
polaroid motor. Since the scan rate is approximately 4 deg s -I , it is likely that the
PMT output will be fitted to one second intervals of data. Digital synchronous detec-
tion has been used successfully for fixed position programs where 10 seconds of data
are available for a given filter between dark current readings.
The mean value `A' includes a component consisting of dark current (less than I
bit) plus a 100 mV (5 bit) offset introduced because of telemetry requirements. The
total was measured whenever the shutter was closed and remained constant (within one
bit) once the photocathode had reached a stable low temperature. In general, except
perhaps near the antisolar direction, we know the direction of polarization of the
zodiacal Iight which is the only source of polarization except near the Milky Way.
We may thus use the phase angle D found in Equation (t) tog ain confidence in our
determination of the amplitude of the polarized component (C), viz: satisfactory
agreement between the measured phase angle D and the same angle calculated from
the expected direction of zodiacal polarization indicates the efficacy of the least
squares (or other) fit and assures that significant spurious (non-zodiacal) polarized
light is not contributing to the measured signal.
The first contamination program was performed on SL-2 mission day 19 (III in
Table II) with the photometer fixed in position at approximately 95 degrees from the
Sun. Observations were made in all colors, starting with the spacecraft in the Earth's
shadow and ending in daylight. The reverse sequence was performed later in the same
orbit; i.e., daylight to shadow. There were levels of sky brightness in daylight only
5% above those at night, indicating that the spacecraft . corona was minimal [10J.
The polarized brightnesses of zodiacal Iight were obtained for the four fixed position
programs of SL-2 (I, II, Ifi; and IV of Table II and Figure G). Except for differences
at 4000 A and 8200 A, the polarized brightness of zodiacal light has the same color
as the Sun [II].
It is hoped that new experimenter tapes will be made available in the near future to
permit analysis of the bulk of the data.
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Skylab Experiment S073
Background information
Skylab Experiment S073 was developed to measure color, brightness
and polarization of the skyglow over the entire sky to within 150 of the
sun with emphasis on the zodiacal light and gegenschein -- faint skyglow
brightening toward the sun, antisun (gegenschein) and ecliptic. A small,
photoelectric photometer, similar to the one used by the Principal Investi-
gator J.L. Weinberg in ground studies of the skyglow, was designed for use	 "L
from each of the Scientific Airlocks (SAL). Pointing of the instrument's
10, 30 or 60 diameter fields of view could be fixed with respect to vehicle
axes, or it could be scanned over part or all of 2.719Jr steradians in any of
four: scan patterns (the solar SAL was not able to be used). The instrument
could be programmed so that any desired portions of the sky  could be
observed i-athin the constraints of bright celestial object and vehicular
obstruction avoidance and earth horizon cutoff. During the Skylab-2 (SL-2)
Mission some thirteen observation and/or calibration_ runs were performed.
After the first run on SL -3 the crew reported that the scanning mechanism
had become inoperable in one axis at a positi<. ,i that would not permit the
photometer to be retracted back through the SAL either for analysis of
the equipment problem or to clear the SAL for use by other experiments.
An additional five runs ztere carried out, then the equipment was jettisoned,
leaving the experiment with many of its objectives not met. A Preliminary
Experiment Report, dated 21 February 1974, gives additional background and
preliminary results from SL--2 and SL -3.
A number of circumstances made it possible to try to recover some of
the lost observing opportunities by using on-board photographic equipment
in missions SL-3 and SL-4. R.D. Mercer, L. Dunkelman, C.L. Ross and C.L.
Wolff had obtained very useful photographs of these and similar phenomena
through formal and informal experimental tasks performed by the Apollo
Command Module Pilots in lunar orbit using Eastman Kodak type 2€85 film
in the 35mm Nikon Camera. 'While that vantane point provided the best eli-
mination of optically contaminating light sources, vehicle stability -.imita-
tions caused image smear and kept exposure times below five minutes. In the
course of that work, new data reduction techniques were developed for analy-
sis of these photographs, although they had not reached production processing
status, nor had all available refinements in the computer processing of
images been utilized.
Independently, but with some awareness of this Apollo work, D.J.
Kessler and H.A. Zook at NASA JSC had requested that the gegenschein be
photographed using Skylab Experiment T025 equipment with a few frames of
the same high-speed film used on Apollo and available on board Skylab for
Experiment 5063 requirements. Their specific purpose was to repeat research
performed from the ground by R. Roosen to detect the possible pr.esence.of the
earth's shadovr falling on the gegenschein, but at an improved signal-to-noise
ratio because the photography would take place above the atmosphere. Atmo--
spheric extinction, scattering and airglow present the ground observer with
difficulties that can easily mask the detection of the gegenschein shadowing
effect, if, indeed, it does exist. Their proposed photography had been
deferred prior to flight. However, the high level of task. accomplishments
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on SL-3 permitted that crew to request just this kind of new work; so,
this photographic task was added in real time and made a part of Experiment
S073 mission requirements. Five photographs were taken on 35mm film
cassette EN15 using exposures from 120 to 330 seconds duration. Comparison
of the loAgest two exposures at .300 and 330 seconds indicated that the
threshhold. of detectability continued to be-reduced by this additional
ten percent time increase; thus, the emulsion's reciprocity failure limits
had not been readied. Operationally this photography was quite successful,
although it wa6 scheduled when a star of 3.$ magnitude was very near the
center of the gegenschein region.
Based on the Apollo and SSA- -3 results, Nercer took action to add
cassettes of the high speed film to the final Skylab mission and, with the
backing of the S073 Principal. Investigator (PI), gained support for this
investigation from the Sponsoring Science and Skylab Program Offices. He
also obtained permission from Experiment T025 and S019 ITY to utilize their
equipments. Dunkelman had also suggested hand-held, targets--of-opportunity
photography of very similar subject matter as a NASA G ­SFC input to the
Skylab missions; now it was possible to elevate these tasks to formal,
experiment status through Functional Objectives within the Nission Require-
merito. A memorandum attesting to this change was jointly executed by I4brcer
and Dunkelman (see Appendix F). Photographic studies of extensions from
galaxies suggested by H.C. Arp of the Hale Observatories and attempted on
Apollo lunar flights by Nbrcer and Dunkel man were easily included. Finally,
R.J. Naumann and P. Craven of PTABA NSFC requested that contamination studies
also be added as a part of the revived-S073 requirements. This collection
of irry ts, then, became the starting point for 5073 Experiment photography
on SIA. Also, Mercer, Kessler and Zook were appointed Co-Investigators
(Co-1b) responsible for the SLA photography tasks.
1,Tission Objectives and Constraints
k
The specific objectives of the proposed photography were submitted
in October 1973 as a list of Functional Objectives for inclusion inthe
Mission Requirements Document. Equivalent information, but in greater
technical detail, is contained in Table 1, S073 Photographic Timeline for
SLA The last three columns in this table give the time constraints.
These constraints arose from two sources. First, only certain periods are
available when the objectives to be photographed are positioned in the
celestial sphere so that moonlight, planets, Milky Way, and bright stars
are at an acceptable distance array from them and the region around them
in the photograph. And second., the antisolar SAL pointing and, when required,
the region of the sky available in the S019 Articulated RUrror System (AMS)
must provide the capability to point the camera's line-of-sight at the
required celestial coordinates. This latter limitation is shown in Figure
1, Celestial Planning Map.
S073 PIIOTCOMPHIC TINXIINC TOIL SL-4
1
i
Approximate Night Approximate Observational Intormntion
F0 Objective Lquipmenla Exposure Pasaca Exposures
No. of Photos Required Durations Required Per Pass First Priority Periods Second Priority Periods Useable Periods
ASOL SAL
1 Gegenschein 7025 Can 10 See. 6 5 18 Nov. - 26 Nov. 2 Dec. -	 4 Dec. 17 NOV. -	 4 Dec.
to and Nikon to
6 Coritamination via Lens 8 Min, 16 Jan, - 22 Jan. 12 Jan. - 15 Jan. 12 Jan. -	 3 reb.
UV Lens 23 Jan. -	 3 rob.
ASOL SAL
7 Zod. Lt East 5019 IM 10 Sec. 8 18 Nov. - 30 Nov. 1 Dec. -	 2 Dec. 17 Nov. -
	
2 Dec.
to and +x025 C-a to
10 Contamination N-lton 6 14in, 18 Dec. - 27 Dec. 28 Dec. - 3l Dec. 2.7 Dec. - 31 Dec.
Vis bens
UV Tens 16 Jan. - 18 Jan, 16 Jan. - 30 Jeri.	 O
ASOL SAL r'd
11 Zod, Lt West 5019 AI S 10 See. 8 20 Nov. -
	
1. Dec. 18 Nov. - 19 Nov. 18 Nov. -	 2 Dec. 0
to and T025 Can to 0
14 CoatasrEnation Nikon 6 min. 20 Dec. - 30 Dec. 18 Dec. - 19 Dec. 17 Dec. - 31 Dec.
Vis Lens k^
UV bens 19 Jan. — 29 Jan, 17 Jan..- 18 Jan. 16 Jan. - 30 Jan.
	
C^
15
ASOL SAL
S019 Alga 1 NL n. 3 9 20 Nov. -	 1 Dec. 18 Nov. - 19 I1ov.
M y
18 Nov. -	 2 Dec.
to Comet. Tail T025 Can to
17 Nikon 6 Min. 20 Dec. » 30 Dec., 18 Dec. - 19 Dec. 17 Dec. - 31 Dec.
Vis Lens
trV Len!- 19_Jan.__»_29 Jan. -- 17 Jan. - 18 Jan. 16 Jan. - 30 Jan.
ASOL SAL 28 Yov.	 811- 28 Nov. 20h 27 Nov.	 8h- 28 Nov.
	
8h 27 1Tov. 8h- 29 Nov. 204
1.8 Libration L4 S019 AMS 10 Sec. 8 8 28 Nov. 2011.- 29 Nov. 2da
to and X025 Can to
25 Contamination Nikon 8 min, 28 Dec.
	 311- 28 Dec. 1511 27 Dec. 311- 29 Dec. ^5h
Vis Lens
UV Lens 26 Jan. 2311- 27 Jan, 3701 25 Jar.. 2311- 28 Jan. ! i h
ASOa SAL 20 Nov. 20n
- 21 NOV.	 8h 19 Nov, 2011- 20 Nov. 201 19 I•ioS. 2Oh- 22 Nov.	 Sh
26 Libration L52 8019 AIMS 1:0 Sec. 8 8 21 Nov.
	
811- 22 Nov.	 811
to and T025 Can to 20 Dec. 15h-21 Dec,
	 3h 19 Dec. 1511- 20 Dec. 151 19 Dec. ?51- 22 Dec.	 3h
33 Contamination Nikon 8 MLn. 21 Dec,	 3h- 22 Dec.	 3n
Vis Lens 19 Jan..Zlh-' 19 Jan. 234 18 Jan. n -- 19 Jar_. 1111 18 Jan 3ih- 20 Jan. 23hUV Lens 1	 Jar.. 234- 20 Jan. 2 f
NGC 5128 AGOL SAL 28 .Tan. - 30 Jan, 25 Jar.. - 27 Jan , 25 Jan. - 30 Jas:.
34 Ir'GC 221E S019 Jus - 4 Min, 3 6 20 Dec. - 31 Dec. 1 Jan. -	 2 Jan. 20 Doc. -	 4 Jan.
to NGC,4472 T025 Can to 16 Jan. - 20 Jan; 1 Jan. -	 4 Jan. 1 Jan - 4 Jan, l5 7an-20Jan
36 NOC 3031 Nikon 6 Min. 18 Nov. -	 2 Dec. 3 Dec. -	 7 Dee, 17 Nov. -	 7 Dec.
Comm Cluster Vis Lens 16 Jan. - 20 Jan. 1 Jan. -	 4 Jan. 1 Jan - 4 Jan, 35 Jar.-30 Jan
UV Lens
1. Obsorvational, periods for photographic tasks utilizing 5019 1 s Articulated Mirror System'may be fuxther constrained from field-of-view blocka-ae by
IT antennae and by the earth s horizon when magnitude of Pete angleexceeds 2cp.
O TA$1 n4-.4 t regions L a_nd I, present shortest periods for observat3.ons of all t: uI a Hours noted are in 0t.T
`!gable 1
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In this figure, the gegenschein lies at a position directly opposite
the sun, the antisolar point. This point is 180 o distant frora the sun.
Since the antisolar SAL was always pointed in that direction whenever there
was no Control IvJoment Gyro momentum dzunp maneuver, gegenschein photography
was mostly dependent on celestial lighting constraints, usually moonlight.
Taut, from early December to mid-January the antisolar point passed across
the NliLky ,Tay; so, altogether, less than one--half of the SL-4 on-orl-At
time was usable for gegenschein photography. And yet, this represented
the easiest objective to photograph.
The shorter exposures represent photography for contamination studies.
Photographs of the various celestial objectives taken when the spacecraft
was in sunlight as well as in the earth's shadow could reveal any light
scattering by particulate material around the spacecraft. Furthermore,
it might be possible to determine the extent and periphery of the cloud
of this material and the size distribution of its constituent particles.
These in--sunlight photographs with ten-second and tiro--runute exposure
durations were taken just prior to spacecraft sunset or.- just after space--
craft sunrise as.added frames to gegenschein, zodiacal light and lunar
libration region photography.
Zodiacal light east refers to the light in and near the ecliptic plane
from 900 to 1200 eastward of the sun, which would be to the lef t of the
sun along the ecliptic in Figure 1. Zodiacal light west would be westward
of the sun from goo to 1200 and. to the right in the figure. These regions
of the ecliptic were the only portions available to the camera's vievr
using the ANS. Moonlight and bright planets further restricted the
regions of zodiacal light that could be photographed. In addition, only
a small field of view was available with the Nikon-T025-SO19 AMS equip-
ment combination, slightly less than go in diameter. Overlapping fields
were required to cover the fall --off in brightness of the zodiacal light
perpendicular to the ecliptic as well as at greater elongations from the
sun along. 	ecliptic. Each photograph was planned- to have several minutes
of exposure time so it was only Possible to obtain two or three photographs
over a 20 to 30 minute night side pass of the spacecraft. Even this time
period was reduced by one-third to one-half because the earth would occult
the ecliptic view for a part of each night pass.
The track of the moon and of comet Kohoutek are also shoin . Libration
point L4 Lies on the lunar track to the left of the moon=s position by
600; L5 lies on track 60° to the right. wherefore, the moon = s position
at any gi'v'en time can be used to compute the L4 and L5 positions. Only
when the libration points were in the AB MIS field could they be photographed.
The sauce holds true for comet Kohoutek t s tail, which. was always nearby
the comet track, and for the galaxies.
Thirty-sir night passes t•;ere required to complete the entire list of
objectives. Over the 84-day mission period there were at least 60 days
urhen some photography would be possible. This represented over 900 night
r
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pass opportunities. This also tapes into account those periods when the
beta angle, the orbital--plane-to-sun angle, is so large that very short
night passes or no night passes occur. Unfortunately, it does not take
into account the competition for crewmen's time to carry out this photo-
graphy versus the many other experimental and operational tasks on-board.
Whale the 5073 requirements represented. Four percent of the available night--
times, that level was considered optimistic. In fact, it turned out that
a little more than one percent of the usable night passes were actually
devoted to 5073 photogrkDIW.
Preflight Activities and Flight Planning
The most crucial factor in the acceptance of the use of on board
equipment to continue Experiment S073 was the launch stowage weight on-
board the SLA Command Module. Request had been made to carry twelve
35mm.film cassettes loaded with Eastman Kodak -type 285 high-speed, black
and white, recording film. On of these cassettes, with filar for 40
exposures on each plus space for the JSC Photographic Technology Division's
(PTO) sensitometric calibrations, were to be used for data. The remaining
tuo cassettes were to be used for special preflight and postflight, abso-
lute brightness calibrations required by the investigators. Although these
dozen cassettes would weigh a total of just over two pounds, the Command
Module was very close to its launch weight limit, and last minute changes
in other experiments and operational tasks produced several contenders for
this weight margin which was too small to satisfy all comers. The final
decision was left to the JSC Program Manager and his Configuration Control
Board, but the 5073 request was sapported from NASA Headquarters and MSFC.
The result was approval to fly eight cassettes, and the investigators
reserved one of these for the special.. calibrations. These calibrations
were required to fly with the data cassettes so that they would experience
the same history of temperature, humidity, pressure and high energy radi-
ation. The purpose of these calibrations was to record the level of
density Q the emulsion that had undergone the same exposure durations
to known surface brightnesses in the same range of values as expected in
the data frames. While JSC's PTD added preflight and postflight exposures
of a standard, 22-step, sensitometric wedge for later evaluation of
processing, the exposure duration for this wedge was only a one-hundredth
of a second. The investigators required exposures to a special step wedge
calibrated in terms of the sun's surface brightness. and spectral. content.
Also, it was very important that tre selected exposure tunes cover the
range of every exposure planned for the data frames, so that film recipro-
city failure characteristics could be eliminated during the data reduction.
Reciprocity failure refers to the fact that photographic emulsions,
like other detectors that integrate photons over time, fail to respond the
same to an equal number of incident photons if the period of time over
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which they arrive is not equal. This is particularly true for 'long photo-
graphic exposure time; thus, the 2 385 emulsion will not show as great a
signal for an eight-minute exposure to a given intensity as it would for
a four--m mute exposure to twice that intensity. The reciprocity relation-
ship fails to hold. The very low brightnesses involved in the 5073 photo-
graphy required the use of fast optics and long expos y n tees, and it
was impossible to avoid reciprocity failure effects in tie data. But,
because the equivalent duration calibration frames experience this same
effect, it can-be completely eliminated in the data processing, when
densities in the data frames get converted to log intensities of the ab-
solute surface brightnesses in corresponding calibration frames.
Flight film. stock bearing emulsion number 112-1 was obtained from JSC t s
.FT 3, and calibrations were performed at the High Altitude Observatory in
Boulder, Colorado on October 23, 1973 using their solar-referenced Sensi--
tometer Box No. 1. Tour cassette loads were calibrated to provide one for
flight, one for backup, one for ETD control anti one for the investigators
to use for assessing anomalies, if they should occur. The first ten frames
were left blank so that postflight exposures could be added in case some
exposure times subsequently used in flight should not match the preflight
planning values. The calibration file that actually flew had 32 preflidAt
exposures covering nine minutes to one--eighth second and required Ell, 002, KD3
neutxal density filtering of the illumination-source for the calibrated
step wedge as the exposures got longer so that the resulting emulsion
densities would permit construction of complete calibration! curves (see
Appendix B) . The flight calibration strip was eventually loaded into
cassette B05, worded "Not for use" and the leader wound completely onto
the spool so that it could not accidentally be Loaded, Into the ca.m ara in.
flight. The techniques for this work had evolved and been refined by Ross,
Mercer and Dunkelmman working closely with JSC r s PTD and camexa equipment
engineers Wing the last three Apollo lunar missions, and the 5073 photo-
graphy benefitted directly from this work. In addition-to the flight filmn
stock, two strips of 107-2 stock were calibrated. These calibrations would
be used later to obtain absolute brightness response cusses for the lens
vignetting test data (see Appendix D) which had that same emulsion number.
This completed the preflight preparation phase.
0_ .
Daring the mission, it had been agreed among 5073, 5063, 5232 investi-
gators and corollary experiments flight controllers that data for any of
whichthese experiments, all of 	 required use of type 2485 emulsion, could
be taken on whatever cassette was loaded. Eighteen cassettes of this film
type in 35mm. fbrmat were carried up on. SLA. They were designated BV22,
BV26 through BV29, and BV40 through BV52; for puaposes of accountability
Go first nine were assigned to 5063 and the remainder were assigned to
5073 except for BV47 which was assigned to 5232. The flight usage agreement.
kept cassette changeovers in flight to a minimum., conserved crew opexat anal
`	 time, and thereby reduced the chances far losing data collection rpportun.i-
'	 ties or for inadvertent exposure of the film daring hurried cassette changes.
The job of sorting out the data frames postflight was considered simple
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because all these experiments had the same processing requirements, if
data collection was nominal.
The first major setback for 5073 resulted when the crew reported a
mushslower adaptation to the level of work schedule accompl.islunen't pre-
viously demonstrated by the SL--2 and SL-3 crown. Since 5073 had been added
very late, it held a low priority and was given no opportunity for perfor-
mance until well into December. This depleted 30% of the possible celc otial
opportunities with no data coLected. Moreover, it lost the opportunity
to photograph qcgenschein before it entered the Alley W y and to observe
galaxy i':GC 3031. V en this crew problem stabilized, foax • photographi.c
passes were co:plcted in December and seven in January. Several more were
scheduled. but they were scrubbed for higher priority experiments or opera-
tions prior to the detailed flight planning. It would be impossible to
recount here all details of the scientific/political bargaining and in-
fighting that took place it the course of real-time flight planning at JSC=s
Mission Control Center. It should suffice to state the obvious --- those
frith the greatest perseverance and knowledge of tactics walked away frith
more data collection attempts than others with equal priority and occasion--
ally even more than those with much higher pri.oilty. The presence of a
champion for an experiment's requirements on the field of battle cannot be
overemphasized.
In order to brie; some sense to the plethora of priorities, require-
ments and technical constraints among experiments, a NASA JSC science czar
was designated within the Program Management Team. R.A. Parker served in
this capacity with J.R. Sevier as his deputy, and every Wednesday and Sun-
day evening a joint planning meeting was held to review all upcoming expe-
riment requirements, priorities and conflicts. This proved to be a valuable
management tool for sensibly resolving conflicts and adjusting priorities
over the near term. Nevertheless, each experimenter had to maintain close
contact with his controller team to follow hour-by-hour accomplishments
on--board Skylab as well as to seize promising opportunities when those
activities did not go as planned, and crew time became available unexpec-
tedly. Since Co--IN Ass_ler and Look also served as experiment flight
controllers, 5073 held some advantage in following flight developments.
but, because of their relentless schedule on the consoles, often they
could not attend the twice--weekly science planning meetings.
Arrangements were made by L. Dt nke3 ma.n at GSFC for Co--1 Mercer to be
-tied into -these two-hour reetings from his home through the Federal Tele-
phone System. Here, again, the objective was to have representation or
the field of battle at crucial times when forces were engaged. This ar-
rangement proved quite valuable along with MBF C representation of 5073 i s
interests. Success or failure in securing a photographic opportunity
usually hinged on a technical detail. such as experiment pointing capa-
bilities versus available targets, external lighting on the vehicle or
length of nightti=W or bet" "", constraints, ar_d even `!nform"tion on
what film types and number of frames remaining were available in what
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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cameras. Only a dedicated representative for each experiment could follow
such intricate matters with full Rmnvledge of their importance to his
scientific objectives. Also, the telephone tie-in to these meetings was
quite successful for 5073 because the distant representative was thoroughly
f niliar with all procedures and acti tin ties that took place during real-
time mission control, as well as with most of the other experiment objec-
tives and the general conduct of the science planning meeting itself.	 -^
The 5073 representative could recognize voices of all other attendees at
conferenceferen  anal could relate their interests, requests and comments to
matters under discussion. Without such an overview, a distant attendee
has very little understanding of the proceedings. Moreover, the other
experimenters at the meeting recognized that the tele phone attendee was
listening to their inputs, and that they must choose their tactics or
modify their requests accordingly.
An unusual example of the use of both tactics and scientific exploita-
tion to raise, temporarily, the priority of as experiment was demonstrated
in SO73 ' s initial photographic pass. The Co-Is noted that there was to be
a partial lunar eclipse on December 10, 1973; this meant that the moon was
very close to the antisolar point. dust a few hours before this event
the earth mDuld pass through the plane of comet Whoutek's orbit. This
edge-on viewing aspect of dust debris from its tail was unquestionably the
best opportunity for S073 to observe scattered light from the dust both
along and out of the comet's orbit. That is, integration along a common
line-of-sight of the scattered light would provide a signal high l y peaked
in-plane, especially since the observation could not be made closer than
550 to the nucleus of the comet, and at this distance even the brightest
signal was expected to be very weak. If such a photograph showed any
evidence of the plane, it would have been a scientific "first". Hawever,
even partially occulted, the moon would produce considerable light on the
antisolar side of the vehicle, but because the moon was close to the anti-
solar point it would be behind and moll within the field-of-view that the
camera had of the AMS ni.rror. So, the direct light would be blocked from
view, and, because of the required pointing, no light scattered From the
side of the vehicle could be reflected into the scene by the mirrored sur-
face. FuTthermore, 5073 required no maneuvers of the vehicle or use of
control propellants, something that was almost always required for other
experiments attempting to photograph the nucleus and adjacent tail. These
naturally occurring circumstances were so persuasive than other experimenters
vying far this same time period more easily convinced in favor of the 5073
comet plane photography. This unique opportunity would have been lost
if the investigators had only pointed it out but had not been available
to plead their case to the right groups at the right times.
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Operational Accomplishments
The number of photographs taken for each task or objective is shoim
in Figure 2, Onexational Accomplishment Chart. The rectangles not lined
out represent the tames when good celestial viewing of the particular
phenomenon was possible. Sixty-two scientific photographs and 35 contami-
nation photographs were taken.
Unfortunately, every frame of data is canpletely out of focus. This
result is depicted in Figure 3, ].representative 5073 Photographic Results
from Skylab 44. For some reason, as yet u en pla,ined, the film pressure
plate appears to have become separated from its location in the camera back.
The film. was not held flat in the i3ra.ge plane, and the resulting exposures
have effective focal lengths of about two to five feet, but it varies
across the scene and from frame to frame. This effective focal length
puts the ANA r.-irror approximately in focus, but point sources at infinity
appear as disks 1.2ma to 1.5mm in diameter. if the data is to be useful,
considerable sophistication must be added to the data reduction and analysis
phases of the work. For instance, the verification of pointing with identi-
fication of star fields has already taken several 'times longer than it
would have if the celestial sphere had been in focus. Table 2, Experiment
5073 Astronomical Photography on Skylab 4 by S;gib j ect, and Table 3, Experi--
ment S073 Contamination Photography on Skylab 4, provide information on
pertinent frames extracted from longer lists (see Appendix. A) at their
current level of completion.
Data Processing
Because of the out--of-focus problem, the data processing becomes
considerably more complex and assumes greater importance in the derivation
of significant scientific results. This will not change the expected flow
of activities, however, which is shorn in Figure 4, Data Processing and
Analysis Flow Chart. But, processing through the VICAR Program, particularly
removal of stellar images, cannot be expected to eliminate as much of the
background noise as had been hoped, because all point source brightnesses
have effectively been. lowered and distributed over larger areas. Less
bright stars can now escape detection and elimination during the applica-
tion of spike filtering criteria, and their light will be blended into the
diffuse, extended light of the gegenschein, zodiacal light or other pheno-
mena.under study.
Compilation of Quick Look identification Lists is nearing completion
(see Appendix A). The vignetting tests have been completed and will be
reported in more detail below. The longer exposures of gegenschein have
been selected for initial processing, be cause they offer the best chance
for producing good scientific results in the shortest time with the least
computer processing. Ths quality of results from this effort will determine
what additional subject matter should be processed. Appropriate gegenschein
Names, their corresponding calibrations, vignetting data and vignetting
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R—EPRESENTATIVE 5073 PHOTOG 1IIC RESULTS FRO14 SKYLAE 4
l -
Photographs on Eastman Kodak type 2485 emulsion were taken with a35mm Electric Nikon camera through the T025 cannister
and S019 Articulated Mirror System. From left to right, the first two scenes are zodiacal light studies at 900
 east
elongation using the 55mm TI lens at f/2.0. Scene on right was taken 600 west of comet Kohoutek as earth passed through
comet's plane using 55mm visible lens at f/1.2. Out-of-focus condition made point sources at infinity appear as disks.
Left photograph was a two minute exposure showing Spica at lower left and side of Orbital Work Shop at top with scattered
light from micrometeoroid shield attachment structure and its reflection from gold covered outer skin. Center photograph
repeats scene at left for six minute exposure with vehicle in earth's shadow during gyro momentum dump maneuver so that
Spica and its image reflected from OWS skin move out of field-of-view. The nine minute photograph at right shows stray
light from i,artiall; ecli psed moon behind mirror scattered off interior of 5019 A1,1S. (SL4-162-5460 & -5461, SL4-165-5542)
Eight minute exposure with visible lens, f/1.2, at left in antisolar direction using T025 cannister alone shows Pollux at
upper left and Beehive cluster in Cancer below center; vignetting distortions in brightnesses and in stellar disk shapes
are quite pronounced. Seven minute exposure with same lens, f/1.2, in center shows region 00 0 eastward along lunar orbit
at LL libration point with Pleides at lower right. Eight minute exposure with same lens, f/2.0, has Andromeda (PIGC 224)
g alaxy at center, but extensions are not resolvable. (SL4-167-5602, SL4-163 -5489, SL4 -166-5586)
r
Subject
Date & Time
(GUIP)
Ma.gaz
Desig
TTASA Frame
I timber
Lens	 Expos
Type &	 Time
f/Ka	 (Sec)
Cntr Frm L
Rt Asc	 vac
(IL,:Mh) (Deg)
Gegenschein 20 Jan 74 1344 BV 29 SL4-162-5471 vis 1.2	 36o 8h 10M +20.5
8' 10' +20.5Gegenschein 20 Jan 74 1350 BV 29 SL4-162-5472 Vis 1.2	 480
8h 10m +20.5Gegenschein 20 Jan 74 1359 BV 29 SL4-162-5473 Vis 1.2	 2110
8h 10  +22.0Gegenschein 22 Jan 74 0128 By 29 SL4•-162-5478 Vis 1.2	 120
m8h 10+22.0Gegenschein 22 Jan 74 0130 BV 29 ST-A-162-5479 Vis 1.2	 36o
8h lam' +22.0Gegenschein 22 Jan 74 0137 BV 29 SL4--162-548o Vis 1.2	 480
8h tom+22.0Gegenschein 22 Jan 74 o145 BV 29 SL4-162-5481 vis 1.2	 360
8h 00m. +20:0Gegenschein 22 Jan 74 1527 BV 29 SL4-162--5 •84 UV	 2.0	 120
UV	 2.0	 840 8h 00M +20.0Gegenschein 22 Jan 74 1529 BV 29 Sr4--162-5485
8h 00m +20.0Gegenschein 22 Jan-74 1544 BV 29 SL4--162-5486 W 2.0	 480
8h 10  +20.0Gegenschein 23 Jan 74 1311 BV 49 SL4--167-5600 vis 1.2	 120 8h 10m.
Gegenschein 23 Jaya. 74 1313 BV 49 SL4-i67-5601 vis 1.2	 300
8h 10m +20.0Gegenschein 23 Jan. 74 1319 BV 49 SL4-167--5602 Vis 1.2	 480
8h lOm +20.0Gegenschein 23 Jan 74 1327 BV 49 SL4-167--5603 Vis 1.2	 36o
8h	 TGegenschein 23 Jan 74 2057 BV 49 SL4-167--5617 Vis 1.2	 300 10	 +20.0
8h 10m +20.0Gegenschein 23 Jan 74 2102 BV 49 SL4-167-5618 Vis 1.2	 42o
8h 10m -1-20.0Gegenschein 23 Jan 74 211C; BV 49 SL 4-167-5619 vis 1.2	 540
8h lam•+20.0Gegenschein 23 Jan 74 2119 BV 49 u4-i67-5620 Vis'1.2	 300
Zodiacal Light East El 19 Jan 74 221.3 BV 29 SL4-162-5461 Uv	 2.0	 360 13h 50m -10.0
Zodiacal Light East E1 30 Jan 74 1910 By 42 SL4--168-5645 Vis 1.2	 48o
ZocLacal Light East E1 30 Jan 74 1919 BV 42 SL4-168-5646 Vis 1.2	 42o
Zodiacal Light East El 30 Jan 74 1927 pV 42 SL4--168-5647 Vis 1.2	 420
Zodiacal. Light East El 30 Jan 74 2054 BV 42 SL4-168-5650 UV	 2.0	 480
Zodiacal Light East El 30 Jan 74 2103 BV 42 SL4-168-5651 UV	 2.o	 420
Zodiacal- Light East El 30 Jan 74 2111 BV 42 Ss:-1618--5652 UV	 2.0	 420
Zodiacal Light West E1 22 Dec 73 0241 BV 43 S1.L4-164•-5522 Vis 1.2	 300
12h 25m - 0.5Zodiacal Light West El 27 Dec 73 1921 BV 48 SL4--166-5,581 UV	 2.0	 360
12h 253• + 3 .0Zodiacal Light Kest El 27 Dec 73 1.928 BV 48 SL4-166--5582 UV	 2.0	 300
1.2h 29m' - 1.0Zodiacal Light west E1 28 Dec 73 0000 BV 48
48
SL4-166.-5588 Vis 2.0	 360
12h 30m + 3.0Zodiacal Light west El 28 Dec 73 0007 BV SL4--166-5589 Vis 2.0	 300
18h o0m +66.5North Ecliptic Pole 30 Jan 74 1936 BV 42 SL 4-168-5648 vis i .2	 480
6h OOm -66.5South Ecliptic Pole 19 Jan 74 2221 BV 29 SL4-162-5462 UV	 2.0	 36o
Kohoutek Comet Plane 10 Dec 73 0121 BV 44 SL4=-165-5541 iris 1.2	 36O 10h 45m - 7.0
Kohoutek Comet Plane 10 Dec 73 0127 BV 44 SL4-165-5542 vis 1.2	 54o 1oh 45'^ - 7.0
Kohoutek Comet Plane 10 Dec 73 0137 BV 44 SL4-165--5543 Vis 1.2	 120 10h 45m - 7.0
io
	- 7.4Kohoutek Comet Plane 22 Dec 73 0227 BV 43 sue-164--5520 Vis 1. 2 	 36o 45
Lunar Libration L4 10
 Dec 73 0113 By 44 SL•4--165-5540 Vis 1.2	 360 9h 05m +11.5
Lunar Libration LI 27 Dec 73 1859 BV 48 SL4--166-5578 UV	 2.0	 36o oh 29 in . 7.8
Lunar Libration L4 27 Dec 73 2338 By 48 SL4--166-5585 Vis 2.0	 360 Oh 4Om + 9.0
Lunar Libration. L4 28 Dec 73 1355 BV 48 sL4-166-5592 vis 1 .2	 360 1h• 04M +11.2
Lunar Libration LI, 28 Jan 74 1248 BV 40 SL4-163-5487 Vis 1.2	 48o 3h 55m 	23.5
Lunar - Libration. L 28 Jan 74 1277 BV 40 SL4-163-5288 vis 1.2	 36o 4h 05M '23.0
Lunar Libration L4 28 	 Jan 74 1304 By 4o SL4-163-5489 Vis 1.2	 420 4h 05m	 26.oLunar Libratioa L5 10 Dec 73 0106 BV 44 SL4-165--5539 vis 1.2	 36o 00	 57	 11.5
Lunar Libration L5 22 Dec 73 0234 By 43 SL4-164- 521 vis 1.2	 36o 12h 03M - 5.0
Lunar Libration L5 20 Jan 74 0119 BV 29 SL4-162-5465 W 2.0	 120 13h 1-0m --14.5
Lunar Libration L5 20 Jan 74 0121 BV 29 SL 4-162--5466 UV	 2.0	 48o 13	 10	 -14.5.
Lunar' Libration L5 20 Jan 74 0129 BV 29 SL4-162--5467 UV	 2.0	 360 1.3h 10ra -14.5
Table 2
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EXFEFi:G-IRI T' S073 ASTRONOMICAL P IOTOGRAYi 4-Y ON Sidi 4 BY SUBJECT
Lens Expos Cn i.r Frm Loc
Dat& & Time I'Lo gaW NASA Frane Type & Time I,L A.sc D-ac
Suoiect	 (GMT)	 iDezig	 Niuzfber	 ^'^I^70	 (Sec) M--,	 () (Deg)
Gale.xy UGC 221E
Gal a,- y NGC 224
L. alamj ITG C 224
G a 1 a:^ N C 221E
G a laa-fir IT-,.0 2211-
Gal a,,-j NGC 224
G alf axy 1, GC 4472
Galaxy
  
IT-GC 4472
Gala. y , me 4472
Ga1.a-,^7 ITGC 44,72
Coma. Cluster Galaxies
Coma, Cluster Gala.ies
Gala^T NGC 5128
Galaxy : aC 5128
22 Dec 73 0213 BV 163 SL 16-164--5513 Vis 1.2 300
22 Dec 73 02.8 BV 43 SL16--164-5519 Vis 1.2 48O
27 Dec 73 1906 BV 168 SL It--166-5579 UV	 2.0 1680
27 Dec 73 19116 BV 48 SL4-166-5580 UV	 2.0 360
27 Dec 73 2345 BV 118 SM-166-5586 Vis 2.0 1680
2r( Dec 73 2353 BV 16$ SL4-166-5587 Vis 2.0 360
28 Dec 73 1402 BV 168 SL16-166-5593 Via 1.2 1180
28 Dec 73 1410 BV 48 SL41 - -166 -5594 Vis 1..2 12O
1 Jan 74 15113 BV 26 SL11-161--5 1 6116 UV	 2.0 1680
1 Jan 71 6 2158 BV 26 SL4-161-»5 -1.6 vi 	 1.2 1680
1 Ja-TL 711 1704 DV 26 SLR--16:L -5413 UV	 2.0 360
1 Ja.-n 74 2151 BV 26 SL4-161--5415 Vis 1.2 360
28 Jan Ili 1313 BV 160 SL4--163-5 1690 Vzs 1.2 1680
30 Jan 74 2044 BV 162 SLR--1.68-564-9 UV	 2.0 1680
he +j..O.0
4e +40.0
Id" -1.1;1.0
4e +4
40' +161.0he a-41.o
28"' +10.3
2r +10. 3
2e -1-10.0
2e -1-10.0
57R +28.0
50m -1-27.0
20m -160.0
2P --39.8
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Table 2 (Concluded)
1c:ground S/C Sset Date & Time Magaz 1^^A .Frame
Lens
Type &
Epos
Time
Cntr Frm Loc
Rt Ase Dec
S.zbtiuct or Srise (GMT) Des-ig Number f/Na (Sec) (Hr:I•In) (Deg)
Gegenschein Sunset 20 Jan 74 1343 BV 29 SL4-162-5470 Vis 1.2 10 8h 10m +20.5
Gegenschein Sunrise 20 Jan 74 1403 BV 29 SL4-162-5474 vis 1.2 240 8h 10m +20.5
Gegenschein Sunset 22 Jan 74 0124 BV 29 SL4-162-5476 vis 1.2 10 8h 10m +22.0
Ge erlscheiaCP Sunset 22 Jazz 74 0125 BV 29 SL4-162-5477 Vis 1.2 120
M8^ 10 +22.0 
enschein Sunset 22 Jan 74 1522 BV 29 SL4-162-5482 UV	 2.0 10 7h 50^ +20.0Geg
enschein SunsetGe h22 Jan 74 1523 BV 29 SL4-162--5483 UV	 2.0 120 7	 50m 3-20.0
Ge^enschein Sunrise 22 Jan 74 1552 BV 29 UV	 2.0 10 8h 00 +20.0
Ge-erschein Sunset 23 Jan 74 1307 BV 49 SL4-167-5598 Vis 1.2 10. $	 10 +20.0
Gegenschein Sunset 23 Jan 74 1307 BV t;9 SL4-167-5599 Vis 1.2 • 120 8h 10m +20.0
Gegenschein Sunset 23 Jan 74 2053 BV 49 SL4-167-5615 Vis 1 .2 10 8h 10m4-20.0
Geaen -setSusep 23 Jan. 74 2054 Bs/ 49 SL4-1'07-5616 vis 1.2 120 8h lO +20.0
ZocLia.cal. Lt. Sunset 19 Jazz 74 2209 BV 29 SL4-162-5459 UV	 2.0 -10 - 13h 50m -10.0
Zodiacal Lt. Sunset 19 Jan 74 2210 By 29 SL4-162-5460 LTV	 2.0 120 13	 50m -1.0.0
Zodiacal Lt. Sunrise 22 Dec 73 0247 BV 43 SL4-164-5523 Vis 1.2 120 1.2h 30m - 6.0
Zodiacal Lt. Sunrise 22 Dec 73 0249 BV 43 SL4-164-5524 Vis 1.2 10 12h 30m - 6 .0
Zodiacal.. Lt. Sunrise 28 Dec 73 001 BV 48 SL4--166-5590 Vis 2.0 120 12h 30m + 3.0
Zodiacal Lt. Sunrise 28 Dec 73 0016 By 48 SL4-166-5591 vis 2.0 10 12h 25m - 0.5
Comet Tail Sunrise 10 Dec 73 0140 BV 4' SL4-165-5544 Vis 1.2 117 1	 45P -- 7.0
Comet Tail Sunrise 10 Dec 73 0142 By t ;' SL4-165-5545 Vis 1.2 10 10h 45^ -» 7.0
Libr.ation L4 Sunset 27 Dec 73 1855 By 48 SL4--166-5576 Uv	 2.0 10 00	 29 + 7.8
L ibra rci	 Lon	 I Sunset 27 Dec 73 1856 BV 48 SL4 -166-5577 UV	 2.0 120' 00h 29m + 7.8
Libration 
 L Sunset: 27 Dec 73 2334 BV 4 SL4--166-5583 vis 2.0 10 00h 38m + 8.7
Libration. Ltd Sunset 27 Dec 73 2334 BV 48 SL4--166--5584 Vis 2.0 120 00h 38m + 8.7
Libration L5 Sunset 10 Dec 73 0102 BV 44 SL4
-165-5537 Vis 1.2 5 00	 57' +11..5
Libration L Sunset 10 Dec 73 0103 BV 44 SL4--1.65-5538 Vis 1.2 120 00h 57- +11..5.
Libration L5 Sunset 20 Jan. 74 0115 BV 29 SL4-162--5463 W 2.0 10 13h 1Om --14.5
Libration L5 Sunset 20 Jan 74 011 BV 29 SL4-162-5 ' r )- W 2.0 120 13h 10'a -14.5Libration L5 Sunrise 20 Jan 74 0137 B11 29 SL4-162-546$ Uv .2.0 120 13h 10 --14.5
Libration L5 Sunrise 20 Jan 74 0139 BV 29 SL4-162-5469 UV	 2.0 10 13h 10m -14.5
TTGC 224 Sunset 22 Dec 73 0209 BV 43 SL4--16^.--5515 vis 1.2 10 00h 4o +40.0
NGC 224
	
-
Sunset 22 Dec 73 0210 BV 43 SL4-164--5516 Vis 1.2 120 OOh 4e +40 .0
NGC 4472 Sunrise 28 Dec 73 141 BV 4:8 SL4-166-5595 Vis 1.2 120 12^ 28 +1.0. 3
NGC L 472 Sunrise 28 Dec 73 1415 BV 48 SL4-166-5596 Vis 1.2 10 12h 28m +10.3
oma. Cluster Sunset 1 Jars 74 1659 BV 26 SL4--161.- 5411 UV	 2.0 10 12h 57m +28. 0
CoL- Cluster Sunset 1 Jan 74 170 BV 26 SL4--161-5412 UV	 2.0 120 12	 57m -1•28.0
k
}
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Data Processing, cont'd
calibration frames have already been digitized and converted to VICM
format. They will undergo flax R= image manipulations shortly using
VICAR processors. Eventually-, absolute measurements of surface bright--
nesses versus position within the frame should indicate the shapeand
extent of the gegenschein. These data in white light can then be cam-
pared to the color brightness data obtained.wi_th the photometer on SL-2
and SL-3.	 ^.
In order to prepare for VICAR processing, the flow chart indicates
that vignetting tests of the camera lens must be performed and the result-
ing photographs photodigitized along with the flight film and their
calibratian.s. Vignetting tests and phot.odigitizations take place in
parallel with the work on quick-look identifications, production of wort -
ing prints ar_d . analysis of these data to determine, among other things,
the best order for processing images through. the VICAR program. The
vignetting tests will be discussed in detail later, but a short descrip-
tion of the photo digitization operation. will be presented here.
The details of the photodigitization process are quite simple in
principle. A square aperture, 80 microns an a side, of collimated, white
light is allowed to pass perpendicularly through the original negative of
a selected photographic frame. Ms beam then impinges upon the photo-
cathode of a calibrated photonoltip l ier tube with the emulsion grain in
focus. The outrut voltage of this photomultiplier is recorded in terms
of density, that is, in. terms of the logarithm., base 10, of transmitted-
beam intensity. The beam is scanned horizontally across the frame in the
"x"direction" and parallel to a side of the square aperture while readings
of intensity are digitized and stored at every 80 microns of travel. The
scanning is accomplished by mechanically raving the stage, to which the
film is attached, using computer controlled servomotors. At the end of
this line scan., the stage is stepped vertically downward in the "y-direc-
tion" by 80 microns and scanned-back in the "negative x-direction". In--
d K i..dual readings and information on position axe temporarily stored by
the control computer, then-written onto a magnetic tape as a string of
values following the frame identification character group loaded by the
operator. One 35Mm. frame scanned side-to--side produces 458 readings per
line, and from the bottom part of the tapper sprocket holes to the top
part of the lower sprocket holes requires 332 scan lines to produce
152,056 "pixels".
The photodigitizer used belongs to the US Department of Agriculture
and is located in 11 hington, D. C, Arrangements for its use in SL -4 data
processing is the direct, fo11ow--on result of similar arrangements
established for the Apollo lunar photographic data processing. In
addition, computer studies of the Apollo images indicated that the aper-
ture size required could be as large as 80 microns instead of the 36 and
40 micron sizes originally used. The grain size in the very high-speed
2485 type em i s •ion is on the order of ten microns; so, the 80 micron
square aperture provides some smoothing in the grain noise with little
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sacrifice in signal-following capability. The error introduced is
estimated at a few percent and certainly below the error from conver-
sion of density into VICAR--formatted absolute intensity; this con-
version error is about ten percent. Determination of the opt:imvm
aperture is important from. the standpoint of economies. Ey using an
aperture twice as large as the one originally used, the number o
readings is reduced four times. Considering the magnetic tape, disk
file and main memory computer storage space required and the input
output and computer computation tins to process a frame or combine
two frames, the savings become significant. For instance, the photo-
digitizer scanning time for a fall data frame from SLA was about nine
minutes compared to 35 minutes for the Apollo lunar data.
The VICAR image processing program is resident in the IEN360/75
computer at GSA"C. It was originally developed at dPL for processing
videoscans from the Ranger and Surveyor lunar missions; in fact, it
has been named for that application --•- the Video Image Cammunication.
And Retrieval Program. However, it can deal with any image that is
expressed as a series of discrete brightness, intensity or density
readings whose positions in the image are known and recorded in an
ordered array. Capabillbiea exist to geometrically expand, reduce
or reshape the image, to stretch, shrink or convert scales over its
range of brightnesses, and to perfoxmi many other sophisticated process-
ing operations such as removing constant level background densities,
clipping brightness spikes of stars, smoothing noise, producing isaphote
maps and tracing values of brightness over straight or curved paths.
A series of such con,gater processing operations requires may itera-
tions resulting in the generation of many intermediate digital images
and readings. Each image-array most be returned to pictorial form by
special equipment that can generate photographic negatives from mag-
netic tape files of the computed digital images, or, in the case of
brightness signal traces through portions of an image, to graphic
form. by automatic plotters. Visual analyses of pictorial results
and associated histograms of their density distributions indicate
to what extent and through which VICAR processors the data should
be processed in the following step.
Postflight Activities
Postflight activities accomplished or now in progress fall into
seven major areas of work. Some of these tasks are self"explanatory
or their techniques have been described above; others vill, need ela-
boration. The seven tasks are:
I. Postflight calibration. of flight and backup film.
2. Support at PTD during photoprocesaing of flight film, back-up
film, and prior film calibrations.
1"5"	 1 i	 11	 i	 I	 ?	 I
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3. Collection of real-tine N i.ssion Control data, crew logs and
transcripted voice tapes.
4. Quick-Look identification List preparation, production . of
working prints and identification of anomalies and unexpected
sources of light on. data frames.
5. Perfoxmanne of the Visual and UV 55mm Nikon lens/T02>/S0lg AIN
vignetting test photography.
6. Digitization of flight data, vignetting test data and their
associated calibration frames.
7. Computer conversion of digitized data to VICAR -fo_rmatted
data for further digital processing and the associated fami.li--
arization with the GSFC IBM 36o/75 and peripheral systems
specifically required for VICAR operations.
The postflight calibrations were required to cover exposure times
up to fourteen m:i.nutes duration. One such exposure of the gegenschein had
been scheduled in real time using the UV, f/2.0 lens. Because of its
lower f-stop, it was almost three times slower than. the Visible, Q.2 lens.
This photograph was as ouch exploratory as it was scientific; nevertheless,
its final usefulness would have been compromise& if there were no cali-
bration frame of matching exposure. To carry out this calibration,
Nbreer obtained the flight calibration cassette, BV45, after its return
from the spacecraft as well as the backup calibration film. and one
calibrated control, strip from WD for calibrationso  at the High Asti tulle
Observatory in Boulder. These exposures were added in space reserved for
just such possible use during the postflight calibration activities. The
films were returned to JSC within two days to be ready for development
processing along with , --_e data films.
Collection of real--time Mission Control data was greatly simplified,
because Co-1 Kessler was a corollary experiment controller and had ready
access to all pertinent computation. records and damp voice tape transcripts.
Mercer was able to xerox creL logs while supporting the PT,+7 photoprocess-
ing activities. The Quick Look Identification Lists preparation, star
field determinations (which are quite difficult when out of focus) and
extensive review of supporting data to explain anomalies in the data have
been carried out almost exclusively by Serior.Research Assistant. K.L.
Jacobs. Tables 2 and 3 and Appendices A through D are heavily based on
her work.
Perhaps toe largest postflight task was the testing of the Visible.
and UV lenses in the same equipment configuration as used on board Skylab.
Lens vignetting measurements fron the prior Apollo work had shown that
there was little difference in vignetting patterns between the same lens
types. The Apollo 15 and 17 Visible, j.2 lens patterns had been photo--
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digitized and differenced by the VICAR program. The increase in the
standard deviation for this difference tuage was not greatly changed
from the deviation when each lens vignetting function was subtracted
from itself; therefore, this source of error proved to be very small.
This is formate for the SL -4 data, because the photography had been
Wed after launch of the equipment, and there was no possibility for
directly measuring vignetting functions for the flight Lenses. However,
it was possible to obtain lenses of the same type for testing with the
T025 cannister and S019 AMB and with the 1025 canni.ster alone. The
canni ster contained a light baffle designed to the T025 experiment
reeds, and this was expected to have a much greater effect on vignetting
than and difference between lenses. Arrangements were made to have the
training equipments Or the experiments sent to GSFC where they could
be set up in proper configuration to photograph a diffasely reflecting
white screen illuminated as evenly as possible. Figure 5, Experiment
S073 Vignetting Test Arrangement with S019 and T025 Equipment, shows
one set uD in mbi.ch both the Visible and UV lenses were tested using a
series of focal lengths to duplicate the flight conditions and problem..
Figure 6, Experiment 5073 Vignetting Test Arrangement with T025 Rquip--
ment shows the other set up, and Figure 7, Light Source Used to Il ami"
pate Vignetting Test Screen, shows the large aperture, diffuser box
and illuminant required to produce &a even lighting across the screen.
To verify the constancy of field within an acceptable error level, light
reflected from the screen was measured with a precision photometer. The
readings and overview of test equipment arrangement are shown in Figure
8, Vignetting Test Screen Nbasurements. In spite of great care, the
screen readings do show a slight specularity to the right and slightly
belve center, although it is not serious. The photographs were -recorded
on typo 2485 film, emulsion nuEber 147-2 and developed along with cali-
brations performed at the High Altitude Observatory on strips of that
sage emulsion. These tests, as well as all of the photodigitiNtions
for SLA, were carried out in Mhx•ch by Jacobs, Kessler, Mercer and Zook.
Details are shown in Appendices C and D.
D'relinirzy,yr- Data Analysis
The out--of-focus problem is the weal point in these data. The
scientific value of this experiment wi.l.l depend primoxily on the ability
of the investigators to overcome its effect in the data processing. This
will not be simple, and at present it appears that only the gegenschei.n
data nay produce useful results. Even here the out-of- -Focus problem has
caused the star images off axis to assume quite different shapes (see
lower left in Figure 3) Sophisticated fourier integral transform tech-
niques would be required to completely remedy such problems, but onj
simple versions are now available and checked out as VICAR processors.
Simpler ideas may work, but it is still too early to promise such results.
r	 ^	 I	 I	 I	 t
EXPERIMENT S073 VIGNETTING TEST ARRANGEMENT WITH S019 AMS AND T025 EQUIPMENT
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a
_'li li^-!lr:c ^- l?11:::; eCLLL.)ment is ass-:-:1 ?! and a2_ge ;,j photograph a daffutiely
reflecting, white screen providing constant illumination across the field-of-view.
Equipment includes S019 Articulated Mirror System, T025 cannister and Nikon camera
at far end. Pritchard Photometer in foreground used to measure light from screen.
^d
Second view of vignetting test arrangement showing more of 1J25 cannister ai, far left.
Tests were performed in a light tunnel at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center i-ith light
source 156 feet from screen producing; an illumination level of 2.9 y.10-4 foot: -lamberts
for exposures from 15 to 480 seconds. (GSFC Fhotographs G- 74-0554+ and G-74-05545)
dd . I
EXPERIMENT 5073 VIGTFTTTNG TEST ARRANGEMENT WITH T025 EQUIR%1ENT
Nikon 35r= Camera with UV, f/2.0 lens attached to Quartz window port at rear of T025
cannister to obtain photographs for assessing system vignetting. Diffusely reflecting
screen providing constant illumination over the test field is out of view to the right.
Fritchard Photometer used to measure field illumination. (GS-FC Photograph G-74-05542)
LIGHT SOURCE USED TO ILLTY=ATE VIGNETTING TEST SCREEN
Views from left and right of light source for illuminating vignetting test screen a
distance of 156 feet away. Light from Cary lamp illuminated white painted inner surface
of metal box from side. Illumination source was diffuse reflection from back wall
through aperture of about 3 inches square. (GSFC Photographs G-74-005543 and G-74-05541)
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V D ETTINU TEST SCOM MUSUROMENTS
2.77 2.77 2.8i 2.85 2.90
2.84 2.86 2.88 2.93 3.00
2.77 2.82 2.84 2.89 2.93
2.83 2.88 2.93 2.96 3.00
2.80 2.82 2.85 2.89 2.9}:
2.87 2.88 2.92 2.96 3.00
2.81 2.83 2.86 2.90 2.96
2.86 2.88 2.91 2.96 3.00
2.81 2.82 2.85 2.89 2.94
2.83 204 2.88 2490 2.94
Front view diagram of vignetting test screen so wing array of reflectance readings using
Pritchard Mtometer. All readings are in 10" foot--lamberts. Each sector was read once
beginning at upper left, always moving left to right, progressing to next lower roar and
finishing at lower right; this procedure was repeated to produce second set of readings.
Screen had very creak specular characteristics which produced brightening towards right
side near center as angle of reflectance approached angle of incidence from souxce.
156.0
White, L.ffusely 	 Bight
Refleetir	 Source.
T025	 h[hite"Ualled,
Canister
	
	 Scattering Sox
35MM Nihon Camera
Top view diagram showing arrangement of illuminating source, diffusely reflecting screen
and T025 training equipment in test position for the collection of Yignetting data.
Area of screen used provided white light field uniform to approfimately A%.
Figure 8
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It arveaxs that the lots transmission characteristics of the UV lens
combined with its slower speed lost more of the available light than could
be mace up by the extended spectral range. Sunlight scattered from
particles, which is the sou_rcc of the phenomena studied in this investiga-
tion, has a -fast iropoff in the W anyway. The UVlens contains many
quartz elements, a naterial which will pass UU light. Unfortunately, the
lens designer is limited in the range of refractive indices available
for this glass; thus, it is not possible to deviate the light to a short
focus within a fear lens elements. Remarkable as the f/2.0 value is for
such a small lens, the price paid in terms of thickness of glass appears
to be too much for this subject matter. One can state that future studies
in the UV of these phenomena should probably employ reflecting optics, at
least to achieve the low f-number.
Following his review of working prints for photographs of galaxies,
H.C. Arp wrote, in part: "It is particularly tantalizing and frustrating
to inspect them because they are almost usable. The longer exposures show
the sky well  and begin to hint at the large dimensions of the nebulae
(at least in the case of X31). They would have been spectacular and
important pictures if only the camera had been a little more in focus."
The photograph he specifically refers to is shown at the lower right in
Figure 3.
Finally, the ability of
threshhoid of detectability,
ground, is well demonstrated
ground backup to the flight c
density of 0.155 while that f
1.295. If a horizontal line
density level, than it would
below a log exposure value of
curve can be seen to form wel
BV45. in fact, usable data i
or less, and this value holds
E. For BV15, the only SL -3 c
to type 2=5 emulsion to prov ae a IWIT
man in the presence of high radiation back-
T the data presented in Appendix E. The
olibration film shows a base plus fog level
ar the flight calibration film, BV45, is
rere drawn on the ground film at the 1.295
tppear that no usable signal could be detected
about 1.4. However, the "toe" of the IM;D
to the left of this log exposure value on
detectable at a log exposure value of 0.9
for other SIA cassettes shown in Appendix
tssette measured, with abase plus fog dens-
ity of 1.075, data is indicated at U. y .dog exposure, wnicn is gyvze gooa
even when compared to the non-flight emulsion. Some investigators argue
that the signal-to-noise is greatly reduced, even if the toe of the M-D
curve does not shift appreciably to the right. That depends, of course,
on a good definition of noise. One could say that the change in density
from 0.155 to 1.295 is almost an order of magnitude increase in noise,
but this would be an improper interpretation. Nast of that change is
constant greying of the background over the entire films., and this DC come--
ponent can be subtracted vith no effect on either noise or data.. The
true noise is the RMS variation on top of this background. Signal levels
become unrecognizable only when they fall close to this amplitude. Eence,
the true change in signal-to-noise is the signal level above average
background,divided by grain noise amplitude. Wile this ratio was de-
creased by the radiation, the result was by no means as catastrophic as
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some had predicted.
Data processing and analysis will continue with emphasis now shift-
ing strongly to the VICAR computer nuns. In addition to the SLA data,
four frames of BV15 on SL--3 have also been digitized. The scenes are in
good focus and should produce some ve:cy useful informatuion on gegenschein.
However, no equivalent calibrations were carried on-board for comparisons
to photography of an absolute light source. This will diminish the
accuracy of the absolute brightness measu rements, although the S;A
calibrations will be of some help in setting levels. However, the relative
brightness falloff, shaving the shape atird extent of the phenomenon, should
be excellent.
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12 5543 5073 Comet Tail 10 Dec 73 0137 120 10h
 45 - 7. Vis Lens, f1l.2
13 5544 5073 Contamination 10 Dec 73 0140 117 10h 45 -7:() Vis Lens, f/1.2
14 5545 S073 Contamination 10 Dec 73 0142 10 1 O 45 '-	 7. Vis Lens, f/1.2
15 5546 Possible Unused Film
16 5547 Possible Unused Film
17 5548 Possible Unused Film
18 5549 Possible Unused Film
19 5550 Possible Unused Film
20 5551 Possible Unused Film
21 5552 Possible Unused Film
22 5553 Possible Unused Film
23 5554 Possible Unused Film
24 5555 Possible Unused Film
25 5556 Possible Unused Film
t
NASA Mhgazinc No SL4-165	 MagAzine Plight Designatol. y L
Film Type EK 2485-112-1 	 Film Size 35mm
Quick
Look
Fr No
NASA
Frame
No. Subject
Time og Exgosure
-
Exp,
Time
sec
Cntr F-rm Loa Tod? Frm Loc
RemarlcsDate GMT R1: Asc 3]ec Rt Asa Dee
26 5557 Possible Unused Frame
27 5558 so63
28 5559 Possible Unused Frame
29 5560 Possible Unused Frame
30 5561 $063
31 5562 Possible Unused Frame
32 5563 Possible Unused Frame
33 ' 5564 Possible Unused Frame
34 5565 Possible Unused Frazae
35 5566 Possible UnusedTram:
36 5567 Possible Unused Frame
37 5568 5063 Cloud Cover
38 5569 s063 Cloud: Cover
39 5570 S063 Cloud Cover
4o 5571 Possible Unused Frame
41 5572 Possible Unused Frame
42 5573 $063
43 5574 Unused.Frame
t
NASA Magazine No SLk-166 Magazine Flight Designator.BVlF^,,
Film Type EK 2485--112.-1 Film Size 35mm
Quick
Look
Fr No
NASA
Frame
No. Subject
Time of Exposure
Lxp,
Time
(see)
Cntr Frm LAC Top
 Frm Loo
RemarksDate GMT Rt Asa Dec Rt Asc Lea
1 5575 Protect Frame
2 5576 S073 Contamination 27 Dee f3 •1855 10 Oh 25P + 7, r UV Lens, f/2.0
3 5577 5073 Contamination 27 Dee 73 1856 120 Oh
 29m + 7. r W Lens, f/2.0
4 5578 S073 Libration Region L4 27 Dec 73 1859 360 Oh 29M + 7. 7 UV Lens, f/2.0
5 5579 S073 NGC 224 27 Dec 73 1906 480 0h 4om +41.c Oh 35"1-45.5 UV Lens, f/2.0
6 5580 S073 NGC_224 27 Dec 73 1914 360 Oh 40m +4i.c Oh 351n -F45.5 UV Lens, f/2.0
7 5581 S073 . Zodiacal Light -27 Dec 73 1921 360 12h 25m - 0. 121- 35 3. W Lens, f/2.0
8 5582 5073 Zodiacal. Light 27 Dec 73 1928 300 12h 25m + 3-C 12h 35 7-C UV Lens, f/2.0
9 5583 5073 Contamination 27 Den 73 2334 10 Oh 38m + S-E Vis Lens, f/2.0
10 5584 S073 Contamination 27 Dec 73 2334 120 Oh 38111 + 8. Vis Lens, f/2.0
11 5585 6073 Libration Region L4 27 Dec 73 2338 360 Oh 40m + 9. Oh 40m l4. Vis Lens, f/2.0
12 5586 5073 NGC 22 1 27 Dec 73 2345 480 Oh 40m +41. Oh 45 46. c Vis Lens, f/2.0
13 5587 5073 NGC 224 27 Dec 73 2353 360 04 W1 -I .41.. Oh W1 F46. c Vis Lens, 'x'/2.0
14 5588 5073 Zodiacal Light 28 Dec 73 0000 360 12h 25m - I.0 12h 40 4.c tins Lens, f/2.0.-
15 5589 5073 Zodiacal Light 28 Dec 73 0007 300 12h 30m + 3- C 12h 4 -F 7-C Vis Lens, f/2.016 5590 S073 Contamination 28 Dec 73 00111• 120 12h
 30"' 3. C 12h 40 F 7. C Vis Lens, f/2.0
17 5591 S073 Contamination 28 Dee 73 0016 10 12h 25m - O. r. Vis Lens, f/2.0
18 5592 S073 Libration Region L4 28 Dec 73 1355 360 1h 04m +11. Vis Lens, f/1.2
19 5593 S073 NGC 4472 28 Dee 73 1402 480 ( 121 45m +10. 13h (,` 7-C Vis Lens, f/1.2
20 5594 S073 NGC 4472 28 Dec 73 14.10 120 (12h 45m +10. 13h 0 7., ^ Vis Lens, f/1.2
21 5595 5073 Contamination 28 Dec-73 1413 120 12	 45 +10-C 'Vis Lens, 2/1.2
22 5596 5073 Contamination 28'Dee 73. 1415 10 12h Wa +10. Vis Lens, f/1.2
23 Unused Frame
24 Unused Frame
25 Unused Frp ,!.e
26 Unused Frame
0
NASA Magazine No SL4-167	 Magazine rli3lit DesignatorBV4
Film Type FIC 2485-112-1 Film Size35mm
Quick
Look
Fr No
NASA
Frame
,'o. Subject
Time of Exposure
Exp,
Time
sec
Cntr Frm Loc Top rrm Loc
RemarksDate GMT Rt Asc Dec I	 Asc Dcc
0 5597
1 5598 S073 Contamination 23 Jan 74 1307 10 8h la's 1-20.0 7h 15m 1.23. ` Vis Lens, f/1.2
2 5599 S073 Contamination 23 Jan 74 1307 120 8h IOM i-20.0 7h 15m +23. f Vis Lens, f/1.2
3 5600 5073 Gegenschein 23 Jan 74 1311 120 8h lOm f-20.0 7h 15m •1 . 23.; Vis Lens, f/1.2
4 5601 5073 Gegenschein 23 Jan 74 1313 300 81-1 10m 1 . 20. 7h 15m +23.` Vic Lens, f/1.2
5 5602 S073 Gegenschein 23 Jan 74 1319 480 8h 10'n 1-20 
'
C 15m h23-' Vis Lens, f/1.2
6 5603 5073 Gegenschein 23 Jarx 74 1327 360 8h 10' 20. 7h 15m +23. Vis Lens, f/1.2
7 5604 Unused Frame
8 5605 Unused Frame
9 5606 Unused Frame
10 5607 Unused Frame
11 5608 Unused Frame
12 5609 Unused Frwne
13 5610 Unused Frame
14 5611 Unused Frame
15 5612 Unused Frame
16 5613 Unused Frame
17 5614 Unused Frame
18 Unused Frame
19 5615 S073 Contamination 23 Jan 74 2053 ZO 8h 10m 20. 8h o g. Vis Lens, f/1.2
20 5616 S073 Contamination 23 Jan 74 2054 120 8h 10m +20.0 8h 0&,n+ 9. Vis Lens, f/1.2
21 5617 5073 Gegenschein 23 Jan 74 2057 300 8h 10•t1 +20.0 8h 0 + g. Vis Lens, f/1.2
22 5618 S073 Gegenschein 23 Jan 74 2102 420 8h la's 1-20.c 8r 00m+ 9: Vis Lens, f/1.2
23 5619 5073 Gegenschein 23 Jan 74 2110 540 8h lOm +20,C 8h 0 + 9. 1 Vis Lens, f /1.2
24 5620 5073 Gegenschein 23 Jan 74 2119 300 8h 10m +20.0 8h 00m + g. Vis Lens, f/1.2
25 5621 S063 Cloud Cover
a
r1
E
quick
Kook
Fr No
NASA
Frame
No. Subject
Time of Ir-;_xposure
Dxp.
Time
sec
Cntr_xxm Loa Top_Frm Loc
RemarksDate GMT Rt Ase Dec Rt Asc , Dec
26 5622 so63 Cloud Cover
27 5623 5063 Cloud Cover
28 5624 so63 Cloud Cover
29 5625 5063 Cloud Cover
30 5626 so63 Cloud. Cover
31 5627 6063 Cloud Cover
32 562$ so63 Cloud Cover
33 5629 5063 Cloud Cover
34 5630 so63 C,loi,)I Cover
35 5631 5063 Cloud Cover
36 5632 so63 Cloud Cover
37
38
39
4o
41
42
43
44
45
46
5633
5634
5635
5636
5637
5636
5639
564o
5641
5642
so63 Cloud Cover
5063 Cloud Cover
S063 Cloud Cover
so63 Cloud Cover
so63 Cloud Cover
so63 Cloud Cover
so63 Cloud Cover
so63 Cloud Cover
5063 Cloud Cover
so63 Cloud Cover
i>
N
NASA Mignzine Rio SL1^-1 -----	 Mogazine Flight Designator MA
Vilin Type NK 2485-112-1	 Film Size 35MM
c.,s
NASA Magazine No SL4-168 MegAzine Flight Dcsignator VTR	 p—
Film Type EK	 2485•-112-1 Film Size 35mm
Quick
Look
Pr No
NASA
Frame
No. Subject
Time of Lxposure
Exp,
Time
sec
Cntr Vrm Loa To .	Prm Loa
RemarksDate GMT Rt Asa Dec Rt Ase Dec
1 5643 Exposed frame
2 5644 Exposed Frame
3 5645 5073 Zodiacal Light 30 Jan 74 910 480 Vis Lens, f/1..2
4 5646 5073 Zodiacal. Light 30 Jan 74 1919 420 Vis Lens, f/1.2
5 5647 6073 Zodiacal Light 30 Jan 74 1927 420 Vis Lens, f/1.2
6 5648 5073 North Ecliptic Pole 30 Jan. 74 1936 480 18h OOP +66. Vis Lens, f/1.2
7 5649 5073 NGC 5128 X30 Jan 74 20 .4 480.1P 30m -38.0 UV Lens, f/2.0
8 5650 $073 Zodiacal. Light 30 Jan 74 2054 480 UV Lens, f/2.0
9 5651 $073 Zodiacal.. Light 30 Jan 74 2103 420 UV Lens, f/2.0
10 5652 5073 Zodiacal Light 30 Jan 74 2111 420 UV Lens, f/2.0
11 5653 Unused Frame
12 5654 unused Frame
13 5655 UnusedFrame
14 5656 Unused Frame
15 5657 Unused Frame
16 5658 Unused Frame
17 5659 Unused Frame
18 5660 Unused Frame
19 5661 Unused Frame
20 5662 Unused Frame
21 5663 Unused Frame
22 5664 Unused Frame
23 5665 Unused Frame
24 5666 Unused Frame
25 5667 Unused Frame
Quick
Look
Fr No
Date
of
Photography
Exposure
Time
(Sec)
Neutral
Density
Filt No
Calibration
Unit Bulb
Manufacturer
Frame Digitization
RemarksDate Nag Tape
1 12 Feb 74 420 3.0 Sylvania 19 Mar 74 D-727-
2 12 Feb 74 480 3.0 Sylvania 19 Mar 74 D--721
3 12 Feb 74 540 -3.0 Sylvania 19 Max 74 D-721
-4 12 Feb 74 600 3.0 Sylvania
5 12 Feb 74 840 3.0 Sylvania
6 12 Feb 74 720 3.0 Sylvania
7 12 Feb 74 540 4.0 Sylvania 19 Mar 74 D-721
8 12 Feb 74 600 4.O Sylvania
9 12 Feb 74 720 4.0 Sylvania
10 12 Feb 74 840 4.0 Sylvania
11
12
13
14
15 23 Oct 74 540 3.0 General Electric 19 Mar 74 D-721
16 23 Oct 74 480 3.0 General Electric 19 Mar 74 D--721
17 23 Oct 74 420 3.0 General Electric 19 Mar 74 D-721
18 23 Oct 74 360 3.0 General Electric 19 Mar 74 D-721
19 23 Oct 74 330 3.0 General Electric
20 23 Oct 74 300 3.0 General Electric 19 Nfar 74 D-721
21 23 Oct 74 270 3.0 General Electric
22 23 Oct 74 240 3.0 General Electric 19 Mar 74 D-721
23 23 Oct 74 60 2.0 General Electric
24 23 Oct 74 g0 2.0 General Electric
25 23 Oct 74 120 2.0 General Electric 19 Mar 74 D-721
26 23 Oct 74 150 2.0 General Electric
27 23 Oct 74 180 2.0 General Electric
28 23 Oct 74 210 2.0 General Electric
29 23 Oct 74 240 2.0 General Electric 19 Max 74 D-721
30 23 Oct 74 270 2.0 General Electric
31 23 Oct 74 90 1.0 General'Electric
32 23 Oct 74 60 1.0 General Electric
33 23 Oct 74 45 1.0 General Electric
34 23 Oct 74 30 1.0 General Electric
35 23 Oct 74 20 1.0 General Electric
36 23 Oct 74 10 1.0 General Electric
37 23 Oct 74 6 1.0 General Electri c
38 23 Oct 74 4 1.0 General Electric
39 23 Oct 74 0 None General Electric
40 23 Oct 74 1/4 None General Electric
41 23 Oct 74 1/2 None General Electric
42 23 Oct 74 1 None General Electric
43 23 Oct 74 2 None General Electric
44 23 Oct 74 4 None General, Electric
45 23 Oct 74 6 None General Electric
46 23'Oct 74 10 None General Electric
61.
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FLIGHT DATA CALIBRATION PHOTOGRAPHY
I D-, Type EK 2485-112-1	 Calibration Unit HAO Sensitometer Box No. 1
Film Size
.
 35 mm	 Calibrated By. R. D. Mercer (.Boulder, Colo.)
G
'	
1	 I	 4
C-1
VIGIIETTIUIG DATA IDETNTIFICATION LIST
Film TYPe EK	 2485- 107--2 Test Location ITASA GSFC, B1d .Q. 6 Light Z'Lnnel
Film Size 351=  Performed By Jacobs, Kessler, mercer & Zook
QiLick
Loo?L
Fr ado
Date
of
Rgotograa!^y
Exposyse
Time
(Sec)
Photographic Equipment Information Frame Digitization
Auxiliary Equip Lens Type Aperture Focus Date 1.1ag Tape
A-01
A-02
A-03 20 Aar 74 15 T025 Visual f/1.2 Inf
A-04 26 1-Tar 74 30 T025 Visual f/1,:2 Inf 28 Mar 74 D-724
A-05 26 Ma.r 74 60 T025 Visual f/1.2 Inf 23 Mar 74 D-724
A-06 20 P•Za.r 74 120 T025 Visual f/1.2 Inf 28 Max- 74 -D-724
A-07 26 Mar 74 240 T025 Visual f/1.2 Inf 28 Mar 74 D-724
A-03
A-09
A-10
A-11
A-12
A-13 26 Paar 74 15 T025 + S019 AMPS Visual f/1.2 Inf
A-14 20 P;ar 74 30 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 Tnf 23 Mar 74 D-724
A-15 20 1,!ar 74 60 T0-25 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 Lnf 28 Mar 74 D-724
A-16 20 Mar 74 120 T025 + S019 AMS Visual. f/1.2 Inf 28 Mar 74 D-724
A-17 20' Mar 74 240 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 Lnf 28 Mar 74 D-724
A-18
A-19 26 1,1ax 74 15 T025 + S019 P243 Visual f/1.2 10'
A-20 26 Mar 74 30 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 10' 28 Mar 74 D-724
A-21 26 Mar 74 60 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 10' 28 Mar 74 D-724
A-22 26 Mar 74 120 T025 + S019 A.MS Visual f/1.2 10' 28 Mar 74 D-724
A-23 26 Mar 74 240 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 10' 28 Mar 74 D-721,
A_-24
A-25 20 M1.r 74 15 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 7'
A-26 20 Mar 74 30 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 7' 28 Mar 74 D-724
A-27 20 Mar 74 60 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 7' 28 Mar 74 D-724
A-28 20 Max 74 120 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 7' 28 Max 74 D-724
A-29 20 Mar 74 240 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 7' 28 I-Tar 74 D-724
A-30
A-31 26 Afar 74 15 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 5T
A-32 26 Mlar 74 30 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 5' 28 Mar 74 D-724
A-33 26 P•`ar 74' 60
I
T025 + S019 AMS Visual.. f/1.2 5' 8 Ma.r 74 D-724
- . i
i
rC-2
VIGVETTINIG DATA IDENTIFICATION LIST
m Type EK 2485-107-2 Test Location NASA GSFC, Bld-7_. 6 Light Tunnel
Film Size 35= Performea By	 Jacobs, Kessler, Mercer 8. Zook
Quick
Look
Fr T,;c
T)aze
o_"
rnotograp'sy
Exposure
Time
(Sec)
Photographic Equipment Information Frame Digitization
Auxiliary Equip Lens Type Aperture Focus Date 1,ag Tape
B-00 27 Mar 74 15 T025 + S019 ARS Visual f/1.2 5'.
B-01 27 Mar 74 30 T025 + 5019 AtQS Visual f/1.2 5' 28 Mar 74 D-724
B-02 27 Mar 74 60 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 5' 28 Max 74 D-724
B-03 27 Liar 74 120 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 5' 8 liar 74 D-724
B-o4 27 Mar 74 240 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 5 28 Mar 74 D-724
B-05
B-06 27 Mar 74 15 T025 + S019 PI-IS Visual f/1.2 4'
B-07 27 Mar 74 30 T025 + S019 X-IS Visual f/1.2 4' 2 9 Mar 74 D-724
B-08 27 Mar 74 60 T025 + S019 AMS Visual f/1.2 4' 29 1, ar 74 D-724
B-09 27 Mar 74 120 T025 + S019 AID Visual f/1.2 4' 9 Mar 74 D-724
B-10 27 Afar 74 240 T025 + S019 AILS Visual f/1.2 4' 29 Mar 74 D-724
B-11
B-12
B-13 27 hia_r 74 15 T025 + S019 AMS Ultraviolet f/2.0 Inf
B-14 27 Mar 74 30 T025 + S019 AMS Ultraviolet f/2.0 Tnf
- •-15 27 1,i-;r 74 60 1'025 + S019 AMS Ultraviolet f/2.0 Inf 9 Max 74 D-724
,6-16 27 Mar 74 120 T025 + S019 AxZS Ultraviolet f/2.0 In.-f 9 liar 74 D-724
B-17 27 Mar 74 240 T025 + S019 A 4S Ultraviolet f/2.0 Izif 29 Max 74 D-724
B-18 27 Mar 74 480 T025 + S019 AMS Ultraviolet f/2.0 Inf 29 Mar 74 D-724
B-19
B-20 15 T025 Ultraviolet f1'2.0 Inf
B-21 30 T025 Ultraviolet f/2.0 Inf
B-22 60 T025 Ultraviolet f12.0 Inf
B-23 27 filar 74 120 T025 Ultraviolet f/2.0 In= 29 i_ar 74 D-724
B-24 27 Mar 74 240 T025 Ultraviolet f/2.0 Inf 29 liar 71 V D-724
B-25 I
B-26 27 Mar 74 480 T025 Ultrav:Ole t f/2.0 Tnf 29 Max 74 D-724
B-27
B-28--
B-29 27 Mar 74 15 T025 Visual f/1.2 5'
B-30 27 Liar74 30 T025 Visual f/1.2 5' 9 biar 74 D-721r
13-31 27 11hr 74 60 T025 Visual f/1.2 5' '9 Mar 7 11, D-724
B-32 27 Mar 74 120 T025 Visual f/1.2 5' 2 9 2-lax 74 D-724
B-33 27 Mar 74 240 T025 Visual f/1.2 5' 9 Mar 74 D-724
B-34
B-35 27 Yar 74 240 T025 Visual f/1.2 4' 9 11ar 74 D-724
B-36
I 
2.7 Mar 74 21+0 T025 Visual f/1.2 r	 7' 9 Mar 711, D-724
d.-
D-1
VIGP-`PIING DATA CALIBRATION PHOTOGR_A=
Fil m T rpe EK 2485-107-2 Calibration Unit HAO Sensitometer Box No. I
Fil-i Size 35 Mm Calibrated S,_	 R. D. Mercer (Boulder, Colo-)
Quica
} 4ot_
y. No
Date
of
Photography
Ex-posure
Time
(Sec)
Neutral
Density
Filt No
Calibration
Unit D lb
Manufacturer
Frame Digitization
RemarksDate Mag Tale
1 25 Oct 73
2 25 Oct 73
3 25 Oct 73
4 25 Oct 73
5 25 Oct 73 40 2.0 Sylvania 28 Mar 74 D-724
6 25 Oct 73 80 2.0 Sylvania
7 25 Oct 73 20 2.0 Sylvania 28 Afar 74 D-724
8 25 Oct 73 g0 2.0 Sylvania
g 25 Oct 73 60 2.0 Sylvania 28 Mar 71E D-724
10 25 Oct 73 30 2.0 Sylvania 28 Mar 7 1 V D-724
11 25 Oct 73 15 2.0 Sylvania 28 Mar 74 D-724
12 25 Oct 73 30 1.0 Sylvania 28 Mar 74 D-724
13 25 Oct 73 15 1.0 Sylvania 28 Mar 74 D-724
14 25 Oct 73 5 1.0 Sylvania
15 25 Oct 73 2 1.0 Sylvania
16 25 Oct 73 5 none Sylvania
17 25 Oct 73 2 Hone Sylvania
18 25 Oct 73 1 None Sylvania
lg 25 Oct 73
20 25 Oct 73
21 25 Oct 73
22 25 Oct 73 40 2.0 General Electr. is 28 Friar 74 D-724
23 25 Oct 73 80 2.0 General Electric
24 25 Oct 73 20 2.0 General Electric 28 Mar 74 D-724
25 25 Oct 73 g0 2.0 General Electric
20 25 Oct 73 60 2, 0 General Electric 28 P-T r 74 D-724
27 25 Oct 73 30 I	 2.0 General Electric 28 Mar 74 D-724
28 25 Oct 73 15 2.0 General Electric 28 Mar 74 D-724
29 25 Oct 73 30 1.0 General Electric
30 25 Oct 73 15 1.0 General Electric 28 Mar 74 D-724
31 25 Oct 73 5 1.0 General Electric
32 25 Oct 73 2 1.0 General Electric
33 25 Oct 73 5 None General Electric
34 25 Oct 73 2 None General Electric
35 25 Oct 73 1 None General Electric
30 25 Oct 73
37 25 Oct 73
w.
iO	 .3	 .6	 .9	 7.2	 1.5	 1.8	 2.1	 2.4	 2.7 I	 J
0	 .3	 .6	 .9	 1-7	 1.5	 1.8	 2.1	 2.4	 *2 .7 1.0
22 Oct 73 CONTROL NU%IBER	 FA^
F	
EK	 2485
L.VULSIOP; NUMBER	
112-1
EXPOSURE	 DATA PROCESSIP0	 DATA
5-,SITG%!ETER	 I-B PROCESSOR lli-Spec-d_
I L LJ.' .1 1% ^', T	 2850OF CHEMISTR Y D-19
T I 'A
	 1/100 Sec.
T 
"" E 30 feet minute
71 L T E R C55or^)O ,,,^ +	 0 IM TEMP. `
	 850 f
7
CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS 40
SPECIFIC 3
. 8 BV 45
GRAVITY
3.6 Lo^g
E
3.00
Density
ph 2.85
3.4 2.'70
2-55 -
3.2
2. 40 2. 200
KS, 2.25 2.150
2.10 2.095
3.0 1.95
1.8o
2.025
1.945
1.65 1.855
TRP
1.50
1.35
1.730
1.6o5
2.6 1.20 1.495
1.05 1.410
2.4 0.90 1.345
TA - 0.75 1.320
CID o.6o 1.295
2-2
--
0.45
0.30
-
2.0 0 .15
0.00
7=
=-7=
1.4 F21--l-
ff-L
1.2
1.0
.!=:7
Z-
6
.4
•2
L11 I
9
E-2
TASK	 PRLPA.4:-,o sy
MS	 R. D. 1,'crce
F G ISSR, Inc.	 EXPJ+ATJON OAT L31 May 74
DENSIT011ETRY
11.5TRUM'.'iT 
Macbeth	 TSPEED
TYPE	 Quaritalol-, TD-102
AFI ERYUkE 5I14 2m	 GAM%f-A 0.89
ilLTER	
Vis-a--L	 I 
bASETFOG 
1.295
11	 13	 15	 17	 19	 21
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6
2 A
2.2
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
V2
1.0
.8
-6 1
., I
.2
DATE
r^2 Oct 73 CONTROL t•.U'•s3cR	 BSrL(]	 TASK	 Sa73	 pitEpAR-D BY R, U. Mercer
FILtt	
CC..	
f	 EMULSION  NUtIdEN	 V J	 •,;FG.	 E^xpltt4TIOV D'L'L=	 ^
r4
v
C-
G
u
1
is
?L8-	 1^;	 -12-1	 ISSR 	 Inc.	 1 May 74
EXPOSURE	 DATA	 PROCESSING	 DATA	 OEITSITOMETRY
5Et:51TC, 7-4	
I-	
PROCESSOR
	 Hi--Speed	 INSTRUMENT	 i,^cbeth	 SPEFD	 1
^_LU':I'.'•'.-	 28 760
	
CHEMISTRY
	 D-1.c)	 TY PE 	 Q	 r^uantalog	 J.^-1.02
TI^E	 TIh1E	 1J	 -L	 %PERruRE	 SIZE	 GA..!t1A1/100 Sec.	 30 feet/minute	 2mm	 0. '(7
I
FILTER,	 05	 FILTER	 FiA5E'vF05
c Qa°ti -l- 1. 0 1^	 TEh!P	 85^Y	 V1SLL?.1.	 1.315
1	 3	 5	 7	 9	 11	 13	 15	 17	 19	 21
CHEMICAL	 , 1 	'
ANALYSIS 
4.0	 4.0
-= _	 ￿ _ --	 --	 - --	 --	 -	 __ _ _-	 - -- _-- 
-"=^
SPECIFIC 3.8 --
	 --	 $V 29
GRAVITY	 --	 -	 -	 -- ---	 --	 -
Log E	 Densit	 -	 -----	 - -	 -
-
-	
=	 2.55	 2.220
' 	 o. 6o	 1.325
2.2 --	 0.45	 1.320
2.0 = -- _-	 0.15	 -
3. 00 	2.320 3.	
3.6
_	 2.85	 2.20	 --	 -	 - - -
3.4	 _	 2.7a	 2.255	
-	 -	 --	
- -- -	 -	 -__	 - - -- _ _
	 3.4
3.2	 2.40	 2. 185 	 3.2
KB,	 -	 2.25	 2. o80	 -	
--	
== -	 _--	
-	
-_
2.10	 1.995
3.0	 1.95	 1.885 	 3.o
-	 1.80	 .785--
1.50	 1.585
TRIP 	
1 .35	 1.^F75 	-	 -	 -	 - --	 _-_ -	 _ -.- --- --_
2.$
	 1.65	 1.655
	
P-4.F
sa
2.8
1.05	 1.385 	 - -
2.6
	
-	 1. 20	 1.15
!rA 	 0.75
	
.3352.6
2.4 - -	 0.90	 1.355	 = -_ = -_ __-- -- - __ - -_ -=- -- -_ == -_ 2.4
- -- =_ 	 _ 	
=_ - - -__
	
-
- --	 _ -	 0.30
	 1.315	
---
	
-	 --- - _- =_- - - -= -- _-_	 - --	
-	 -- --
_ --	
o. oo	 -	 = -- _-	 -_	
￿
 _=
--	 -
1.4 _
 --	
-	
-	
- -__ 
	
-
	_ -	
1.4
6
F	 .2
- 
--	 --	
---
_ -
_ -
	 -- - - - _ 	
-- _  
	
_- _	 _ = -_ - -_ --
---
IiiE	 - ---	 -- -	 -- --	 -	 -	 --- - --	 ---	 ---	 -	 --	 - --	 --
.,.., i
LL
0	 .3	 .6	 .9	 1.2	 1.5	 1.8	 2.1	 2-4	 2.7	 3.1
I
E-11
u	 U	 .0	 ly	 J.:e	 1.5	 1.8	 2.1	 2.1%	 -,1./	 J. U
I
.b... 'a
E-5
0	 .6	 .9	 1.12 	 1.5	 1.8	 2-1	 2.4	 2.7
--dwomhmm,b^	 - -- --------
Alb-M
I.
4.01 -i
i
3.3
	 I
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.01
i
i
l
I
2 I	 i
2.2
2.0
1.8
1.6 ^
1.4
1.2
1.0
.8
.6
.2
0	 .3	 .6	 .9	 1.2	 1.5	 1.8	 2.1	 2.4	 2.7	 3.0
BV 15
Lo-E	 Densitj
-	 3.00	 2.3 6 5
_=	 2.85	 2.325
-	 2.70	 2.270
-	 2.55	 2.250
--	 2.40	 2.160
_	 2.25	 2.03- 0
2.10	 1.9-0
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IEMORNML IR4 ON LOW LIGBT LEVEL PHnTOGRA2HY FOR SLA
The Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) document X-644-73_147 of May 1973
entitled, "Manual for Hand-Held Photography from Skylab", presents low- light
level photographic information including checklists for optional use by the
crew. The goals of this photography for SLA have just been reviewed and compared
to the proposed new 5073 Functional Objectives (FO's) 1 through 5. These FO 's are
consistent with pages DC-1 through DC--5 of the GSFC document. Therefore, the 5073
film budget of eight (8) 35 mm film cassettes of VHBW (Eastman Kodak Type 0 85
emulsion) for data and two (2) additional cassettes for preflight and postflight
calibrations need not be duplicated for these GSFC suggested astronomical tasks. 	 .^.
However, the S073 FO's do not address the earthward looking photography
contained in pages DA--1 through DB-3. While such photography is also a crew option
task- using the ward room window, it can also utilize the T025 canister and the
Articulated Mirror System (AMS) of 5019 as 5073 proposes. This arrangement of
equipment would greatly enhance opportunities
 
for viewing earthward at nighttime
from the Antisolar Scientific Airlock, particularly as the magnitude of the oxbital-
plane-to-sun, (beta) angle becomes greater than 20 0 . The nighttime earth photo--
gra3by will require four (4) more film cassettes for data; no (0) calibration
cassettes may be required, because the exposure durations appropriate to this re-
maining crew option photography can be included on the 5073 calibration cassettes
requested above. The specific uses and film budget for the earthward photography
would be as followz:
1. Photography of cities at night, divided more or less evenly between
cities of eastern and western cultures (60 frames).
2. Photography of very dark regions there astronomical observatories
now exist or are under consideration as future observatory sites.
These regions might include Western Texas, Southern Andes, Northern
Baha Penninsula, mountains east of the California coast from San
Diego to San Francisco, all of Arizona, Utah, New Mexico and Colorado,
and the mountains eastward from Mexico City to the Isthmus of Tehauntepec
(30 frames).
3. Photography of forest fires, extensive lightning and active volcanoes
(30 frames) .
4. Photography of crew ,selected targets of opportunity (to frames).
L. Dunkel mart
R. D. Mercer
Albany, New York
14 October 1973
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